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An Asymmetric Birdcage Coil Design Allowing Quadrature Head and 
Neck NMR Imaging 

P. S. Frederick 
GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI 53201 

l" 
The advantages of using birdcage-type volume coils to 

produce highly homogeneous, radio frequency magnetic 
field profiles for clinical imaging applications have been 
recognized in MRI literature [l]. Presented herein is one 
such coil architecture capable of quadrature imaging of 
the human head and neck. Despite its asymmetric 
appearance, this ergonomic design provides the 
necessary current phase shifting so as to sustain 
operation as a circular array of uniform line source 
antennae. The result sets up a rotating magnetic field 
vector over roughly 90% of the structure's length with 
an acceptable signal intensity falloff from coil axial 
center to either endring extent. 

AND AEQUlREMENTS 
Recently, special applications within an NMR 

environment have been discussed involving simultaneous 
imaging of the head and neck for vascular and neural 
studies. At present. such investigations are typically 
carried out with two coiis; the quadrature head and linear 
neck. This methodology poses three distinct 
disadvantages: one. patient removaVrepositioning; two. 
disjoint images: and three, quadrature imaging capability 
limited to 50% of the region of interest. More recent 
offerings (linear head and neck coiis) offer 100% of the 
desired field of view, yet lack quadrature operation, thus 
limiting SNR performance. The challenge remains to 
provide quadrature imaging over the head and neck region 
simultaneously. The present concept claims to provide 
this function. 

DESlaN 
The design incorporates an asymmetric, 16 section 

birdcage NMR coil fashioned so as to accommodate the 
human head, neck, and portions of the upper chest (see 
Figure 1). Capacitive elements of the high pass design 
are proportionately weighted to provide necessary phase 
shifting through sections of unequal length. Source 
current direction reversal, afforded through use of non- 
referenced, coaxial cabling segments placed at strategic 
locations. yield substantial improvements in the Ex By 
field homogeneity profile previously distorted by the 
displaced endring (insertion end). Referencing Figure 2, 
computer modeling predicts a sustained, circularly 
polarized magnetic field over roughly 90% of the coil'8 
length. The relative intensity of this rotating vector 
decrease8 by no more than 2:l from the structure's 
equator to either endring. A quadrature drive scheme is 
utilized which, when evaluated against a comparable 
linearly driven system, reduces the required excitation 
power by a factor of 2 and increases SNR performance by 
\c?: 

P 
A prototype version of the quadrature head and neck 

coil herein described was recently constructed on a 
modified version of General Electric's 1.5T. standard 
product head coil. Computer aided, B1 field homogeneity 
plots for this non-optimized version are depicted in 
Figure 3. In a comparison study carried out by 
Applications personnel, performance of the new coil 
prototype was found to rival that of the product 
quadrature head coil in all scan planes - this compared to 
a 50% reduction in SNR with use of a recent linear head 
and neck coil design over comparable regions of interest. 
Although initially lower in the neck base, the signal 

intensity from this region improved substantially for the 
prototype following implementation of the aforementioned 
design improvements (endring source current direction 
reversal). 

CO" 
An operational. asymmetric birdcage coil design has 

been presented which addresses the concerns inherent to 
clinical NMR, vascular and neural imaging of the head and 
neck. This transmit/receive prototype offers the benefit 
of a quadrature operational format together with a unique 
structural architecture accommodating the particular 
anatomy of interest. Further coil performance 
improvements will center on reauired field of view 
versus 
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A Triple-tuned Birdcage Coil Design 

Anming M. Liu 
MGH-NMR Center, Dept. of Radiology, Massachusetts General Hospital 

Bld. 149 13th St. Charlestown. Ma 02129 

INIRODUCIION 
For implementing the NMR spectroscopy 

imaging and quantitation method in (1). which 
normally requires concentration calibration 
measurements on, for instance, H1-Na23 and H1-H2, 
a triple-tuned transceiver RF coil is desirable in 
order to reduce experiment time and increase 
accuracy compared with using two electronically 
isolated double tune coils. To design the triple-tuned 
coil, a couple of criteria should be considered. The 
sensitivities should be as high as possible on the low 
y nuclei resonances; the homogeneity should be 
good, but not very critical; above all of that, the Bi 
field distributions of the two nuclei in a calibration, 
e.g. H1-Na23, must be identical, this imposes a 
special requirement. Fortunately, not all three 
resonance must have the same B1 field. It'll be 
adequate if one resonance has two modes, and each 
of the other two resonances has the same Bl as one 
of the two modes. Therefore, the triple-tuned coil 
could just be a combination of two double tune coils. 

DESIGN 
Birdcage RF coils have been commonly used 

in MRI because of their high homogeneity in a large 
volume, less sample loss and less coupling to a 
metallic surrounding, especially in the case of high 
frequency resonances and large coil sizes. Birdcage 
coils also have a great feature. On each major linear 
resonance, both high pass and low pass, there are a 
pair of orthogonal modes, and their B1 fields are 
perpendicular to each other. Double-tuned birdcage 
coil designs have been seen in the literature. 
Especially the high efficient and double-tuned design 
in (2) has shown us how to build a double-tuned 
birdcage coil for two low y nuclei with their 
sensitivities the same as the corresponding single- 
tuned coil but with B1 fields perpendicular to each 
other. Therefore, considering the double-tuned 
designs in (2) and (3). if a birdcage coil is built in 
the way in (2) and a LC tank circuit is inserted to 
each side rod as in (3), then a triple-tuned birdcage 
coil just can be conceptually constructed.Fig. 1 
shows the structure of such triple-tuned 8 pole 
birdcage coil. 

c2 LC1 

C2 and C3 are respectively tuned to 0 2  and 03, the 
resonances of the two low y nuclei. B1 fields of the 
two resonances as mentioned are perpendicular to 
each other and each resonance only has one mode. 
L and C1 normally are tuned to a frequency 
between the first and the second highest resonance. 
Therefore, they are equivalent to a capacitor C' 
which satisfies WiC'=wiC1- l /wlL where 01 is 
the highest resonance frequency, and equivalent to 
an inductor L' given by l/OiL=l/OiL-WiC where 
Oi is 0 2  or wg.The LC tank generally should be 
same at each side rod in order to generate two 
modes at 0 1  and match the B1 field of each mode to 
one of the two low y resonances. Because of the LC 
tank, the efficiency will be always degraded at 01 
and become more degraded as the L decreases. 

Attention should be paid to the fact that the 
two modes at the highest resonance, 01. will not 
have exactly the same frequency unless C2 equals 
C3. However, C2 generally does not equal C3. To 
solve this problem, let's consider the fact that, at 01 
the equivalent capacitance at each rod is 
C'Ci/(C'+Ci) where Ci is C2 or Cg, if Ol>>Oi, 
then C<<Ci, and then the resonance frequency 
difference A o l  will be very small, and can be 
viewed as a perturbation to the coil symmetry. 

At the common and uncut end ring, there are 
two points which are 1800 apart and just the highest 
current passing points of the slightly higher 
frequency resonance 01 +Awl, and oppositely the 
non-current passing points of the slightly lower 
frequency resonance at 01. A de-perturbation can 
be done by introducing a small inductor to each of 
these two points. This inductance can be determined 
experimentally and theoretically. 

RESULT 
We have built a triple-tuned 8 pole birdca e 

30.7MHz. The coil is in a cylindrical shape, 4.5" 
long and 3.25" diameter. Ci=14pf, c2=5 Ip f ,  
C3=136pf, L=O.lpH, L=20nH. A primary bench 
test has shown the design works as the theory has 
described. The low y (Na & H2) efficiency is only a 
fraction of a dB less than a single-tuned coil of the 
same size. H1 efficiency is about 60% of that of a 
single-tuned coil of the same size. 
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A Remote Tuning and Matching Network for Burface Coils in MRI and MR8 

Ingmar Viohl, Ph.D., Grant T. Gullberg, Ph.D. and Margaret A. Simons, MD 

Department of Radiology, University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt Lake City, U T  84132 

Introduction 

In this paper we present a new capacitive tuning and 
matching network (TMN) that enables the user to remotely 
tune and impedance match surface coils used in magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (MRS). When we used our remote TMN with an 
endorectal surface coil' in prostate MRI, the image quality 
and resolution was significantly improved in comparison to 
images obtained with a whole body coil. The image quality in 
all cases studied was superior or at least comparable to similar 
studies reported in the literature2zsi4. 

The manually adjusted version of our remote TMN 
significantly extends the tunable range of surface coils over 
conventionally used capacitive TMNs and has been useful in 
lSC, "P and 'H spectroscopy at 2 Tesla. 
Furthermore, our TMN can be integrated into an automated 
remote TMN circuit using a voltage-bridge. Successful 
application of the automated remote TMN has been 
demonstrated in prostate imaging with disposable endorectal 
coils'-s. 

Tuning and Matchina Network$ 

We will first provide some background information on TMNs 
and then discuss the limitations placed on surface coils by 
conventional remote TMNs (Figure la). Next we will discuss 
our remote TMN (Figure Ib), which significantly reduces 
these restrictions. 

Although optimally designed surface coils should only require 
fixed value tuning and matching capacitors (C, and C, in 
Figure la), remote tuning and matching capabilities are 
preferred with in vivo spectroscopy' or intracavitary 
imaging2Bsg4. Since the capacitors C, and C, are not easily 
accessible in either application, changes in coil tuning and 
matching due to coil loading or coil deformation must be 
compensated for via a remote tuning and matching network. 

A conventional surface coil configuration for in vivo 
spectroscopy' or intracavitary imaging2*sp4 including the 
tuning and matching network is shown in Figure la. 
, 1 

I I I  I 
F w  Ir: Conventional aurfaea coil 
and TMN configuration. iudaca coib. 

P i  lb  New capacitiva TMN for 

When the transmission line 1 and the capacitors C, and C, are 
combined into an effective load impedance 2, = rL + I*XL 
(dashed box in Figure la) the input impedance of the 
complete circuit in Figure la is found to be 

, (1) - I X 1  ri+(xL -x,)(x, -XI -4) x:r, 4 - .:+(x,-x,-~p r: +(x,- X ,  -X,Y 
where and X, = I/(&,) and X, 7 I/(WC2). The coil and TMN 
assembly is tuned to the appropriate resonant frequency when 
the imaginary part of 2, vanishes. For Zin to simultaneously 
match a resistance r, the real part in Eq.(l) has to equal rm. 

These tuning and matching requirements result in two 
equations for X, and X, with solutions 

The requirement of a capacitive matching network, i.e., X, 
and X, are simultaneously positive, imposes the conditions 

r, < r. and X, >d-j (3) 

Another popular TMN' reverses the order of the capacitors 
C, and C, in Figure la. however, the inductive load 2, 
tunable with this network must also satisfy the conditions 
imposed in Eq.(3). 

The restrictions imposed in Eq.(3) can be minimized 
significantly using the tuning and matching circuit shown in 
Figure I b. The series combination of the inductor L, and 
capacitor C, is chosen to be inductive, i.e., 2, = 1-X,. The 
input impedance of this circuit is found to be 

A tuned and matched circuit requires 

x i - x , + 4 * @ M d q - 4 * J - .  (5) 

Simultaneous positive (capacitive) solutions for X, and X, 
exist if 

X 3 2 t . L .  (6) 

The constraint given by Eq.(6) can be satisfied in at least two 
ways. First, replacing rL in Eq.(6) by some makes the 
circuit tunable for all rL 5 rL,max. Because stray capacitances 
can reach several pic0 Farads (at radio frequencies) and 
should be significantly smaller than the tuning capacitances, 
it is important to minimize the reactance X, and X,. This can 
be achieved by making the capacitor C, in Figure Ib. 
variable and adjusting X, to make Eq.(6) an equality. 
It should be noted that the PIN-diode decoupling scheme 
indicated in Figures la and l b  is not optimal and residual 
currents in the surface coil during the transmit phase will 
cause spins near the coil to have a random tip angle; resulting 
in image artifacts near the coil. 
C S Q  
The promising results we obtained in prostate MRI and 2 
Tesla spectroscopy suggest that other applications could 
benefit from our remote tuning and matching network. 
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PHASE ERRORS IN INDUCTIVELY COUPLED RF COIL PAIRS 

D. Herlihy, M. Wolski, E. Boskamp. 
Medical Advances Inc., Milwaukee, WI. 

PURPOSE. L o w o r  Wprr To study the phases of cumnts flowing in inductively coupled 
coil pairs and their influence on the homogeneity of the reception 
field. 

I". 
Inductively coupled RF coil pairs arc commonly used in MRI 

when the coil has to be splittable for patient 80~~11s. The knee 
and head coils am examples. When two identical resonators with 
no patient load arc brought together, mutual inductence will split 
the resonance into two modes; the parallel mode, where cumnts 
in both coils arc in phase, and the antipnralld mode, where 
cumnts arc 180' out of phase. The psuallel mod. occurs at the 
lower tkquency and rcsults in an homogeneous Rp field. 
However, the equivalent series rcsistnnce of the coils (introduced 
largely by the patient) has a major effect on the phase difference 
between the currenta flowing in the two conductors, potentially 
resulting in an inhomogeneous reception field. An average patieht 
load can have a dramatic effect on the homogeneity of the coil. 

tdEmQDL 
Laborntory models of inductively coupled saddle coils were 

constructed (with an opening angle of 120' and length = 
diameter). These designs were modelled in Pspice. 
At 21 MHz the loaded Quality Factor of the coil was 100 (a coil 

reactance of 1000 with a series resistance of 10). The PSpice 
model showed equal amplitudes and equal phases for the currents 
in both coils. 
However at 64 MHz the eddy current losses in human tissue are 

a factor of 9 times greater than at 21 MHz. Indeed, the series 
resistance of the 64 MIIz coil of Figure 1 was measured to be 
R,=R,-SO. 
An equation was derived which confirms that the phase 

difference is a function of R. 

tan(62-el) = R (1) 
WL - llwc 

8EsmrL 
The phase difference at 64 MHz was found to be 40" (Figure 

2). In this simple model there is no amplitude difference. A more 
complex model which matches the coil to 500, exhibits inequality 
in the cumnt magnitude. 
The effect of the phase difference on the homogeneity of the coil 

WIU modelled: 

Bin = BIAv + B,,+se + B,,sine 
BlW = -BIm + B,,+ine - B,#se 

where: B,, is the x component of the normalised B1 field 
for the combined coil 
is the antexior only component 
is the posterior only component 
is the phase diffennce bdwccn the two cumnts 

Magnitude plots (at 2-0) shown for 0 - 0' (Figure 3) and 
6 - -40' (Figure 4). It is clear that the phase difference 
intmducu significant inhomogencity. The p.ttern shown has k e n  
n p d d  in phantom studies. 

CONCLUSION, 
Inductively coupled coil pairs exhibit a phase difibeace bctween 
tho ameatr flowing in the wo coils upon iordtrg. This results 
in homogeneity changes. A method hu been &velopcd to predict 

(2) 
(3) 

BI, 
B,, 
e 

ad t hW Changes. 
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QUADRATURE DETECTION SHOULDER COILS 
RW. Jones, E. Boskamp. 

Medical Advances Inc., Milwaukee, WI. 

PurDosp 
Design a quadrature shoulder coil optimized 

for imaging a specific patient population in a 
horizontal (2-directed). high-field system. 

Introductioq 
The shoulder, because of i ts  non-cylindrical 

geometry and asymmetry with respect t o  a local 
imaging coil, presents a challenge to  quadrature 
detection (OD) coil designers. Popular conforming 
anterior placed surface coils present a 
sensitivity profile which decreases rapidly with 
distance from the coil, resulting in poor 
signal-to-noise (SNR) from more posterior located 
anatomy. Increasing diameter is not the answer 
as the maximum SNR obtainable from shallower 
pixels decreases with increasing coil size (1). 

Obvious improvements in SNR are  possible 
using quadrature detection (QD) coils. Desirable 
configurations would aiiow for  volumetric imaging 
of the shoulder joint and immediately surrounding 
tissues. These coils would provide for easy 
positioning on the patient and obtain a SNR 
profile consistent with that expected from local 
QD imaging coils. 

Methods & Materials 
Two such QD shoulder coil designs were 

modeled to  compare their regions of homogeneity, 
SNR potential, and patient access. The first 
design (Fig. la) employs a combination of an 
anatomically conforming saddle coil (Helmholtz) 
pair, oriented in the Y direction, with a 
solenoid oriented for  sensitivity in the X 
direction. The solenoid is slipped over the 
patient's arm prior to  final positioning. 

The other config. (Fig. lb.) was designed 
such that two different current modes would flow 
on the same conductors depending upon the 
orientation of the local excitation dipole. A 
possible advantage t o  this design is the open 
geometry which facilitates easy positioning. 

Magnetic field magnitude and phase, plots 
were generated, using Biot-Savart, to  help ensure 
that sensitivity profiles of each mode matched, 
and that their respective phases maintained 
orthogonality throughout the region of the 
sample. These important criteria for  optimal QD 
design ensure that the correlated noise component 
effectively vanishes (2). With this condition 
met, SNR plots were generated using 

N 

wMVl~11Blcos(6-@) + B2cos(6+@) I - 
Gq- SNRpua* - 

where: M = magnetization density, V = voxel vol., 
Bl= field magnitudes, $ = angle between 

fields, # = phase shift of combiner,. and 

6 = angle of B1 in relation to  an 

arbitrary reference. R was calculated in 

accordance with the noise coupling described in 
(2 ) .  Prototypes were fabricated, and SNR plots 
of phantoms were taken to  verify calculations. 

t 

Results & Discussion 
The effectiveness of quadrature detection 

was calculated from magnitude and phase 
difference plots (Fig. 2 )  of each coil pair. 
These plots reveal that the design of Fig. la has 
virtually eliminated any correlated noise 
contribution by maintaining f ieid orthogonality 
throughout the 10 cm (diameter) phantom. 

Conclusions 
Two quadrature coil configurations were 

presented with comparisons made between their 
field homogeneity, optimal SNR, and patient 
access. Both created phantom and anatomical 
images with SNR values approximately 387. higher, 
in the deeper seated voxels, than the commonly 
used surface coil counterpart. 
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21 R.W. Jones, E.B.Boskamp. Submitted to "SMRM 
11th Annual Meeting". 
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introduction 
Completely non-invasive, real time (at a frame resolution 

of seconds) tomographic movies of dynamic human visual 
system and motor system activity are demonstrated. These 
images are based on single shot EPI techniques sensitive to 
changes in either cerebral blood flow (CBF) or blood 
oxygenation. Given the close correspondence in both space 
and time between cerebral hemodynamic changes and 
neuronal activation, these data provide the highest spatial 
and temporal resolution tomographic maps of human brain 
activity reported to date. 

Methods 
Changes in blood oxygenation were detected using a T2* 

sensitive gradient echo (GE) imaging sequence (TR=3000 
ms, TE=4Oms). Blood flow changes were evaluated using 
a spin echo inversion recovery, T1-sensitive pulse sequence 
(TI=1100 ms, TR=3500 ms, T E 4 2  ms). The primary 
visual cortex of our normal volunteers was evaluated using 
well established patterned-flash photic stimulation. Special 
care was taken to minimize subject movement between 
scans by using a snugly fitting head holder. A receive-only 
RF surface coil was used to improve signal-to-noise 
(similar results were obtained, albeit with reduced S / N ,  
using a quadrature head volume coil). Single slice images 
(4-10mm thickness) with 3 x 3 mm in-plane resolution was 
positioned along the banks of the calcarine fissures. A 
series of images were acquired continuously with the same 
imaging pulse sequence (either GE or IR) during task 
activation. Cine display of subtraction images (activated 
minus baseline) directly demonstrates activity-induced 
changes in brain MR signal observed at a temporal 
resolution of seconds. Similarly, human primary motor 
cortex (Ml) activation was studied with the gradient echo 
sequence using a hand squeezing paradigm. 

Results 
During 8 Hz (where the largest MR signal response 

occurred) patterned-flash photic stimulation, a significant 
increase iri signal intensitf (paired f-test, P < 0.OO-i) of 1.8 
f 0.9% for IR (Fig.1) and 1.8 f 0.8% for GE (Fig.2) was 
observed in the primary visual cortex (Vl) of seven normal 
volunteers. The mean rise-time constant of the signal 
change was 4.4 f 2.2 seconds for the GE images and 8.9 f 
2.8 seconds for the IR images. Similar signal changes were 
observed within the human primary motor cortex (Ml) 
(Fig.3) during a hand squeezing task. These data are 
consistent with concurrent experimental data showing 
similar changes in using animal models during hypercapnia 
induced increased blood flow. 

The relationship between TI and regional blood flow was 
characterized by Detre et af. : l/Tlapp = ID1 + f/h 
where Tlapp is the observed (apparent) longitudinal 
relaxation tlme with flow effects included, T1 is the true 
tissue longitudinal relaxation time in the absence of flow, f 
is the flow in mVgm/min, and h is the brain-blood partition 
coefficient of water [-0.95 mVgm 1. If we assume that the 
true tissue TI remains constant, a change in blood flow Af 
will lead to a change in the observed T lapp  as:  
A(l/Tlapp) = Af/k. Thus, the MR signal change can be 
used to estimate the change in blood flow. For an IR 
sequence with T I =  T1, our 2% change in MR signal 
intensity implies a change in flow of - 50 mV100gm/min, 
within range of previous PET data. Applying a single 

imaging sequence repeatedly at the same slice location 
removes the problem of magnetization transfer as well as 
other systematic bias. The method of matching blood flow 
change here with T1 change is thus extremely robust. 
Our gradient echo data suggest that the increased signal 

on T2*- weighted images reflects an increase in venous 
blood oxygenation. Since CBF (and hence oxygen 
delivery) changes exceed cerebral blood volume changes by 
2-4 times, while blood oxygen extraction increases only 
slightly, the total paramagnetic blood deoxyhemoglobin 
content within brain tissue voxels will decrease with brain 
activation, even though the volume of blood increases. The 
resulting decrease in the tissue-blood magnetic 
susceptibility difference leads to less intervoxel &phasing 
within brain tissue voxels and hence increased signal on 
T2*-weighted images. Physiological data suggests that 
photic stimulation will reduce the volume susceptibility 
difference (Ax) between deoxygenated blood and the 
surrounding brain from 3.2 x 10-8 to 1.9 x 10-8 (cgs). 
Modeling the cerebral vasculature as randomly oriented 
cylinders, an initial blood volume of 4% should produce a 
2% signal increase in GE images at TE40 msec. 

The advent of MRI techniques utilizing intrinsic blood- 
tissue contrast, promises the development of a functional 
human neuroanatomy of unprecedented spatial-temporal 
resolution. 

0 60 120 180 240 
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Time-Course Gradient-Echo EPI of Localized Signal Enhancement in the Human Brain During Task 
Activation 

P. A. Bandettini*, E. C. Wong*, R. S. HinksS, R. S. Tikofsky*, and J. S. Hyde* 
*Dept. of Radiology, Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI and SGE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI 

PURPOS * 
we5emonstrate that time course, long-=, gradient 

echo EPI is an effective tool in localizing, without the use of 
contrast agents, human brain function associated with task 
activation. 

Blood is a unique source of physiological contrast in 
MRI due to its oxygenation-sensitive ~ paramagnetic 
characteristics. Deoxyhemoglobin contains paramagnetic 
iron while oxyhemoglobin contains diamagnetic oxygen- 
bound iron (1). It has been demonstrated that the 
paramagnetic contribution of deoxyhemoglobin affects the 
susceptibility of whole blood (1-4). Microscopic Bo field 
inhomogeneities within and around vessels are created by 
this susceptibility differential. A spin-echo is attenuated by 
dephasing due to diffusion of spins through field 
inhomogeneities while a gradient-echo is additionally 
attenuated by dephasing due to static field inhomogeneities, 
independent of diffusion. 

Recent work demonstrates the sensitivity of gradient- 
echo imaging to blood oxygenation changes (3,s). 
Furthermore, preliminary success using gradientccho EPI in 
observing signal changes in the visual cortex during photic 
stimulation has been repoRed (2). 

Imaging was performed on a standard clinical GE 
1.5 Tesla Signa system using either a 30.5 cm i.d. three-axis 
local gradient coil or a 33.0 cm i.d. prototype GE z-axis 
local gradient coil. A. blipped, gradient-echo EPI pulse 
sequence, having an lnlhal lr12 pulse and an effective TE, 
(kx, ky) = (0, 0), of 50 ms, was employed. Data acquisition 
time was 40 ms to acquire a 64 x 64 image. The FOV ranged 
from 20 to 24 cm. Slice thickness was 25 mm to ensure that 
the region of activation was completely contained in the 
slice. A series of up to 128 sequential images of the same 
plane in the brain was obtained using an inter-scan delay or 
TRof 2 to 3 s. 

Each time course series was generally divided in time 
into three segments. During the first and last segment, the 
subject was instructed to remain completely relaxed. During 
the middle segment, the subject was instructed to perform 
the well-established sensory and motor cortex activation 
paradigm of touching each finger to thumb in a self-paced 
and repetitive manner. Fingers on one or bosh hands were 
used. 

All post-processing was perfonned on a Sun 
SPARCstation l+. Brain activity images were obtained by 
calculating the cross correlation between the time response of 
each voxel and the ideal response to the task activation. The 
cross-cornlation calculation was perfonned for each voxel 
and displayed in an image array, tamed the brain activity 
image. Voxel values that change in a manner temporally 
correlated to the finger movement activity had the highest 
values in the brain activity images. Plots of signal intensity 
versus image number from activated regions. demonstrating 
the temporal characteristics of the signal enhancement, were 
also made. The fractional signal change in the activated 
region was calculated from a 4-voxel volume in each image 
series using: 

%As = ( ( Sa - Sr ) /  Sr ) x 100 

where %AS is the per-cent change in signal, Sa is the 

averaged activated state signal, and Sr is the averaged resting 
state signal. The change in relaxation rate, AR2*, associated 
with task activation was calculated using the relationship (6): 

-In( Sa / Sr ) / TE = AR2* 
ULTS; 

A total of 24 experiments were performed on 6 
healthy volunteers. An increase of 4.3% f 0.3% in signal 
was observed in the areas functionally associated with the 
task during activation. The calculated AR2* during activation 
is -0.8 f 0.1 s-1. 

The areas of signal enhancement correspond with 
regions known to be associated with the finger movement 
task. Figure 1 shows a typical plot of signal intensity versus 
sequential image number (TR = 2 s) from an ROI in the 
primary motor cortex conaalatcral to the handpuforming the 
task. Finger movement takes place during the time between 
the vertical arrows. Preliminary results using spinecho EPI 
show no significant signal enhancement during task 
activation. 

The observed increase in signal intensity in the 
activated region of brain is potentially explained qualitatively 
by findings that, during local brain stimulation, oxygen 
delivery to the activated region exceeds metabolic need (7). 
The overabundance of oxygen-rich blood leads to a decrease 
in the local oxygen extraction fraction, directly suggesting a 
local increase in blood p02  and a local decrease in the 
concentration of deoxyhemoglobin. Such a decrease in 
deoxyhemoglobin concentration decreases the vessel-tissue 
susceptibility differential, allowing increased spin coherence 
and thus increased signal. Time course gradient-echo EPI is 
a powerful new noninvasive tool for assessment of regional 
Cerebral activation with high temporal and spatial resolution. 

I I28 ?In'.' YO..rn..l 
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Functional Brain Mapping using MRI: Intrinsic Signal Changes Accompanying 
Sensory Stimulation 

S. Ogawal, D. W. Tank1, R. Menon2, J. M. Ellermann2, S. G. Kim2 , H. Merkle2 and K. Ugurbi12 
lAT&T Bell Labs., Murray Hill. NJ and 2Univ. of Minnesota Medical School, Minneapolis, MN 

We report that visual stimulation produces an 
easily detectable (5-20%) transient increase in the 
intensity of water proton magnetic resonance 
signals in human primary visual cortex in 
gradient echo images obtained with FISP 
sequences (40 ms echo time) at 4T field strength. 
Our experiments were motivated by the previous 
observation that magnetic resonance images of 
rodent brains at high (7T) field showed proton 
signal intensity alterations which were Blood 
Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) in regions of 
close proximity to local blood vessels (1, 2). The 
possibility of using deoxyhemoglobin induced 
magnetic susceptibility changes to map human 
sensory and mental operations is suggested by the 
increasing evidence that an increase in regional 
cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and a local elevation in 
human brain venous blood oxygenation 
accompanies an increase in neuronal activity (3, 
4). 

images were acquired with a 4T whole body 
system using a curved surface r.f. coil (14 cm in 
diameter). Consecutive gradient echo images (85 
images with two visual stimulation periodshun) 
were obtained from the average of two scans 
using a FISP puke sequence (TE=40 ms; TR= 45 ms; 
voxel size=1.6x3.lxlO mm3; time interval between 
scans=2 s; one image /-lo s). The plots of signal 
intensity change versus image number were 
digitally filtered (gaussian filter: 2 point width). 
Heart rate and arterial blood oxygenation were 
monitored throughout an imaging session. 
W L T S  Experiments were performed on 6 
normal human volunteers (48 visual stimulation 
periods; 12 sagittal; 36 oblique image planes). In 
whole field visual stimulation experiments (10 Hz 
LED illumination), difference images between 
stimulation and non-stimulation periods showed 
that signal increases produced by stimulation 
occurred in areas predominantly occupied by 
gray matter in the visual cortex. This was easily 
shown by a comparison with inversion 
recovery-T 1 weighted images which enhanced 
white matter signals preferentially. 

The temporal responses of the signal at a few 
locations (1, 2 visual cortex; 3 outside visual 
cortex) are shown in Fig. 1 for an experiment on 
an obliquely angled plane. The largest 
fractional changes in signal intensity in an 
imaging series ranged 520% (mean 8.2%; s.d. 
3.3%) . Although global changes in signal 
intensity were observed with heart rate 
variation, in all experiments reported here heart 
rates did not show any change during and after 
stimulation. The signal intensity during non 
stimulation periods fluctuated with a standard 
deviation of 2%. This fluctuation contained 
contributions from instrumental noise and 
physiology related variations. 

ods Magnetic resonance 

Figure 2 shows a result of hemi field (Left and 
Right) visual stimulation observed at a rostra1 
site in the right occipital pole. This demonstrates 
that functional maps within a brain region can 
be determined by this BOLD imaging. 

Fig. 1 
Whole field stim. 

light llght - -  
loo. 

ImqeNumber 

Fig.2 
Hemi field stim. 
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At a short TE (8 ms), with all other acquisition 

parameters he!d constant, the fractional signal 
change induced by visual stirnulation was 
diminished, although the overall signal intensity 
was high. This result indicates that the signal 
change observed upon stimulation is not due to a 
T i  or Ti*(flow effect) process, but is consistent 
with a change in T2* (or T2). We suggest the 
signal increase during stimulation is produced 
by a local increase in venous blood oxygenation 
that changes T2*. 

From the dependence of image signal intensity 
on venous blood oxygenation measured in rodent 
brains at 7T, a rough estimate of the signal 
change at 4T 
The changes we observed in the present study 
were much larger. This may indicate that rCBF 
increases in the gray matter may be 
significantly higher than the value of 30-75% 
determined by a PET study under a similar 
stimulus paradigm. Because of the limited 
resolution, PET experiments necessarily average 
gray matter and white matter. -a Imaging methods that enhance 
BOLD contrast can be used to map human mental 
operations. When combined with rapid gradient 
echo MRI methods, dynamic functional brain 
mapping should be possible with a temporal 
resolution determined by the neural- 
hemodynamic response time. 
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Funetlonal Mapplng of the Human Vlsual Cortex at 4 Testa using Deoxygenatlon Contrast EPI 
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Pumose 
To examine the potential for functional brain mapping 
using deoxygenatlon contrast in echo-planar gradient-echo 
images at 4.0 tesla. 

introduction 
Gradient-echo images are sensitive to local changes in 
magnetic susceptibility. If these changes occur at a sub- 
voxel scale, a loss of signal is obsewed, which has been 
used by Ogawa (1) to observe changes in blood oxygenation 
in vivo. Turner (2) showed that combining this technique 
with echo-planar imaging enabled study of cerebral oxy- 
genation changes in real time, for instance as a result of 
respiratory challenges. 

Kwong et al (3) were able to observe, using the same se- 
quence in a whole-body MR system, signal changes in the 
visual cortex of human volunteers associated with the 
oxyhemoglobin surplus caused by the increase in perfusion 
with photic stimulation (4). A temporal resolution of 1-3 
seconds, and a spatial resolution of 1.5 mm in-plane, were 
obtained. These changes were small, however, of the order 
of 2-3% at the field strength of 1.5 tesla used, and thus 
were easily masked by misregistration artfacts caused by 
brain motion. To obtain sufficient SNR a surface coil was 
generally required, which limited the volume of brain 
tissue which could be studied in any one experiment. These 
results have been reproduced at 1.5 tesla in our labora- 
tory. 

The effect of susceptibility differences on signal increases 
rapidly with field strength (5). Furthermore, SNR in 
magnetic resonance images increases approximately lin- 
early with field. Thus an increase in static field is likely to 
lead to improvement in the potential of gradient-echo EPI 
for functional brain mapping, provided that image quality 
at such high fields remains acceptable. Use of a similar 
stimulus protocol to that of Kwong et al (3) allows direct 
comparison of results. 

Me;thod 
Volunteers (male, ages between 24 and 46) were studied 
in a 4.0 tesla whole body imaging system fitted with 
shielded transverse gradient coils, and a small (27 cm dia) 
z-gradient coil (6) which gave sufficiently large gradients 
and fast enough rise times to allow EPI. To avoid rf cou- 
pling problems, and not for SNR reasons, a surface coil 
was used for rf transmission and reception, at 170.74 
Mhz. A head coil small enough to insert within our small 
gradient coil is under construction. 
A GE Omega console was used to obtain good quality, arti- 
fact-free images. The excellent magnet shim allows clean 
128x128 gradient-echo EPI images to be obtained with a 
20 cm FOV. However, for the purposes of this study. 
memory limitations required that 64x64 images be used, 
which had an echo time of 20 ms, FOV 140 mm, slice 
thickness 5 mm, and total acquisttion time 42 ms. 

Sagittal slices were selected close to the brain midline, 
intersecting the calcarine fissure and other portions of the 
primary visual cortex. The repeat time was 3 s. Photic 
stimulation was provided by light-proof binocular goggles 
fitted with light-emitting diodes which could be caused to 
flash at varying rates (Model SIOVS, Grass Instruments), 
In this case 16 Hz. 64 images were obtained during each 
3xperimental run, the stimulus being alternately switched 
2ff and on for ten images at a time. The images were recon- 

structed without use of a phase-correction algorithm, and 
transferred to a workstation for analysis. Difference im- 
ages were calculated, in which the mean of images 3 
through 10 was subtracted from subsequent images, to 
provide improved visualization of contrast changes. 

Results 
SNR of the images was typically 100 or greater in the 
areas of interest. The difference images showed highly lo- 
calized changes of intensity during stimulation (Figure 1). 
The position of these regions corresponded closely to the 
calcarine fissure and the posterior visual cortex. in most 
studies no sign of misregistratlon due to motion could be 
seen, while a variation of up to 15% of image intensity in 
the active regions was observed. As reported by Kwong el 
ai, an increase of signal was noted during stirnulation, with 
a rise time of 4 to 10 seconds, which appeared to be vol- 
unteer-dependent. During the second and third periods of 
darkness, the signal from the visual cortex generally 
dropped below its resting value, as shown, suggesting a 
slight capillary oxyhemoglobin deficit at these times. No 
changes in signal could be seen from tissue outside the 
visual cortex. for instance in the observable part of the 
cerebellum. 

At 4.0 tesla the contrast changes observed by Kwong el al 
(3) appear to be much more easily obsewable than at 1.5 
tesla. This has major implications for the viability of 
functional brain mapping by MRI. 
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Figure 1. Variation in image intensity with time for a cor- 
tical grey matter ROI adjacent to the cakarine fissure, 
while photic stimulation is switched off and on. 
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Introduction 

organ may be achieved by applying a 
radiofrequency pulse in the presence of a 
wnstant magnetic field gradient. A quantitative 
perfusion map may be calculated based on the 
intensities of images acquired with and without 
inversion. This technique has been applied to 
the study of cerebral perfusion in rat brain at 4 T. 
(1) We have implemented this technique on a 
1.5 T imaging system for the study of cerebral 
perfusion in humans. 

Selective inversion of the arterial input to an 

Methods 
A gradient-echo pulse sequence (fig. 1) was 

used to acquire the inversion and control 
images. A single quadrature head coil was used 
to transmit and receive as well as to apply the 
inversion pulse. The inversion gradient, GZ, 
was 0.2 G/cm. The RF offset frequency, q, was 
-2130 Hz and the RF strength was 80 Hz. Under 
these conditions, spins flowing through an axial 
plane at the level of the corpus callosum would 
be inverted. This plane was chosen so that 
blood flowing through the middle and anterior 
cerebral arteries would undergo inversion. The 
image plane was 2.5 cm superior to the 
inversion plane. In order to achieve sufficient 
SNR, 128 signal averages were acquired. The 
total imaging time for inversion and control 
images was approximately 27 minutes. 

Inversion and control images of a normal 
volunteer were generated by repeating the 
sequence of figure 1 with a positive and negative 
inversion gradient, respectively. The perfusion 
image is then calculated as, 

P = [ h/(a"napp 1 1 * [ (Mc - Mi)/Mi I Dl 

where Mc is the intensity in the magnitude 
control image, Mi is the intensity in the 
magnitude inversion image, I is the blood-brain 

3LT 

Figure 1: Gradlent-echo pulse sequence used to 
generate the perhion images. The duration, Tinr, 
of the RF invemion ulw WM approximately 70 
msec. TE 6 and Tii - 100 -. 

partition coefficient (assumed to be 0.9 ml/g), 
and Tlapp is the apparent T1 of the brain tissue. 
The parameter a is the degree of inversion ( (a - Mi)/Mo )which is approximately 1.8 in our 
case, corresponding to 90% inversion. Values for 
Tlapp were obtained from a two-point inversion 
recovery image measurement. The effect of 
transit time of the blood between the inversion 
plane and the capillary level was neglected. 

Results 

segmenting gray matter (GM) from white matter 
(WM) based upon the measured Tlapp . The 
results are presented in Table 1. The GM/WM 
perfusion ratio for the whole brain was 
approximately 1.9. Significant non-random 
local variations in perfusion are present in the 
data. These values are in general agreement 
with those obtained by other techniques. (2) 

The perfusion data were analyzed by 

Frontal 

Occ ip i ta l  

Par ie ta l  64f5 

Tnble I: Values for perfusioii (iiil/lOOg/iiiiii) 
in gray iiiatter (GM) niid wliile iiintler ( W M )  
based upon ROI niinlyres of the perfiisirw iiiirge. 
Areas o f  approxiiiialely I cii i*  were evalualetl. 

Discussion 
Use of a single coil to perform this experiment 

allows for inversion of spins closer to the image 
plane, thereby decreasing losses due to transit 
time. Under these conditions, we have found 
that magnetization transfer (MT) to spins in the 
image plane due to the RF inversion pulse is 
significant. Due to dispersion across the slice, 
the MT effect is not cancelled in the control 
image. In order to minimize this effect, the 
smallest slice thickness and lowest RF power 
level possible must be used. 
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Functional MRI of Regional Cerebral Blood Volume During Rest and Photic Stimulation 
Using Long-Echo Time FLASH and Bolus Administration of Gd-DTPA 
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Introduction 
MRI studies of cerebral blood volume (rCBV) are 

based on the administration of a param netic contrast 
agent inducing susceptibility differences%ring the first- 
pass transit through the tissue. The effect is due 
to a heterogeneous distribution of the paramagnetic 
complexes in the vascular spaces generating magnetic 
field gradients that cause signal losses in gradient-echo 
MRI sequences with long echo times. 

Transient susceptibility contrasts after bolus injection 
of Gd-DTPA were first applied to study perfusion in 
rabbit kidney and rabbit brain in vivo (1,2) using 
dynamic low flip angle, gradient-echo FLASH MRI (3). 
More recently, the concept was experimentally and 
theoretically substantiated (4) and even better time 
resolution was obtained using susceptibility-sensitized 
echo-planar imaging (EPI) for studies of human brain 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the po- 
tential of state-of-the-art FLASH MRI sequences to 
visualize rCBV and its response to physiologic activa- 
tion such as photic stimulation. 
Methods and Subiects 

Investigations were carried out at 2.0-T (Siemens 
Magnetom) using the standard headcoil. Dynamic 
scanning involved the acquisition of T1-weighted RF 
spoiled FLASH images (TR/TE/a=47/38/40") with a 
64 x 128 matrix (interpolated to 128 x 128) and a time 
resolution of 3 s (field-of-view 200 mm, slice thickness 
8 mm). 

Activation studies involved MRI during a resting 
state (30-45 min dark adaptation, ear plugs) and, after 
a 30-40 min waiting period, during binocular photic 
stimulation (10 H5, red light, 4 x 5 matrices). In 
both experiments a bolus of 0.1 mM/kg GI-DTPA was 
administrated manually (3-4 8) into the antecubital 
vein. Informed written consent was obtained prior to 
the investigations. 

(5-7). 

Results and Discussion 
Initially, access to rCBV was investigated using re- 

focused FLASH seauences and 0.2 mM/ka Gd-DTPA. 
The studies confirmed the known preferenzal perfusion 
of gray matter relative to white matter and further 
demonstrated significant interindividual differences in 
line with previous MRI and PET studies. 

Relative chan es of rCBV during photic stimulation 
were investi ate! by T1-weighted RF spoiled FLASH 
MRI to exJude potential subtraction errors due to 
bright CSF signals. Figure 1 shows the time course of 
region-of-interest (ROI) intensities in the primary visual 
cortex of a young healthy volunteer before, during, and 
after Gd-DTPA. The intensity change during the first 
pass represents a 38% decrease of the signal from brain 
tissue. 

Figure 2 shows a further reduction of the MRI signal 
(same volunteer, same ROI in the visual cortex) due to 
enhanced rCBV during photic stimulation. In contrast 
to a previous report (7) we did not observe a change in 
the delay between bolus administration and maximum 
blood volume. To facilitate the visual impression, Fig. 3 
shows the difference intensities of Figs. 1,2 (Dark State 
minus Stimulation) emphasizing the net increase in 
rCBV by photic stimulation. Calculations of relative 
changes in rCBV by a gamma-variate function analysis 
yielded a 20% increase in this particular volunteer. 

Fig. 1 

D a r k  State 

"1 Fig. 2 

Stimulation 

Fig. 3 

4-3 Difference 

l i i / S  

Concluding Remarks 
The present findings demonstrate the feasibility of 

map in rCBV and its response to physiologic activa- 
tion %, yong-echo time FLASH MRI. While EPI offers 
better- time-resolution and/or more slices, FLASH has 
the advantage of being generally available on clinical 
MRI systems. Future benefits are expected from the 
development of susceptibility contrast a ents that allow 

in improved signal-to-noise ratios as well as shorter 
imaging times. 

a reduction of both TE and TR, and, t % erefore, result 
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Blood Volumo h a s u n  of Brain Actlvlty During Vlsual 
Stimulation Using Contrast Enhancod TurboGRASS MRI Tochniquo 
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lntroductlon 
Tho nport by Bolllvoau ot a1 (1) doscrlblng tho 

maasuromont of blood volumo during visual 
rotlvrtlon uslng ocho planar MRI tochnlquos (EPI) 
pnsonts oxcltlng now posslbllltios In tho study of 
bnln physlology. Howovor, thls mothod roqulns 
hardwan and softwan capabllltlos unavallablo at 
many sltos. Tho purposo of thls study is two-fold: 
1) to assoss blood volumo changes during visual 
stlmulatlon wlth an unmodlflod clinical 1.5 Tosla 
scannor and a surface coil uslng a TurboGRASS 
tochnlquos; and 2) to dotormino If by incnasing 
tho doso of paramagnotlc contrast agont, whothor 
thls TurboGRASS technlquo could produco 8 
slnglo sllco dynamic physlologlcal study using a 
standard quadratun hood coil. 

M.thodr 
Elght normal voluntoors (nlno DMRI studios) 

wlth -no history of ophthalmological or 
nourologlcal probloma woro ontorod Into thls IRB 
approvod protocol. Visual stlmulatlon was 
portormod with a Grass SV20 gogglos flashing a 
matrlx of rod LED lights at 7.8 Ht(21 for 5-10 soc. 
boforo and throughout tho oxporimont. Control 
studlos woro porformod with subjocts wearing 
tho gogglos not fhshing. MRI scans Were 
porformod on a GE-Slgna 1.5 T unlt using a 
TurboGRASS pulso soquonce wlth tho ocho 
shiftod towards the ond of the ropotitlon period, 
rosultlng In a TR=l6ms, TE112ms, and flip angle 
loo. Slxty soquontlally acqulrod dynamic MR 
Imago8 (DMRI) woro obtalnod boforo durlng and 
aftor a bolus Injoctlon of GdDTPA. Tho piano of 
scans woro posltlonod to 110 in tho calcarlne 
flssuro as dotorminod on a mid-sagittal scout 
Imago. MR Imago8 woro obtained for anatomlc 
roglstration using a 3D volumo SPGR 2415145°. 
DMRI studios woro porformod using a 3” rocolvo 
only surfaco coil placod on tho occiput (n=5) or 
with the standard quadratun hoad coil (n=4). For 
tho surfaco coi l  DMRi studios, GdDTPA 
(Magnovlst, Borlex) at 0.1 mmoldkg was Injected 
as a bolus followed by a 6Occ sallno flush through 
an 18 gauge Intorcath placod In an antocubital 
voln. For tho head coil studios, a bolus In/octlon 
of GdDTPA at 0.2 mmoielkg was given. 
Stlmulatod and unstlmulated studios wero 
porformod in a random ordor and were separated 
In timo by about .1&20 mlnutes. Signal Intensity 
(Sl) changos woro convortod to concontratlon 
maps of tho contrast agent according to the 
mothod pnvlously roported [l]. An anatomic ROI 
was croatod from tho SPGR Images. SI and 
coneontratlon vorsus tlme CUIVOS were 
goneratod. Activation was assossod by 
comparing tho aroa under tho curve or peak 
holght [3] of tho first pass of tho contrast agent 
for tho stimulated and unstlmulatod conditions. 

R.rultr 
In tho surfaco coil studlos, a moan change In 

rolatlvo conbral blood volumo was 9.89% f 6.4% 
wlth rango of 4.4 to 20.2%. On tho DMRI, using 
tho hood coll tho first pass of GdDTPA was 
obsotvod as It movod through tho artorlal 
distribution followod by paronchyma and tho 
vonous systom. Flguro 1 is a plot of tho changos 

In norm8llz.d SI versus tlmo following a bolus of 
GdDTPA 0.2 mmoldkg obtained using tho h o d  
coil. Data is shown from tho cakarlno cortox and 
temporal-parlotai gray mattor and frontal whit. 
matter In stlmulatod and unstlmulatod statos. Tho 
chango in calculatod rolatlvo corebral blood 
voiumo duo to stimulatlon In tho calcarlno cortox 
was about 35.5%. No harmful effocts woro 
roportod whon admlnlstorlng 2 do808 of GdDTPA 
at 0.2 mmoldkg as a bolus ovor a poriod of 20-30 
mlnutes. 

Dlrcurrlon 
Theso studios Indicate that It is posslblo to 

obtain dynamic blood volumo Images using 
contrast enhanced TurboGRASS tochnlque. 
Thoy demonstrate an incroasod blood volume 
probably associated with an lncnaso In blood flow 
In tho oxpectod ROI for tho stlmulatod versus 
unstlmulatod condition. Administering GdDTPA 
at 0.2 mmololkg provides sufficlont slgnal to 
nolso to ass08 physlologlcal changos. Tho 
homogeneity through the brain Is adequate to 
assoss changes using a hood coil and makes It 
posslbio to assess multiplo ROls In tho samo 
sllco. This improvement substantially increasos 
tho abiilty of thls technique to bo appllod in 
studios of brain physiology of normal and 
pathological conditions. 

Referencer 
1. Bolllvoau, J.W., et al, Scionce 254;716, 1991. 
2. Fox, P.T., et ai, J Nourophysiology 51;1109, 

1984. 
3. Kogolos, L.S., et a1, Am J Physlo (In pross). 

Figure 1: Graph of normalized signal lntonslty 
vorsus tlme obtained from a voluntoor uslng 
GdDTPA 0.2 mmolelkg in head coil with and 
without visual stimulation. Arrow shows tlme of 
bolus. A) Calcarino Cortex, B) Temporal-Pariotal 
Cortex, and C) Frontal Whito Mattor. 
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Echo-Planar and Conventional Imaging of Signal Attenuation in Skeletal Muscle during Arterial 
Compression 

P. A. Bandettini*, E. C. Wong*, A. S. Greene**, R. S. HinksS. and J. S. Hyde* 
hpts .  of *Radiology and **Physiology, Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI and SGE Medical Systems, 
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In the present study, we observe, with the use of 
gradient-echo and spinccho echo-planar imaging @PI) and 
conventional imaging, the modulation of signal from resting 
muscle tissue in the human forearm during arterial 
compression. 

DUCT= 
During exercise, it has been observed that muscle 

tissue TZ and T2* incna~e (1). yet the T2 of blood returning 
from the active muscle demases (2). The increases in T2 
and T2* of the muscle tissue have been atmbuted to an 
increase in water content associated with exercise-induced 
increased blood pufusion, and the decrease in T2 of blood 
has been attributed to an increase in paramagnetic 
dcoxyhemoglobin concentration associated with the exercise- 
induced increase in oxygen exuaction fraction. In cerebral 
gradient-ccho imaging, it has been found that, during afterial 
occlusion, an increase in deoxyhemoglobin in the blood 
increases the bulk susceptibility differential between vessels 
and tissue, thus increasing intravoxd dephasing and 
attenuating the signal (3). It is known that the concentrations 
of both deoxyhemoglobin and deoxymyoglobin increase 
during arterial compression of skeletal muscle (4). 
Therefore, the effects of an increase in deoxyhemoglobin 
and possibly comparrmentalized deoxymyoglobin rathex than 
an exercise-induced increase in water volume should 
dominate the observed change in signal. 

-end compression was obtained by ulacinr! a 
sphygmomanometer cuff on the arm and infladng to ab&e 
UIommHg. Conventional imaging and EPI were performed 
on a clinical GE 1.5-T Signa system using a 10.4 cm i.d. 
three-axis local gradient coil. Conventional spin-echo and 

ent-echo images (TR=soomS. "E=45ms) having an 

were obtained of a cross-section of a human fortarm before 
and between minutes 3 and 5 of arterial compression. 
Blipped, gmdicnt-ccho and spin-ccho EPI pulse sequences, 
were also used. Acquisition tlw was 40 ms to acquin each 
64 x 64 h g e .  The FOV, slice thickness and TE were the 
s8me as above. A series of 128 sequential axial images was 

and discontinued at image 90. 

-the onset compression, sim attenuation of 
9% to 21% was observed using the gradient-echo EPI 
sequence and signal attenuation of 5% to 9% was observed 
using the spin-echo EPI sequence. Upon release of the 
compression, an overshoot in signal, corresponding to 
reactive hypercmia, is observed to be larger and more 
immediate in the gradient-echo sequence than in the spin- 
echo sequence. Figun 1 is a typical experiment comparing 
the muscle tissue signal attenuaaon in both sequences. 

Using a conventional gmdicntccho sequence. signal 
attenuation of 14.3% f 3% was observed in muscle tissue 
during occlusion. Also, darkening around resolved vessels 
increased in a manner similar to that found in deoxygenated 
rat cerebral vessels (5)  No significant signal change was 
observed in muscle tissue during occlusion using a 
conventional spin-echo sequence. 

!Y m FOV, 15mm slice thickness, and 128 x 256 resolution 

Obtained using an inta-s~an delay Of 3 S. During the time 
Qoursc series, arterial compaessim was initiated at image 20 

During axtcrial compression, blood volume does not 

change significantly and oxygenation is known to decrease. 
It is hypothesized that since attenuation is observed in both 
spin-echo and gradient-echo EPI, and since the gradient- 
echo attenuation is more pronounced, susceptibility-related 
intravoxel dephasing in the intermediate exchange regime 
demonstrated (6). Furthermore, given the very small 
perfusion fraction of blood in resting muscle and the very 
large observed attenuation, it appears that an increase in 
deoxymyoglobin concentration in muscle may additionally 
contribute to the susceptibility-related attenuation. For 
changes in paramagnetic deoxymyoglobin concentration to 
contribute to the changes in signal, myoglobin must be 
sufficiently compartmentalized so that microscopic field 
inhomogeneities are created upon deoxygenation. 
Compamnentaliition of myoglobin remains to be proven. 

The observed delay in the spin-echo EPI attenuation 
and overshoot indicates that the primary sowe of change in 
T2 dephasing is delayed from the primary source of change 
in T2* dephasing. 

f3nwntional imaging appears less sensitive than EPI 
to subtle signal changes that occur upon arterial 
COmpreSSiOn. The reason for this may be due to system 
instabilities or physiologic motion during the %an. 

CONCLUSION: 
Signal attenuation in spin-echo and gradient-echo 

EPI and conventional gradient-echo imaging is observed 
during artuial occlusion, and is atmbuted to deoxygenation 
in the resting muscle. This technique may prove to be a 
powerful new tool in the investigation of oxygen delivery 
and hedynamics in normal or pathological states such as 
hypertension. Funha study of the timing and magnindc of 
the EPI signal modulation may r t d  new informadon abwt 
the muscle hemodynamic response and/or the nature of 
d c o x y m ~ b i n  compartmentaiization. 

UtQLl 
11.0 annpmslon 

4. . (1. 
I image number 128 

Figure 1 
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ULTRA-rAST KINBMATIC WRI OF THE KNEE WITH BI-PLAMB ACQUI8ITIOU 
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PurPor.: Accurate diagnosis of 
patellar malalignment can be 
difficult to determine solely by 
clinical examination. Bi-planar 
kinematic MRI of the knee visualizes 
the orientation of the patella in 
relation to the femoral trochlear 
groove. With the patient actively 
flexing and extending the knee, an 
ulta-fast technique (TURBOFLASH) 
accurately tracks this motion. 

I(.thobs: Twenty-four patients 
with patellofemoral symptoms and 
clinically suspected tracking 
problems were studied with real-time 
patellar tracking prior to and, in 
some cases, after a lateral release 
or other realignment procedure was 
performed. MR imaging was performed 
at 1.5 T using a standard MR imager 
(Siemens 63SP) and surface coil. 
TURBOFLASH pulse sequence was used 
with repetition time (TR) 6.5 msec; 
echo time (TE) 3 msec; flip angle 
10'; section thickness 10 mm: field- 
of-view 250 mm: and matrix 100 x 
128. Bi-plane acquisition was 
accomplished by interleaving slices 
acquired in the axial and sagittal 
planes. Each knee was imaged 
separately while the patient 
actively flexed and extended the 
knee while lying prone in the 
magnet. For 4 0  cine frames (20 each 
of axial and sagital slices, inter- 
leaved), total acquisition time was 
26 seconds per knee. 

Results: CINE-loop display of 
both bi-plane images enabled us to 
determine the degree of flexion at 
which patellar malalignment occurred 
without using any special 
positioning device. In addition, 
improvement or worsening of 
patellofemoral incongruency with 
different degrees of flexion could 
be determined. While other imaging 
techniques examine the relationship 
of the patella to the trochlea under 
static conditions, this technique 
allows visualization of the 
patellofemoral joint while all 
muscle forces are acting. 

w l u s i o g :  In our experience , 
ultra-fast kinematic MRI of the knee 
with bi-plane acquisition accurately 
delineates patellofemoral mala- 
lignment which can be difficult to 
diagnose clinically. 
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Incidental Magnetization Transfer Effects In Multi-slice FSE 
lmaalna of the Musculoskeletal System 
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We have previously observed significant 
decreases in signal intensity from gray and white matter 
with increasing slice number in multi-slice Fast Spin Echo 
(FSE) scans (1). The effect is attributed to off-resonance 
irradiation bathing "resting" slices as other slices are 
interrogated. It is most pronounced in tissues in which 
magnetization transfer (MT) between "free water" and 
protein bound protons is a contributing relaxation 
mechanism. The phenomenon has been discussed with 
regards to conventional multi-slice spin echo imaging (2). 
However, since FSE imaging utilizes up to four times as 
much RF power as conventional spin echo imaging, MT 
effects are even more pronounced. As such, they can 
play an important role in determining tissue contrast. The 
purpose of this work is to identify and quantify incidental 
MT effects in musculoskeletal tissues when examined 
with typical FSE sequences. 

Materials and Methods 

T Signa scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI). The 
prototypical fast spin echo (FSE) sequence (3) was 
applied to the knees and calves of 4 healthy volunteers 
using the standard extremity coil (transmitlreceive) with 
linearly polarized RF. An 8 echo, 24 shot sequence with 
a 16 ms echo spacing, a 2 s TR, 192 x 256 image 
matrices, and 13 slice maximum, was used to acquire 
images in 50 s scan times. The pseudo-echo time used 
was 32 ms. The slices were excited in spatially 
sequential order. Slice thickness and gap were 5 mm 
and 2.5 mm, respectively, with a 0.86 kHz frequency 
separation between adjacent slices. Receive and 
transmit gains were fixed prior to each study which 
consisted of acquiring data sets with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 
13 slices. Measurements from 3 to 5 regions of interest 
(ROls) in muscle, fatty bone marrow, and articular 
cartilage were made within the central slice common to all 
acquisitions. From these measurements, attenuation 
factors R were calculated by dividing the signal intensity 
obtained from an N slice acquisition by the signal intensity 
obtained from the single slice acquisition. 

All imaging experiments were performed with a 1.5 

Results 
Fia. 1 dots the attenuation factor R as a function . . .  

of slice number N for all tissues examined plus results 
obtained during a separate study of white matter (1). The 
plot indicates how signal decreases dramatically with slice 
number in muscle and white matter, less so in cartilage, 
and minimally in bone marrow. The data indicate that the 
13 slice sequence leads to a 40 % signal loss in muscle 
compared to the single slice scan. 

Discussion 
The results Dresented are entirelv consistent with 

previous studies of'MT effects in tissue i4). The 
attenuation factor R, is analogous to the classic quantity 
measured in MT, the saturated magnetization M, divided 
by the unsaturated magnetization M,. Tissue in which 
M,/Mo deviates substantially from unity in classic MT 
experiments, like muscle, also have R values that 
decrease dramatically with increasing N in multi-slice FSE 
sequences. Of significance to FSE practitioners 
performing musculoskeletal studies is the decreased 
signal from muscle and articular cartilage when slice 
number is maximal. This leads to increased contrast 
(compared to conventional spin echo) between articular 
cartilage and fluid within the joint, since the latter has 
minimal MT effects (results not shown). The results also 
predict increased contrast, again compared to 
conventional spin echo imaging, between muscle and 
edematous fluid which should prove useful in evaluating 
muscular pathology. 

I I 

4 0 8 0 0 ~  

0 White Mottcr 

Muscle ' 0'400/ A Bone Morrow 
A Cartilage 

0.200 
0 5 10 15 

Numoer of Slices N 

Fig. 1 : Mean R vs N for all tissues studied plus white 
matter. Standard deviations were calculated from a 
minimum of four separate measurements. 
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m5K!m: 
Multiple attempts have been made 

to visualize articular (hyaline) 
cartilage defects with MRI using 
both spin echo and radient echo 
pulse sequences. ' 8  8q These have 
been shown to be largely 
unsuccessful when compared to 
arthroscopy. We used a ulsed 
saturation transfer technique< with 
a three-dimensional gradient echo 
sequence to improve visualization of 
articular cartilage defects in the 
knee. 

Twenty-two patients with knee 
pain underwent MR imaging (1.5T) 
using both routine spin-echo (T2- 
weighted sagittal and coronal 
images) and 3D-gradient echo 
sequences(GRASS 5O/TR 27msec/TE 5 
msec)as well as a 3D-gradient echo 
technique that incorporated a 
saturation transfer pulse. This new 
3D technique was obtained with TR 27 
msec, TE 5 msec, flip angle 5O, 
saturation transfer pulse length 
0.4 msec, effective slice thickness 
1.5 mm, field-of-view 16 cm, matrix 
256x192. The MR findings were 
correlated with arthroscopic 
findings in all cases. 

€a!!&!M: 

The pulsed saturation transfer 
technique demonstrated articular 
cartilage defects in the knee with 
greater accuracy than routine spin 
echo and gradient echo sequences. MR 
findings using this new sequence 
correlated well with arthroscopic 
findings using the standard 4 level 
grading system. Contrast differen- 
tiation between articular cartilage 
and synovial fluid, which had been a 
problem with routine gradient echo 
imaging, was greatly improved with 
the saturation transfer technique. 

CONCLUSIOt?: 

We have demonstrated that pulsed 
saturation transfer incorporated 
into a three-dimensional GRASS 
sequence better delineates articular 
cartilage defects in the knee than 
routine spin echo and gradient echo 
sequences. MR characterization of 
articular cartilage correlated well 
with arthroscopic fingings. 
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Application of T1-weighted Three Point Dixon Technique for 
Evaluation of Skeletal Lesions 
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Fat suppression is an useful adjunct 
to spin echo pulse sequences in musculoskeletal MR 
imaging. With elimination of the fat signal, 
abnormalities in the marrow become more 
conspicuous because of the increase in dynamic 
range. However, intrinsic magnetic field 
inhomogeneities or those introduced by the patient 
limit the effective- of both chemical shift selective 
and phase-selective fat suppression techniques. 
Recently. modifications to the original Dixon 
technique (1,2) were made which makes 3 
measurements with waterifat phase-encoding values 
of 0. II. 2% (3). The additional measurement allows 
calculation of the Bo field in each voxel with 
retrospective mathematical correction of the data, 
resulting in a more accurate separation of fat and 
water signal. In this study, we report our experience 
with the application of this technique to MR imaging 
of skeletal lesions. 

Methods The study consists of11 patients who 
underwent MR imaging for suspected marrow 
lesions which include metastasis (n=6), primary 
bone tumor (n=4), and osteomyelitis (n=l). All 
patients were imaged on a 1.5 T imager (GE Signa, 
Milwaukee). TI-weighted 3-point Dixon (pulse 
sequence shown in figure 1) images were obtained 
using TFt of 400 to 800 msec. TE 20 msec, 1 
excitation (3 interleaved spinecho sequences). The 
reconstructed images include a fat only. a water only, 
and a combined image. The latter is equivalent to a 
routine T1-weighted spin echo (SE) image except for 
the elimination of chemical shift artifact In all cases. 
T2-weighted images (TR 2000 to 2500 msec, TE 60 
to 80 msec) were also obtained. Additionally. some 
patients were imaged with the chemical shift-selective 
fat suppression technique (one sinc cycle saturation 
pulse) in a T1- or T2-weighted SE sequence. 

: ,-.. .... 
Gy ; &.,: 

Visual inspection of the images showed a 
more complete as well as homogeneous suppression 
of the subcutan@us and marrow fat signal using the 
3-point Dixon technique compared with the chemical 
shift-selective technique. One patient with 
embolization coils near the tumor had especially poor 
fat suppression using the chemical shift-selective 
technique c o m p a d  with the 3-point Dixon method. 
Skeletal tumors generally appeared as bright lesions 
in the TI-weighted water image and conversely, dark 
lesions in the fat image. Three metastatic lesions 
with an average size of 5 mm were well seen in both 
the water and fat images, but they were either not 
seen or only retrospectively appreciated in the routine 
SE T1- and T2-weighted images. The lesion to 
m m w  contrast to noise. ratios were 6.5. 10.7. and 
3.0 for the water, fat, and combined T1-weighted 
images respectively. and 7.4 for the T2-weighted 
images. In addition, the border of some of these 
lesions appeared to be better defined on the fat only 
image. In the patient with osteomyelitis, the 3-point 
Duon sequence provided the only diagnostic images 
because subtle marrow edema was appreciated in the 
T1-weighted water images but not in the routine 
combined images. The T2-weighted sequence was 
degraded by motion artifact in this patient. 

Conclusions Our experience showed that the 3- 
point LXxon technique is useful for evaluation of 
skeletal abnormalities and can potentially increase the 
sensitivity of lesion detection. Unlike the chemical 
shift suppression technique, this method has the 
advantage of being able to reconstruct a set of 
combined SE images without chemical shift artifact 
in the same acquisition. This is a valuable asset 
because radiologists are most familiar with contrast 
characteristics of routine SE images. The tradeoff is 
an increase in imaging time (50%) which should be 
modest on a T1-weighted sequence. 

ItsfmuM 
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Figure 1. Simplified pulse diagram of the 
3-point Dixon method. Only t w o  resonance- 
offset phase-encoding positions are shown. 
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Marrow vs. 
Erosion 
Marrow vs. 
Inflammat. 
Granulat. T. 
Inflammat. 

RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS OF THE WRIST: COMPARISON OF SPIN-ECHO, GRADIENT- 
ECHO, AND FAT SATURATION SEQUENCES BEFORE AND AFTER GD-DTPA 
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Echo 1 Echo2 Sat 
0.24 0.14 0.38 0.09 0.12 0.18 

(0.26) (0.18) (0.30) (0.21) (0.17) (0.17) 
0.34 0.18 0.35 0.13 0.12 0.24 

(0.30) (0.16) (0.30) (0.2) (0.17) (0.16) 

0.13 0.24 0.38 0.14 0.14 0.19 

Introduction 
Unlike conventional radiography, MR is characterized by 

unique soft-tissue detail in imaging rheumatoid arthritis (RA). 
At present, most MR imaging studies have, however, been 
limited to convenrional T1 and T2-weighted spin-echo 
sequences (1, 2). We compared conventional T1-weighted 
fll-WI) spin-echo (SE). T2*-weighted (T2*-WI) gradient- 
echo (GRE), and fat saturated T1-weighted spin-echo 
sequences in assessing rheumatoid changes of the wrist. 
Imaging studies were obtained before and after i.v. 
administration of gadopentetate-dimeglumine (Gd-DTPA). 
Patients, Materials, and Methods 

Twenty patients with RA established by the revised ARA 
criteria were studied by radiopphy and MR. MR sequences 
are listed in Table 1. 

Marrow vs. 
Erosion 
Marrow vs. 
Inflammat. 
Granulat. T. 
Inflammat. 

Prtcontrast 
Spin-Echo TI-WI 600 20 - 256x192 4 4 
Gradient- T2*-WI 500 15, 30 256x192 4 4 

Echo 1 Echo2 Sat 
0.24 0.14 0.38 0.09 0.12 0.18 

(0.26) (0.18) (0.30) (0.21) (0.17) (0.17) 
0.34 0.18 0.35 0.13 0.12 0.24 

(0.30) (0.16) (0.30) (0.2) (0.17) (0.16) 

0.13 0.24 0.38 0.14 0.14 0.19 

Echo 30 
Spin-Echo TI-WI 400 20 - 256x192 4 4 

Gran. T. vs. 
Fibr. Pannus 
Inflammat 
Gran. T. vs. 
Effusion 

, Fat Sat 
Postcontrast 
Spin-Echo TI-WI 600 20 - 256x192 4 4 
Spin-Echo TI-WI 400 20 - 256x192 4 4 

(0.18) (0.27) (0.26) (0.17) (0.17) (0.15) 

0.11 0.14 0.38 0.15 0.17 0.26 
(0.25) (0.23) (0.48) (0.30) (0.26) (0.32) 

I Fit Sat 1 
Fat saturation was obtained using a chemically selective 

presaturation pulse. Postcontrast studies were generated after 
i.v. administration of 0. lmmolkg body weight Gd-DTPA. 
Histologic correlation was available in 2 patients. 

Signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of were computed for each 
of the sequences using the following formula: 
SNR = SI Tissue - SI Background I STD SI Background 

where SI Tissue is the signal intensity (SI) of a given tissue, 
SI Background is SI of the image background, and STD SI 
background is the standard deviation of the SI of the 
background. Contrast between two tissues and contrast-to- 
noise ratios (CNR) were calculated as (3): 

Contrast=(SI Tissue I - SI Tissue 2 )  I 
(SI Tissue I + SI Tissue 2 )  and 

CNR = St Tissue1 - St Tissue2 I STD SI Background. 
A one-way ANOVA was used to compare SNR, 

contrast. and CNR between the different sequences. When 
the overall F-test showed statistical significance at 95%, 
Scheffe's F-test was used to test for multiple comparisons. 
Results 

Means and standard deviations of contrast and CNR are 
given in Tables 2 and 3. Conventional TI-WI precontrast SE 
and 2nd echo T2*-WI GRE images demonstrated the greatest 
contrast between normal marrow and erosions (Table 2). 

Conventional T1-WI postcontrast SE images showed a 
statistically significant decrease in contrast (p<0.05) between 

M w  vs. 

inflammatory granulation tissue than did conventional TI-WI 
postcontrast SE images (Table 2). Contrast between 
inflammatory granulation tissue and fibrotic pannus and 
between inflammatory granulation tissue and effusion was 
also greater on fat saturated T1-WI postcontrast scans than on 
conventional T1-WI postcontrast SE images. Conventional 
T1-WI postcontrast SE images had, however, slightly greater 
SNR's and CNR's than fat saturated postcontrast sequences 
(p>0.05) (Table 3). 
Discussion and Conclusion 

Erosions demonstrated marked enhancement after i.v. 
administration of Gd-DTPA. The contrast enhancement may 
be explained by vascularized, inflammatory granulation tissue 
that is filling/causing the lesion. Since manow fat has high 
signal intensity on conventional T1-WI SE images, contrast 
between high intensity marrow and enhancing erosions is 
decreased on this sequence after Gd-DTPA (Table 2). 
Similarly, enhancing high signal intensity inflammatory 
granulation tissue in the synovium is difficult to differentiate 
from high intensity normal marrow on conventional TI-WI 
postcontrast SE images. On fat saturated postcontrast images, 
however, marrow fat has low signal intensity thereby 
highlighting enhancing erosions or inflammatory granulation 
tissue in the synovium. 

In summary, conventional T1-WI precontrast SE and 2nd 
echo T2*-WI GRE images provide the best contrast between 
normal marrow and erosions in this imaging protocol. In 
imaging soft-tissue changes related to RA, fat saturated T1- 
WI postcontrast scans are markedly superior to conventional 
T1-WI SE images since signal intensity overlap of enhancing 
structures with normal marrow and subcutaneous fat is 
avoided. 
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TI-WI T2*-WI T2*-WI Fat Sat TI-WI Fat 
Echo 1 Echo2 Sat 

93.0 53.3 30.3 15.8 39.8 26.0 

Table 2: Means and standarc. 

Erosion 
Marrow vs.  
Inllammat 

(39.9) (27.0) (26.8) (20.3) (29.4) (14.0) 
100.5 86.8 29.8 19.8 46.2 42.6 
(45.8) (88.7) (29.2) (23.7) (39.8) (18.3) 

Granulat. T. 
Inflammat 
Gran. T. vs. 
Fibr. Pannus 
Inflamrnat. 

11.2 112.4 33.3 17.0 41.7 43.9 
(6.7) (135.6) (22.1) (14.1) (25.8) (15.2) 

17.9 101.7 31.2 15.9 56.6 50.1 

normal m&mw and erosions when compared to conventional 
Tl-WI precontrast images (Table 2). On fat saturated T1-WI 
images, however, an improvement in contrast between 
marrow and erosion (p<0.05) was observed after Gd-DTPA 
(Table 2). 

The combination of T1-WI pre- and postcontrast scans 
with T2*-WI afforded differentiation between the various 
components of soft-tissue swelling. Inflammatory 
granulation tissue demonstrated high SI on T2*-WI and 
marked contrast enhancement on postcontrast scans. Fibrotic 
pannus was characterized by low SI on T2*-WI and 
moderate contrast enhancement. Joint effusion had high SI 
on =*-"I, but did not show enhancement within the first 10 
minutes after injection of Gd-DTPA. 

Fat saturated T1-WI postcontrast scans demonstrated a 
markedly higher contrast between normal marrow and 

(19.7) (100.7) (39.2) (15.1) 
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3D-GRASS Imaging of the Shoulder Using Pulsed Saturation Transfer Technique 
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T.W. C h a d  and E. Schneider2 
University of Chicagol. GE Medical Systems2 

Introduction The diagnosis of rotator cuff disease 
is routinely based on spin echo pulse sequence in 
oblique coronal and oblique sagittal planes. 3D 
volume imaging using gradient echo technique would 
be an ideal alternative because of its multiplanar 
reconstruction capabilities. However, successful 
implementation may be limited by a relative lack of 
soft tissue contrast. Recently, continuous wave 
saturation transfer technique was utilized in the knee 
to enhance tissue contrast (1). In this study, we 
investigate whether a similar technique may have 
application in shoulder imaging. To reduce the 
deposited radiofrequency energy, a pulsed rather 
than continuous saturation pulse applied at the water 
resonance frequency was implemented (2). A further 
advantage is that no additional hardware, namely, a 
second rf channel is required. 

All images were obtained on a 1.5 T 
commercial scanner (GE Signa). The saturation 
transfer technique consists of applying a binomial 
pulse. 90x 90-x 90-x 9Ox. transmitted on resonance 
followed by large crusher gradients to remove 
residual Mxy prior to a routine 3D-GRASS 
sequence. This pulse selectively excites the short T2 
species and behaves as a zero degree pulse for on- 
resonance long T2 species. A pulse length of 0.6 
msec was chosen because this results in both 
acceptable SAR values in an average patient and 
reasonable saturation of muscle signal. The effect of 
this saturation technique was initially investigated 
using phantoms made of water, mineral oil, and 
agarose. Optimization of shoulder imaging was 
performed on a volunteer using variable TE, flip 
angle, and saturation parameters. Subsequently, 10 
patients referred for evaluation of shoulder pain were 
imaged using this pulsed saturation transfer 3D- 
GRASS sequence. The average S A R  and peak S A R  
levels were kept below the FDA limits of 2 and 8 
watts/kg. Axial, oblique coronal and sagittal images 
were reformatted from the coronal acquisition. 
Comparison was made with our standard shoulder 
protocol which included a multi-planar gradient- 
recalled axial, proton density- and T2-weighted 
coronal oblique and sagittal oblique spin echo (SE) 
sequences. 

Results Figure 1 shows the Msat/Mo values of the 
agarose, water, and mineral oil phantoms as a 
function of flip angle with TR 28, TE 5, saturation 
pulse length of 0.6 msec. While littIe effect is seen 
in fat or water signal, a maximum of 48% saturation 
was obtained in the agarose at low flip angle (FA). 
At a constant FA of 10 degrees, an increase in TE 
resulted in a decrease in fat signal intensity with little 
effect on agarose or water. Shoulder imaging 
parameters optimized on a volunteer were determined 
to be TR 28, TE 5.  FA 5, with 28 slices obtained in 

the coronal plane. The MsaVMo ratios were as 
follows: muscle 0.46, tendon 0.41, marrow 0.96, 
subcutaneous fat 1.1, and an incidental degenerative 
cyst in the humerus .98. Most importantly, the 
saturation pulse eliminates high signal in the rotator 
cuff tendon Seen on the routine 3D-GRASS image, 
thus avoiding confusion with cuff pathology. 
Imaging of the clinical cases showed that the 
saturation transfer sequence was able to diagnose 
complete rotator cuff tears seen on routine SE 
images. In addition, because of the multiplanar 
reconstruction capabilities, structures such as the 
coracoacromial ligament can be more reliably 
visualized. However, in one case of subdeltoid 
bursitis, this sequence could not reliably distinguish 
between fluid within the bursa versus peribursal fat 
because both can have high signal intensities. 

Flgun 1. Saturation maaaunnwntr of phantom 

Conclusions We have demonstrated that a pulsed 
saturation transfer 3D-GRASS technique when 
applied to shoulder imaging can give improved tissue 
contrast compared with routine 3D-GRASS 
sequence. Initial clinical experience showed promise 
in diagnosing rotator cuff abnormalities. The saving 
in imaging time and multiplanar reconstruction 
capabilities are advantages over separate routine SE 
acquisitions. 

Rererences 
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2. Schneider E. et al. 10th annual SMRM abstracts, 
672, 1991. 
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-Din Echo (RARE) Imam 'nn of the Knee and Shou lk  

SJ. Underberg-Davis, D.A. Rubin, J.B. Kneeland, M.K. Dalinka, J. Listerud 
Dept. of Radiology, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Phila., PA. 

Shoulder 
Optimization of the FSE sequence was 

Fast spin echo (RARE) [ I )  imaging has replaced 
routine T2 weighted spin echo (SE) imaging in many 
areas of the body including the brain, spine, and pelvis. 
To date, this technique has been applied to the 
musculoskeletal system with only limited success. 
There are several reasons for the apparent lack of 
success in the musculoskeletal system. First, the 
sequence is intrinsically demanding on the gradients. 
The small fields of view that are commonly used for 
musculoskeletal imaging are likewise demanding on the 
gradients. The conflict between these two competing 
demands leads to constraints on the timing parameters 
that can be employed in the sequence as well as a 
reduction in the efficiency of the sequence with the 
currently attainable gradient strengths and rise times. 
Second, fat on the FSE sequence, at least as 
implemented on the Signa system, demonstrates a 
relatively high signal intensity when compared to spin 
echo sequences with a TE equal to the "effective" TE 
(i.e. the time of zero phase encoding) of the FSE. Third, 
and peculiar to the imaging of the knee, meniscal tears 
are most accurately demonstrated with short TE on 
conventional spin echo sequences. At short effective 
TFs, FSE images are blurred by the wide point spread 
function (2). We undertook this investigation to attempt 
to optimize the FSE sequence for the evaluation of 
meniscal tears of the knee and rotator cuff tears of the 
shoulder and to compare its accuracy with that of 
commonly employed spin echo sequences. 

Knee 
Optimization of the FSE sequence was 

performed on both normal subjects and on a subject 
with a meniscal tear visible with spin echo sequences. 
All images were obtained with a TR of 4000 msec, a 
256x256 acquisition matrix and a fat presaturation 
pulse. The minimum interecho spacing obtainable with 
current software at a I5 cm field of view and 4 mm 
section thickness is 18 msec. An echo train length of 
16 was initially chosen and the effective TE 
systematically vaned from 18 to 72 msec in increments 
of 18. An echo train length of 8 was then chosen in 
order to decrease the width of the point spread function 
and the TE was again varied from 18 to 72 msec. 
Images were judged on the overall appearance of the 
menisci and most importantly the visibility of the 
meniscal tear. The images obtained with a TE of 18 
msec and an echo train length of 16 demonstrated 
considerable blurring. Increasing the TE and decreasing 
the echo train length improved image sharpness, but the 
increasing TE decreased the visibility of the tear and 
decreasing the echo train length by a factor of 2 
decreased the efficiency of the sequence by the same 
factor. The tear was best seen with TEs of 18 and 36 
msec and an echo train of 8. 

This sequence was then chosen for a prospective 
comparison with a spin echo sequence performed with 
T W E m E 2  of 25OWIY80 msec. In the small number 
of cases performed to date, the spin echo sequence has 
proven more sensitive for the demonstration of 
meniscal tears, although more cases will be needed to 
confirm these nsults. 

performed with normal subjects and one subject with a 
known rotator cuff tear. All images were obtained with 
a TR of 4000 msec, a 256x256 acquisition matrix and a 
fat presaturation pulse. The minimum interecho spacing 
obtainable with current software at a I5 cm field of 
view and 4 mm section thickness and using oblique 
sections is 22 msec. An echo train length of 16 was 
initially chosen and the effective TE systematically 
varied from 22 to 132 msec in increments of 22. An 
echo train length of 8 was then chosen and the effective 
TE likewise systematically varied from 22 to 132 msec. 
Images were judged on the overall appearance of the 
rotator cuff and, most importantly, the visibility of the 
cuff tear. The effective TE at which the cuff tear was 
most visible was 88 msec although there was a rather 
broad maximum and the adjacent values of 66 and I10 
msec were also considered diagnostic. The sequence 
was then repeated without a fat pre-saturation pulse and 
the visibility of the tear was felt to have decreased. 

This sequence was then chosen for a prospective 
study comparing its accuracy to that of spin echo 
images obtained with a T W E I f l E 2  of 2500/20/80. 
The results in the small number of patients studied to 
date indicate that the accuracy of the FSE and spin echo 
sequences appears comparable although more patient 
studies will be needed to confirm these results. 
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Decoupled and Nuclear Overhauser Enhanced Localized Phosphorus Heart Spectroscopy Using 2D- and 
3D CSI Techniques 
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Siemens AG, Medical Engineering Group, 8520 Erlangen, Germany 

*Med. Klinik 11 mit Poliklinik, Herzzentrum Universitat Erlangen 

In in vivo phosphorus spectroscopy the use of 31P-1H 
double-resonance techniques results in an increase of 
signal-to-noise ratio and in an increase of spectral 
resolution. (1). Here we  combine the double-rcsonance 
effects of Nuclear Overhauser enhancement and 
decoupling with chemical shift imaging localization 
techniques. 

The  measurements were performed with male 
volunteers on a 1.5T whole-body MR system for 
imaging and spectroscopy (Siemens Magnetom 63 SP), 
which was equipped with an experimental second radio 
frequency (RF) channel. A concentric pair of surface 
coils was used; the diameter of the 1H coil for imaging 
and decoupling was 17cm. the diameter lor the 31P coil 
was 10cm. Initially a 2D CSI technique was uscd: After 
excitation or a transverse slice (thickness 4cm) two 
phase-encoding gradients were applied. Typically 8 x 8  
phase-encoding steps were used resulting in a 3cm x 
3cm in-plane resolution. Later a double-oblique 3D CSI 
technique was used: After a rectangular shaped RF 
excitation pulse three phaseencoding gradients were 
applied. Typically 8 x 8 ~ 8  phase encoding steps were 
used resulting in voxels of 2.5cm x 2.5cm x 5cm; the 
long axis of the voxels was oriented paralled to the long 
axis of the heart in order to get well seperated spectra 
from the left ventricular anterior and lateral wall and 
from the septum. 

For both [cchniqucs thc Nuclear Ovcrhauser 
enhancement was achieved by three RF pulses on the 
1 H frequency prccceding each phosphorus excitation. 
Decoupling was achieved by a WALTZ4 sequcnce with 
moderate RF power (specific absorption rate less than 
1 Wkg). The  sequence was triggered on each heart 
cycle; with 4 averages (3D) and 16 averages (2D), 
respectively, this resulted in typical total acquisition 
times of 24 - 30 minutes. 

PCr l  

ATP 

.i 

10 5 0 -5  -10 -15 
Chcmical Shill / pprn 

In vivo 31P heart spectrum takcn from a 2D CSI data 
set (voxel size 3cm x 3cm s 4cm. slice orientation 
transverse) 

Spectra were quantified by measuring additionally a 
fully relaxed slice-selective spectrum of the chest wall. 
From thc CSI data set one spectrum of the chcst wall 
was taken in which approximately the same B1 field 
was effective as in the heart spectrum of interest. With 
the help of the chest muscle spectrum of the CSI data 
set and the fully relaxed muscle spectrum a correction 
factor was calculated, assuming that the saturation 
factors for chest wall muscle and heart are similar (2). 

The spectra were analyzed using a 1.6Hz Gaussian filter 
and then fitting the phase corrected real part spectrum to 
Lorentzian line shapes. The Pi-resonance could not 
always be seperated from the 2,3DPG resonances of 
blood. The Nuclear Overhauser enhancement was 60% 
for the PCr and about 35% for the ATP resonances. The 
two techniques yielded different PCr/ATP ratios: For 
the 2D transvcrsc slicc-selective CSI technique a 
corrected PCr/ATP ratio ot 1.8+0.15 (9 volunteers) has 
been found; for the -3D double-oblique CSI technique a 
PCr/ATP ratio ol' 1 .O+(f. IS (15 voluntccrs) has keen 
determined. 

The  observed differences in the PCr/ATP ratios 
between the two techniques can probably be explained 
by either different contamination from chest muscle or 
different PCr/ATP ratios for endo- and epicardial tissue. 
In order to evaluate these differences double-ohlique 3D 
CSI measurements using a difl'erent voxel size o f  6cm x 
6cm x I S c m  and other voxcl orientation ("slices" 
parallel to the anterior hcart wall) are currcntly carricd 
out. 

1. Kolem H, Sauter R ,  Schnclder M. Wicklow K, 
SMRh4 10th annual meeiing, 318, 1991 
2. Bottomley PA, Hardy JH, Weiss RG,Jour. Mag. Res. 
95, 341 (1991) 

PCr ATP 

I 
Pi 
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10 5 0 -5  -10 -10 -20 

Chemical Shift / pprn 

In vivo 31P heart spectrum taken from a double oblique 
3D CSI data set (voxel size 2.5cm x 2.5cm x 5cm, long 
axis o f  voxel parallel to long axis of the heart) 
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3 l P  NMR Spectroscopy of the Human Heart at 4 Tesla; Detection of 
Uncontaminated Cardiac Spectra and Differcatiation of Subepicardium and 

Subendoca rd ium 
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In the myocardium. energy requirements for mechanical 

output arc met primarily through oxidative phosphorylation. which 
couples oxidation of mitochondrial NADH to reduction of 02% with 
mnscquent synthesis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from adenosine 
diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic orthophosphate (Pi). 31P NMR 
spectroscopy has thenfore evolved in the last decade to become an 
lndispensablc method in contemporary cardiac research especially 
when employed with spatial localization to monitor the left 
ventricular (LV) wall at di&rent depths. Weby  detecting transmural 
variations in energy metabolism and response to ischemia (1-3). 
However in normal human hearts siudied with large voxel sizes at 1.5 
to 2 T. it has not been possible to obtain specw localized purely to 
the myocardium. let alone obtaining transmural diffmntiation (4-7). 
We have conducted 31P NMR spectroscopy meaSUrements at 4 Tesla 
on normal volunteers to determine whether spectra from smaller 
voxels localized exclusively to the myocardial tissue can be obtained, 
and whether transmural differentiation is possible. The results 
demonstrate that with proper spatial localization, uncontaminated 
spectra from the human heart can be obtained. and at leart two layers 
across the anterior LV wall can be resolved. 

METHODS 
Studies were performed on a SIS Co. (palo Alto) imaging 

spectrometer console, interfaced to a Siemens 4.0 T 125 cm 
horizontal bore magnet equipped with actively shielded gradients. 
Systolic gating was used for all acquisitions. Single shot 0.4s 
FLASH axial scout images of the h a t  were obtained and from these 
images, the location and angulation were calculated for the 2-D 
oblique ISIS column selected for 31P spectroscopy on the LV wall. 
The 31P coil was positioned accordingly. This coil was built in a 
stacked two-turn, balanced 11 cm diameter configuration. Shimming 
over the desired region of the heart wall was accomplished on the 
H20 signal from a slice centered on the LV wall, transmitting and 
receiving at the l H  frequency through the 3 l P  coil. Proton 
linewidths of 20 Hz were typically obtained employing only linear 
shims. 

3 1 ~  spectroscopy was carried out with adiabatic inversion 
RF pulses to define an oblique 2-D ISIS column (typically 3 x 3 cm 
to 5 x 5 cm). 1-D phase-encoding was performed along the axis of 
the column. following excitation with an adiabatic half passage RF 
pulse. In our particular implementation of the 1-D spectroscopic 
imaging experiment, the number of acquisitions at each of the 
linearly incremented phaseawding cent values is detennined by 
the Fourier coefficienu of the d e s i i  voxel shape in exact analogy to 
that previously described for the Fourier series window (FSW) 
approach (8-10). A single voxel is generated by summation of the 
signal obtained at each of the phaseencoding gradient values; this 
voxel can then be shifted arbitrarily in the phase encode dimension 
(1 1). Subsequent Fourier rransformation with respect to time yields 
the chemical shift dimension and hence the spectrum. These studies 
employed a "9-term" experiment, with 17 phaseencoding gradient 
values symmetrically centered about and including zero, in an 
acquisition optimized for 304 transients. In the FSW approach the 
window function has a consoained width, which in this case allows 
us to deliniate 9 virtually unique. non-overlapping voxels over the 
chosen field of view, with little of the intra-voxel smearing in the 
phaseencoding direction seen in the standard 2-D implementation 
of spectroscopic imaging. The FID was acquired with 2K complex 
data pairs and a speceal width of 4 KHz. Exponential fdters of 10 - 
25 Hz were applied in the chemical shift dimension. No other post- 
processing or baseline manipulation was employed. Peak areas were 
computed with the SIS Co. simplex fiiting algorithm assuming 
brenaian lineshap. 

P 
The spec- shown in Figure 1 were obtained with a 5 x 5 

cm column. an 8 cm field of view and 304 transients, acquired every 
10 heartbeau (8.6 s). These spectra are obtained by voxel-shifting in 
4.44 mm increments from the coil center. This increment translates 
to roughly 50 % overlap between adjacent voxels. corresponding quite 
closely to the traditional defmition of resolution. 

The spectra clearly reflect the features seen in the scout 
images. In voxels 1 through 4. we see little or no 31P signal due to 
the mxek being located in the foam cushion or the subcutanews fat. 
In voxels 5 through 7 the high E'Crh-ATP ratio of skeld muscle is 
clearly evident. Voxel8 saaddlcs the approximately 6 mm air gap 
between the chest wall and the LV wall and consequently includes 
signal from both ngiws. Voxels 9 and 10 arc located entinly in the 
myocardium and contain absolutely no blood contamination as can be 
seen in Figure 2. Voxels 11 and 12 contain 31P signals from blood 
(23-DPG) and probnbly high en= phosphates from the underlying 
papillary muscles. F i y .  the remaining voxels contain primarily 
blood in addition to some ATP from the anteaior septum wall, which 
paNauy mmes voxels 13 through 16. As a coIIsequQIce of the data 
processmg. then is 50 % overlap between adjacent voxels, but there 
is virtually no overlap between alternating series of spectra ( i.e. 
voxels 1.3.5.. or 2.4.6 ...). 

The spectra in Figure 2. extracted from the previous series, 
demonstrate resolution of a primarily subepicardial layer and a 
primarily subendocardial layer, with absolutely no measurable 
contribution from 3lP compounds in either the blood or chest wall. 
Lack of contamination from blood is evidenced by the lack of a 
measurable 2.3-DPG signal in the two voxels attributed to the 
myaardium. Similarly, we believe, based on our knowledge of the 
voxel widths and the lack of detectable Pi in the subepicardial slice. 
that the chest wall metabolites do not contaminate voxels 9 and 10. 
The Pi and phosphodiesters appearing in voxel 10 must therefore 
arise from the subendocardial layer. 
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Changes In Energy Phosphates with increased Left Ventricular Workload Represent "Demand 
Ischemia": Evldence from Simultaneous 3'P-MRS and "C Lactate Dilution Studies In Plgs 

B Massie, GG Schwartz, J Garcia, S Steinman, MW Weiner, J Wsneski 
University of California and VA Medical Center, San Francisco, CA 941 21, USA 

lntroductlon 
There is disagreement whether physiokgic increases in left 

ventricular (LV) workload can decreaseconcentratbnof high 
energy phosphates and increase AlP hydrolysis products. 
When such changes have been observed, they have been 
interpreted either as evidence of positive regulation of 
oxidative phosphotylation by AlP hydrotysis products or of 
'demend &chmkf, in which myocardial 0, delivery is 
inadequate to meet increased 0, requirements. 

The goals of this study were to determine 1)il increases in 
LV workload produced by inotropic stimulation and/or 
pressure overload are associated with changes in energy- 
related phosphates, and 2)whether such changes are due to 
'demand ischemia', as manifest by a transmural 
maldiiribution of myocarrjii blood fknv and increased 
myocardial lactate production. 

Methods 
Eght ChlOrabS~-anesthetied open-chest pigs were 

studied under control (CON) conditbns, during dobutamine 
(DOB) intusin (10-2Ouglkg/rnin), during constriction of the 
aorta by a hydraulic occluder to produce a 50-80 mmHg 
gradient (SEN), and during simultaneous aortic constriction 
and dobutamine (SEN+DOB). Under each condition, "P 
spectra were obtahd at 2.0 T utilizing a 2.5 cm surface coil 
sutured to the anterior LV. Spectra were weighted to the 
subendocardium using the Fourier series window technique'. 
Transmural measurements of myocardial Mood Row were 
made with radkactlve microspheres. Regional myocardial 
lactate release and 0, consumptiin were measued using a 
primed continuous infusion of %-lactate and sampling of 
arterial and anterbr Interventricular coronary vein blood for 
lactate and 0, content-. Results were analyzed by repeated 
measures ANOVA and are presented as mean2SEM. 

Rwults 
Each intervention caused a significant increase in heart rate 

x LV systolic pressure product (from 1 l.SxlOSmmHg/min at 
CON to24.3,16.9and36.5onDOB,STEN andSTEN+DOB, 
respectively), and corresponding rises in anterior LV 0, 
consumption (from 0.1 1 mVgm/min at CON to 0.24,0.17 and 
0.32, respectively). The PCr/ATP ratio in the anterior LV 
declined significantly with DOB and DOB+STEN (Fig l), as 
did the ratio of PCr/Pi peak heights (from 3.2f0.210 2.720.3 
and 2.520.2 (p<.O5) on DOB and SlEN+DOB, respectively). 
Transmurally averaged anterior LV blood flow increased 
roughly in proportion to 0, consumption. but during DOB and 
DOB+SEN theendocardiaVepicardialflow ratio fell below 1 .O 
(FIg. 2). Simultaneously, anterior LV lactate release rose 
significantly with DOB and DOB+SlEN (Flg 3). 

Concluslons 
A decline in high energy phosphates and a rise in ATP 

hydrolysis products occur with marked increments in LV 
workload and 0, consumption in the anesthetized open-chest 
pig. Despite the accompanying large increase in total LV 
blood flow, the transmural maldistribution of perfusion and 
the increased myocardial lactate release are evidence that the 
Changes in energy phoshates are due, at least in part, to 
'demand ischemia.' Thecurrent results contrast with previous 
canine studies in which energy phosphates dd not change 
with LV workload', possibly because of species differences in 
myocardial petfusion. 
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Fig. 1 : PCr/ATP intensity ratio of anterior LV. Spectra 
were weighted to the subendocardium. Note that PCr/ATP 
falls significantly with DOB and DOB+STEN, the inter- 
ventions producing the greatest increment in 02  demand. 
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F1 . 2  Transmurally averaged blood flow to anterior 
L$(bars) and endocardialbpicardial blood flow ratio 
(values inside bars). Note decreased endohpi 
despite increased mean flow with DOB. DOB+STEN 
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by Fig. 3: Lactate release from anterior LV, determined 
14-C isotopic dilution. Note that increeses in lactate re ease 
parallel decreases in PCr/AlP and endohpi flow ratios 
during DOB and DOB+STEN. 
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Metabolic Responses of Normal Canine Myocardium to Very High Workload: 
An in vivo 31P NMR Study 
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Introduction: Studies of normal in vivo canine 
myocardium have shown that concentrations of high 
energy phosphate compounds (HEP) do not change 
in any transmural layer during moderate increases in 
workload (1). However, the canine heart can achieve 
considerably higher rate-pressure products (RPP) 
and MVO:! values than previously studied. It is not 
known whether, at these higher workstates. Pi and 
ADP are altered or whether inadequate perfusion 
limits the rate of ATP synthesis. These effects, if 
they exist, may be transmurally non-uniform because 
stress development accross the left ventricular (LV) 
wall is non-uniform. Therefore, we examined the 
responses of myocardial lactate metabolism and 
transmural HEP levels and blood flow following 
increases in workstate induced by catecholamine 
infusion as well as the effects of coronary 
vasodilation induced by by carbochromen infusion 
during the highest workstate. 
Methods: An open chest canine model was 
employed as previously described (1). The RAPP- 
ISIS technique (2) was used to obtain transmurally 
localized 31P NMR spectra from five voxels across 
the LV wall and gated acquisition time was ten 
minutes. The hearts were subjected to increased 
workloads by graded increases in the infusion rates 
of catecholamines as follows: i. 10pg/kg/min 
dopamine (DOPlO), ii. 20pg/kg/min dopamine 
(DOP20), iii. 20 pg/kg/min of both dopamine and 
dobutamine (D+DOB20) and, iv. D+DOB20 plus 
carbochromen (4mg/kg as IV bolus) (D+DOB2O+C). 
A ten minute time interval was allowed between each 
intervention. Myocardial blood flow was measured 
with microspheres and lactate consumption and 
MVO2 by analysis of arterial and coronary venous 
blood samples. 
Results: The results of the current study are 
summarized in Table I. No heart dispayed significant 
HEP level changes before RPP were values rose 
above 30,000 (mmHg/min). With RPP values > 
than 35,000, CP and ATP were decreased across the 
LV wall even though blood flow increased i n  
proportion to the increase of RPP. The HEP 
decreases were more pronounced in  the outer 
myocardial layers. At the.highest workload CP and 
ATP contents were decreased to 67% and 7 1 Z of 
initial values, respectively; these decreases were 
associated with marked elevation of Pi. Lactate 
consumption was positive at all workloads although 
it decreased marginally at the highest workload. The 
myocardial blood flow was increased nearly two fold 

by carbochromen (as compared to D+DOB20); the 
marked flow increase did not affect HEP levels, 
lactate consumption or RPP. 

Conclusions: 1. Moderate increases of workload 
in the normal heart result in no change in HEP 
distribution. 2. RPP values greater than 35,000 
were associated with decreased CP and ATP levels 
but, these decreases were not the result of inadequate 
perfusion as evidenced by the lack of response to 
carbochromen induced flow augmentation. 3. The 
decreases in CP and ATP may be due to 02 diffusion 
limitations or may be imposed by inadequate NADH 
and/or Pi availability. 4. In contrast to resting 
conditions where systolic stress development and 
M V 0 2 is thought to be greater in the 
subendocardium, during catecholamine infusion 
MVO2 and systolic stress development may be 
greatest in  the subepicardium as evidenced by the 
greater HEP and Pi changes in that layer. 

1 .  P.-M. Robitaille, et a1 (1990) M a g n .  

3. K.  Hendrich, et a1 (1991) J. Magn. Reson. 
Reson.Med.16, 91-1 16. 

92,258 - 275. 

~ a b h  1.0 m t s  pressurs products, myocardial blood riou, 
lactate utabolism changes in reaponss to catocholuine 
stimulntion and coronary vasodilation. 
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Table 1.b High cn8rqy levels chanqes In response to 
cat8cholamins stimulation and coronary vasodilation 

CP8 ATP\ PI/= 
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3 100 100 0 
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3 101f3.3 1OOf1.6 0 

100 

5 98ii.s 99fa.2 o 

3 69tii.3. 75iia.i. 0.iii.04 
~ ~ 2 0  1 69tii.4. 69iii.a* o.ist.os+ 

5 75i12.1. 79f12.3* 0.13f.05 

DIWB2O 1 67i9.44 69i9.94 O.19f.044 
3 71t9.6. 72t9.94 0.16i.04. 
5 8lfll 79t11. O.16t.04. 

DtWB20+C 1 53i13. 51t13* 0.25f.OV 
3 60*13* 60f134 0.19f.04. 
5 71*16* 70f16. 0.18i.044 
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Relation between Regional Oxygen Consumption, Hlgh Energy Phosphates and 
Substrate Metabolism in the Porcine Right Ventricle 

GG Schwartz, C Greyson, J Garcia, S Steinman, J Wisneski, B Massie, MW Weiner; 
University of California and VA Medical Center, San Francisco, CA 941 21' USA 

Introduction: Most studies of the ventricle (Lv) in large 
animals have shown no change in high energy phosphates as 
workload is increased', implying that theconcentrationof ADP 
does not regulate oxidative phosphoryhtin in the LV in viva 
We have previously shown' that acute pressure overload of 
the porcine -ventricle (RV) Causes a decrease in PCr/ATP, 
implying an increase in ADP as RV workload is increased. 
The go& of rhLs s f d y  were: 1)To determine whether the 
relationship between regional oxygen consumption (MVOJ 
and high energy phosphates in the RV free wall depends 
upon the mechanism by which MVO, is increased. 2)To 
determine whether changes in RV high energy phosphates 
with increased workload are due to RV ischemia, as reflected 
by regional lactate metabolism. 

Methods: In 14chloralose-anesthetbed,open-chest pigs, RV 
MVO, was increased from control by three interventions: 
1)atriil pacing to a heart rate of 16226 (control HR=111?7, 
mean2SEM); ginfusion of isoproterenol (1 5pg/kg-min, iv) 
and 3)constriction of the pulmonary artery to produce RV 
pressure overload (RV systolic pres 6322 mmHg, 
control=35+.1). ''P NMR spectra were obtained at 2T with a 
specially designed surface coil sutured to the RV free wall, 
using 800 acquisitions at a repetition time of 1 .8s. Regional 
myocardial blood flow was measured by left atrial injection of 
radioactive microspheres. A small tributary vein draining the 
RV free wall directly beneath the coil was cannuiated to 
determine the arteriovenous dflerence of blood oxygen, 
lactate, glucose, and free fatty acids, and to calculate regional 
MVO, and substrate uptake. 

Results: Regional MVO, of the RV free wall (Fig 1) increased 
from control by a mean of 31% with pacing, by 211% with 
isoproterenol, and by 224% with PA constriction. Fig 2 shows 
the PCr/ATP intensity ratio, uncorrected for partial saturation. 
PCr/ATP did not change from control with pacing, but rose 
significantly with isoproterenol (from 1.382.08 to 1 S02.06). 
Despite similar augmentation of MVO, with both isoproterenol 
and PA constriction, the latter produced a decrease in 
PCr/ATP to 1.292.07. The opposite change in PCr/ATP with 
an equivalent increment in MVO, was not due to RV ischemia 
during PA constriction, since the two interventions caused 
nearly equal increases in lactate consumDtion from control 
(Fig 3). lsoproterenol caused significant increases in the 
uptake of glucose (Fig 4) and freefatty acids (Flg 5), while the 
uptake of these substrates did not increase with PA 
constriction. This implies greater oxidation of intracellular 
substrates ( ia, glycogen and lipids) with PA constriction. 

Concluslons: A one-to-one relationship between RV oxygen 
consumption and high energy phosphates does not exist. 
When RV MVO, is increased by pressure overload produced 
by PA constriction, PCrlATP declines, implying a rise in ADP. 
Lactate consumption increases, indicating that ischemia is 
not responsible for the decrease in PCr/ATP. In this situation, 
oxidative phosphorylation may be stimulated by an increased 
concentration of ADP. When MVO, is increased to the same 
extent with isoproterenol, PCr/ATP rises, implying a fall in ADP. 
Therefore, ADP does not regulate the rate of oxidative 
phosphorylation during catecholamine stimulation. Instead, 
oxidative phosphoryiation may be stimulated by the increased 
utilization of exogenous substrates, resuiting in increased 
delivery of reducing equivalents to the electron transport 
chain. The current results suggest that multiple mechanisms 
regulate oxidative phosphorylation in the RV in viva 

References: 1. Katz LA, et al., Am J Physiol, 256, H265.1989. 
2. Schwartz GG, et al., J Clin hvest, 89, 909, 1992. 
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Increasing Ketone Body Concentration Profoundly Affects Myocardial Glucose 
Metabolism in the Isolated Rat Heart: Assessment by l3C-, IH-, and 3lP-NMR 

J.R. Forder, J.C. Chatham, and J.D. Glickson 
The Division of NMR Research, Department of Radiology and Radiological Sciences 

The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD 21205-2195 

spectroscopy. 

Ketone bodies (e.g., acetoacetate, p-hydroxybutyrate) 
are endogenous compounds that enter the TCA cycle 
directly. Increased blood concentrations of ketone bodies 
have been noted in a number of pathophysiologic states, 
including ischemia, cancer, and diabetes mellitus, however 
the consequences of elevated ketone bodies on biochemical 
energetics has not been investigated. Ketone bodies have 
been shown to inhibit both fatty acid poxidation and 
glycolysis in vitro, although the mechanisms and sites of 
inhibition remain unresolved. We have previously 
r epor t ed '  that the administration of 11 mM 
p-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) to isolated rat hearts prevented 
glucose entry into the TCA cycle, doubled the rate of 
glycogen synthesis, and increased the total glutamate pool 
size. There were no changes in high energy phosphates or 
intracellular pH following addition of 11 mM 
p-hydroxybutyrate. 

Normal circulating blood concentrations of ketone 
bodies are usually 0.2 mM in the rat; during ketosis (e.g., 
such as observed in cancer cachexia, or diabetes mellitus) 
these concentrations may be elevated to 2 mM or more. As 
a result, we have examined the effects of 0.2.2.0, and 5.0 
mM BHB on myocardial glucose metabolism. 

Methods 
Hearts were isolated from Spraaue-Dawlev male rats 

and perfused with Krebs-Henseieiibuffer on modified 
Langendorff apparatus. A balloon was placed in the left 
ventricle, and filled with 2-1 3C-acetate and 
uimetaphosphate, which served as concentration and 
chemical shift standards. 13C- and 3 P - N M R 
spectroscopy was used to continuously and noninvasively 
measure metabolite concentrations. Physiologic functions 
(left ventricular pressures, coronary flow, and heart rate) 
were also monitored continuously. At the end of each 
experiment, hearts were quickly frozen and extracted for 
determination of total metabolite pool sizes and fractional 
enrichments using standard biochemical techniques in 
conjunction with high resolution IH- and '3C-NMR 

Follomng equilibration, hearts were divided into one of 
four groups. The first group of hearts served as a time 
matched control and were perfused with l-i3C-glucose as 
sole substrate. The second group of hearts were re- 

equilibrated with perfusate containing 5 mM BHB and 5 
mM glucose and then switched to a perfusate containing 5 
mM BHB and 5 mM 1-13C-glucose. The third and fourth 
groups were treated the same as the second, but the BHB 
concentration was lowered to 2.0 or 0.2 mM. Phosphorus 
spectra were acquired at the end of each equilibration 
period, and at the end of the experiment (prior to freeze- 
clamping). Carbon-13 spectra were acquired continuously 
during perfusion with 1- 3C-glucose. 

SPec~scOPY. 

Results 
The rate of I - ~ ~ c - ~ I u c o s ~  incornoration into glycogen 
exhibited a concthation depkndent modul%on-by 
p-hydroxybutyrate with increased rates of incorporation 
observed at increasing concentrations of BHB (see Figure 
1). Of interest is the observation that although glycogen 
incorporation rates are initially the same for the 2 and 5 
mM BHB groups, those hearts perfused with 5 mM 
continue to synthesize glycogen, while hearts perfused with 
2 mM BHB tend to plateau. Also observed was a positive 
;orrelation between glutamate pool size and BHB 
:oncentration from 1.53 pmoledg wet wgt with 0.2 mM 

0 LO 20 30 40 50 60 70 
T i  (rmn) 

BHB to 3.24 pnoledg wet wgt at 11 mM BHB. Control 
hearts had a glutamate pool size of 2 2 0 . 2  pnoledg wet 
wgt. p-Hydroxybutyrate concentrations of 2,5, or 11 mM 
completely inhibited the incorporation of 1-~3C-glucose 
into glutamate, suggesting glucose does not enter the TCA 
cycle under these conditions. Analysis of extracts from 
hearts perfused with 0.2 mM BHB and 1-13C-glucose 
showed decreased fractional enrichment of the glutamate 
pool compared to hearts perfused with l-13C-glucose alone 
(Figure 2). 

FBure 2 -- I3C-s ectra from heart extracts showing glutamate 
hbeiliag from 1~3C-glucose in the presence and absence of 0.2 
mM &hydmybutyrate. 

Ketone bodies exert profound effects on myocardial 
glucose metabolism under the experimental conditions 
reported here. Inhibition of glucose entry into the TCA 
cycle is evident even at physiologic concentrations (0.2 
mM, Figure 2), and complete inhibition occurs at 
concentrations (22.0 mM) observed in a number of 
pathophysiologic states. The incorporation of l-%- 
glucose into glycogen is also affected by ketone body 
concentration (Figure 1). This work has important 
implications in a number of pathophysiologic states with 
regard to myocardial metabolism and function. 

' Forder. JR., Chatham, J.C., and Glickwn, J.D. Book of Abstracts, 
SMRM Tenth Annual Scientific Meeting, 69.1991. 
This work was supported by NIH grant #HL-35079. J.R. Fordm is 
supported by NCI grant #T32-CA-09630 
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Dynamic Analysis of Oxidative Metabolism in the Canine Heart Utilizing 
Pre-Steady-State In-vivo "C Spectroscopy 

Pierre-Marie Robitaille, Dipti Rath and Amir Abduljalil 
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210 

Introduction: Pre-steady-state "C spectroscopy can be utilized 
to yield information on krebs cycle activity which is 
independent of intermediate pool size, fractional enrichment and 
coupling constants (1). It has also been established that the 
regulation of oxidative phosphorylation is dependent on the 
availability of carbon subs- (2), and that there is a close 
relationship between tumover of label within the glutamate pool 
via Krebs cycle activity and rate pressure product (MVOa in 
the perfused myowdium (3). These studies where conducted 
in the isolated perfused heart, an experimental situation where 
the oxidized substrate can be easily conuoiled. In order to gain 
a better understanding of myocardial cadxm substrafe 
metabolism in-vivo in response to altered worldoad we have 
therefore implemented carbon-I3 spectroscopy in the canine 
hem. 

Methods: Spectra were acquired as previously described (4). 
Animal preparation was initiated with a left thoracotomy at the 
5th intercostal. The pericardial sac was opened and a pressure 
sensing catheter was introduced directly into the left ventricle 
at the apex of the heart. A 22 gauge angiocatheter was 
introduced into the proximal region of the LAD and the carbon 
coil was sutured over the region of the left ventricular wall 
perfused by the LAD. The decoupling coil was positioned at 
least 2 cm out of plane from the observation coil. The animal 
was positioned within the magnet and the shimming was 
accomplished by observing the proton signal through the carbon 
coil. During this time, unlabeled 4 mM sodium acetate was 
infused continuously (10 ml/min) into the LAD. A set of 
control data was acquired for 25 min (RPk10,ooO). The 
infused substrate was then changed to 4 mM [2-''C] sodium 
acetate (10 -in) and acquisition resumed for 25 minutes. 
The RPP was then elevated to 20.00@25,000 using a dopamine 
drip and the substrate changed to unlabeled metabolite. 
Foilowing 25 min of equilibration the enriched substrate was 
once again administered and data acquisition resumed for 
another 25 minutes. Following data acquisition. Evan's dye 
was injected through the LAD. The region of the heart 
perfused by the LAD could thus be visualized and dissected. 
Its wet weight was recorded along with that of the total heart. 

Results and Discussion: A series of pre-steady state "C 
spectra acquired at a RPP of 10,ooO an displayed on the upper 
right. At this RPP there is rapid and pronounced labeling 
observed in the glutamate pool at the C2, C4 and C3 positions 
confirming previous observations in the perfused heart (3). 
When the same experiment was repeated at a RPP of 20,000 
there was a total absence of glutamate labeling (lower right). 
Indeed. all animals studied displayed a marked decrease in 
glutamate labeling rates and equilibrium labeling levels at the 
higher workloads. These changes were not dependent on 
acetate infusion levels and indicate that 1) endogenous 
subsvates entering krebs cycle via anaplerotic pathways or 
citrate synthase are highly preferred over acetate at the higher 
workloads and 2) krebs cycle activity is not related to glutamate 
pool enrichment under these conditions. 

(I)  ED Lcwandowski & C Hulkxt (1991) Magn. Rcsoo. Mod. 
19186-190. (2) AHL From eta (1990) Biochemisrry 293731-3743. 
(3) E. Lewandowski (1992) Circulation Rcs. 70.576582. 
(4) I. RusLi et al. (1991) SRh4R 10th meeting. abs 1565. 
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Homonuclear { 13C3 Decoupling for Measurement of Substrate Selection in 
Tissue Under Nonsteady-State Conditions 

A.D. Sherry, P. Zhao, and C.R. Malloy 
Department of Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas 
75080 and the Rogers Biomedical Magnetic Resonance Center, Department of 
Radiology, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas 75235 

The goal of this research is to 
measure substrate selection (the 
contribution an oxidizable substrate 
makes to the total acetyl-CoA pool 
entering the Krebs cycle reactions) 
under a variety of physiological 
conditions in a effort to better 
understand metabolic regulation in 
intact tissue. We have recently 
presented *Vionsteady-statevv ( 1) and 
"direct analysis1' (2) 13C NMR methods 
for taking such measurements. Here, we 
illustrate a homonuclear 13C decoupling 
experiment to simultaneously monitor 
the absolute contributions made by two 
different I3C enriched substrates plus 
the unenriched pool. 

m. Rat hearts were perfused in a 
51 mm narrow bore 11.75T magnet as 
previously described (1). Hearts were 
presented with mixtures of substrates 
which were 1% enriched at a single 
site, uniformly 13C enriched, or 
unenriched. Freeze-clamped tissue was 
extracted into cold perchloric acid, 
neutralized, and freeze-dried for high 
resolution studies. Homonuclear (13C) 
single frequency decoupling was 
achieved using the F3 channel on the 
GN-500 spectrometer routed to the 
observe coil through a transcoupler. 

Results. Hearts presented with a 1 3 ~  
enriched oxidizable substrate or 
mixture of substrates produce highly 
enriched pools of all TCA cycle 
intermediates through scrambling in the 
cycle reactions. Although we will 
focus on the analysis of the glutamate 
spectrum, the method presented here 
could by applied to any number of those 
highly enriched intermediates. We have 
recently shown that in hearts presented 
with a mixture of [3-13C]lactate, [1,2- 
%]acetate, and unenriched glucose, a 
simple deconvolution of the multiplet 
components which contribute to the 
nine-line glutamate C4 resonance allows 
a direct measurement of the relative 
utilization rates of the labeled 
lactate and acetate under nonsteady- 
state conditions. Since deconvolution 
of a nine-line multiplet will likely 
not be possible in intact tissue, we 
have been exploring alternative ways to 
simplify this problem. If one 
homonuclear decouples the glutamate C3 
resonance in such a sample, this nine- 
line multiplet collapses into a three- 
line multiplet, with the outer doublet 
having a coupling constant of 52 Hz; 
the ratio of the resulting B/D areas 
also reports the relative utilization 
rate of the singly labeled substrate 
(lactate in this case) versus the 
doubly labeled substrate (acetate in 
this case). In a separate experiment, 

C3S + C3D23 = 0.28 f 0.04 
C3D34 + C3T = 0.72 2 0.05 

28 26 PPM 

glutamate C2 may be homonuclear 
decoupled and in this case the five- 
line glutamate ~3 resonance collapses 
into a three-line multiplet, with the 
outer doublet having a coupling 
constant of 34 Hz. One example of such 
an experiment is shown in the figure. 
In this case, the area of the singlet 
component relative to the total area of 
the apparent triplet directly reports 
the absolute contribution made by any 
unenriched substrate to the acetyl-CoA 
pool (28% in this example, see ref. 2). 
Thus, by combining the two experiments, 
the absolute contributions of all three 
substrates (singly enriched, doubly 
enriched, and unenriched) may be 
determined simulaneously. We have used 
this method to monitor substrate 
selection in hearts during recovery 
from global ischemia and during 
episodes of low pressure perfusion. 

Conclusions. Homonuclear ( I3C) 
decoupling may be used to simplify the 
1 3 ~  NMR spectrum of glutamate in tissue 
without significant loss of biological 
information. The advantage of this 
method over previously published 
nonsteady-state methods is that the 
glutamate C3 and C4 resonances collapse 
into apparent triplets which may be 
resolved in intact tissue. 

References. 
(1) C.R. Malloy, et al., Biochemistry, - .  ii, 6756-6761 (isso). 
(2) A.D. Sherry, et al., Biochemistry, 
in press. 
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RF Current Density Imaging in Homogeneous Media 
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1 Introduction 
MRI has proven capable of imaging quasi-static vol- 
ume current densities in electrolytic and biological me- 
dia (1,2). In this report, the extension of this technique 
to image RF current density at the Larmor frequency is 
studied. RF current imaging could be relevant to MR 
power absorption and safety, hyperthermia analysis, as 
well as creating dielectric and conductivity tissue con- 
trast. The approach is to deliberately induce or inject 
RF currents in a sample synchronous with an MR pulse 
sequence and measure the resulting transverse RF mag- 
netic field components. Current density is extracted by 
computing the curl of the magnetic fields. The prelim- 
inary theory is developed here for injected currents in 
uniform media to produce both displacement and con- 
duction currents, while neglecting skin effects or eddy 
currents . 

2 Theory & Method 
With the above assumptions, an injected RF current 
J = (j,, j,,jz)cos(ut + @), generates a lab frame mag- 
netic field B = (b,, b,, b,) cos(ut + @). The rotating 
frame field B is 

s, = [b, cos(@) + b,, sin(@)]/2 PI 
B, = [b, cos(8) - b, sin(@)]/2 PI 
B, = AB,. [31 

With the RF imaging sequence (Fig. l), the magneti- 
zation is initiallized along the x, y or z axis of the ro- 
tating fr-e by the Q pulse. It then precesses an angle 
r = --ylB(Tc about the axis N = B/lBl for the duration 
of the pulse T,. With the /3 pulse absent ( O " ) ,  the final 
M ,  and Mu magnetization components are measured. 
With the p pulse present (go"), M ,  is measured. Slices 
are localized and refocused by the selective 180 pulse. 
The final M vectors are stored as columns in a data ma- 
trix 2) in the order of the initial conditions x, y and z. 
Using the polar decomposition theorem (3), 2) = QS, 
where S is a positive semi-definite deformation matrix 
and Q is the least squares best rotation matrix. We ex- 
tract the twist angle r and axis of rotation N from Q, 
and subsequently compute 8, and B,. Using b, = pohz 
and V * B = 0, we compute a "rotating frame" current 
density 

is the phase value that optimizes j, and will estimate 
the current density phase. Of the two possible solutions 
to [5] within fx, the q5 that produces a positive J ,  is 
chosen. 

To test the theory, a 600 ps Larmor frequency cur- 
rent (for B, = 2 Tesla) was injected into the inner of 
two concentric saline-filled cylinders to produce an ap- 
proximately uniform current density parallel to B, (4). 
The experimental setup was analogous to that of capac- 
itively coupled hyperthermia. Here, j, >> ah,/az to 
satisfy the earlier constraint. The magnitude and phase 
of current density were estimated with [4] and [5]. 

3 Results & Conclusions 
The reconstructed current density magnitude image ap- 
peared to have a uniform current in the center tube 
of 3190 f 360 A/m2 while the outer tube gave 441 f 
241 A / m 2  and was due to computing the absolute value 
of noise in a zero current region. The phase was also uni- 
form inside the tube, being 0.95 f 0.12 radians, and was 
primarily noise in the outer cylinder, being -0.12f1.35 
radians. 

These results suggest that the magnitude and phase 
of the current component parallel to B, can be measured 
without rotation of the sample if this current compo- 
nent greatly exceeds the derivative in the B, direction 
of the RF magnetic field component parallel to B,. fi- 
ture work is now underway to improve the sensitivity, 
to reduce the data requirements and to determine the 
effectiveness of this method in heterogeneous media. Of 
key interest will be its ability to differentiate tissue that 
are good conductors versus good dielectrics. 

References 
(1) Scott, G.C., Joy, M.L.G., Armstrong, R.L., 

Henkelman, R.M. IEEE Trans. Med. Imaging, 
10,362(1991). 

(2) Thompson, J.D.M, Joy, M.L.G., Henkelman, R.M. 
Proc. SMRM, Tenth Annual Meeting, p.1274, 1991. 

(3) Strang, G., Linear Algebra and its Applications, 

(4) Scott, G.C., Joy, M.L.G., Armstrong, R.L., Henkel- 
man, R.M. PTOC. SMRM, Tenth Annual Meeting, 

3rd Ed.,  HBJ, pp. 445-447, 1988. 

By assuring that ah,/& << j, in the experimental de- 
sign, and since Eqs (11 and [2] relate the lab and rotating 
frame fields by a rotation of 8, a rotation of 8, and By 
by q5 = -8 will optimize J, giving j,. On a pixel by 
pixel basis, 

- 

151 1 aBr/ax + ai,/ay 1 aBy/ax - aB,/ay q5 = tan-' 
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Spatial Dependence of the Eddy Current Fields in a 40 cm Bore Magnet 
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It is well known that slowly decaying eddy currents 
arc induced in the structural components of 
superconducting magnet systems by the switching of 
magnetic field m e n & .  These eddy currents give rise 
to time dependent magnetic fields which cause intensity 
artifacts in MRI and phase and baseline artifacts in 
MRS. These effects, though present in all MRI and 
MRS systems, are particularly severe in some, older, 
superconducting magnet systems which were designed 
before eddy current problems were fully appreciated. 

In a recent paper (1). we described a study of the 
temporal and spatial dependence of the magnetic field 
generated by the switching on and off of a transverse 
gradient pulse in a 40 cm bore. 2.35 T, Bruker magnet. 
The measurements clearly illustrated the role of the 
preemphasis (eddy current compensation), since two of 
the five exponentially decaying components were 
caused by the preemphasis unit. Another was 
associated with the current flowing in the gradient coil, 
and the remaining two were attributed to eddy c a n t s .  

To evaluate the feasibility of active compensation, 
the amplitude and symmetry of the eddy current fields 
are required in more detail and we have therefore made 
further measurements with the preemphasis unit 
deactivated. The offset frequency of the proton NMR 
signal obtained from a 13 mm diameter spherical sample 
of doped water was measured, after fifty-seven 
different time delays, ranging from 0.5 ms to 2.5 s, 
following the termination of a -850 Hdcm (-2.0 x 10-3 
T/m) x gradient. Measurements were made at the 
locations x = 4, 2, 1, -1, -2, -4 cm, y = 0, z = 0, in  a 
coordinate system in which the + x axis is vertically 
upward. The data were initially well fitted to a sum of 
four decaying exponentials. Since the time constants at 
all six locations were in good agreement with each 
other, we subsequently carried out a global fit of all six 
data sets simultaneously, assuming that each location is 
characterized by the same set of time constants. These 
were found to be (1.32 f 0.02) ms, (14.9 f 0.6) ms, 
(81 f 2) ms, and (481 f 2) ms, the last three being 
associated with eddy currents. (One of these eddy 
currents was masked by the effects of the preemphasis 
unit in our previous study (1)). The amplitudes of the 
eddy current fields corresponding to the various values 
of x are shown in Fig. a, together with the main x 
gradient alone. 

Similar measurements were made at the locations x 
= 0, y = 4, 2, 1, -1, -2, -4 cm, z = 0, after switching 
off a -860 Hdcm (-2.0 x 10-3 T/m) y gradient. The 
four time constants were found to be (1.32 f 0.03) ms, 
(13.5 f 1.8) ms, (77 f 5) ms, and (478 f 3) ms, quite 
similar to those found for the x gradient, indicating that 
the eddy currents associated with both gradients 
probably flow in the same cylindrical conductors. The 
amplitudes of the eddy currents corresponding to the 
various values of y are shown in Fig. b, together with 
the main y gradient alone. 

It can be seen from the figure that each eddy current 
generates an essentially uniform gradient. However, 
whmas the eddy current fields caused by switching the 
y gradient are close to zero at the isocenter (which is at 
y = 0.3 cm instead of at y = 0), that is by no means the 
case for the x gradient, indicating that the three 
conductors in which the eddy currents flow are located 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

1; -,$ amplitudeof 1 , \\,v 
main y gradient -1 000 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Y (cm) 
(a )  Amplitudes of the exponentially decaying eddy 
currents generated by switching off a -850 Hzlcm x 
gradient. found at various values of x .  Al(A3) refers to 
the eddy current with the shortest (longest) time constant. 
The broken line shows the x gradient field in the absence 
of eddy currents. with rhe ordinate scale reduced by a 
factor of two. 
(b)  Corresponding values for they gradient. 

asymmetrically in the x direction, relative to the 
isocenter. Such a result is not surprising since the 
magnet and cryostat are more symmemc about the 
vertical y = 0 plane than about the horizontal x = 0 
plane. 

It is evident that a high degree of eddy current 
compensation can be achieved for the y gradient by 
feeding exponentially decaying currents of appropriate 
amplitudes and time constants to the main y gradient 
coil. On the other hand, for the x gradient, 
compensating currents must be fed to the zo shim coil in 
addition to the main x gradient coil, because of the 
substantial Bo shift. However, feeding compensating 
currents to the higher order shim coils, as suggested by 
Van Vaals and Bergman (2). would seem to be 
unnecessary in our magnet. 
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An Automated Algorithm for Eddy Current Compensation 

Y. Zur, S. Stokar, and R. Morad 
Elscint MRI, POB 5 5 0  Haifa 31004, Israel 

Wroduction: Eddy currents, which are 
generated in the magnet cryostat by 
time-dependent magnetic fields, are a 
major problem in imaging and spectros- 
copy, since they alter the spatial and 
temporal variation of the magnetic 
fields inside the magnet. The usual 
way to overcome this problem is to 
modify the input current waveforms by 
inserting a pre-emphasis filter (1). 
However,this technique has been of 
limited success because the eddy 
currents fields are spatially differ- 
ent from the field generated by the 
gradient coil (I , 2 ) .  This difference 
is significantly reduced if the gradi- 
ent coil is positioned symmetrically 
with respect to the magnet cryostat. 
We have developed a computerized 
compensation algorithm which enables 
us to routinely suppress eddy fields 
by a factor of more than 103.Using 
this method, eddy currents are symme- 
trized electronically rather than 
mechanically, so as to minimize higher 
field harmonics. The procedure is 
iterative, and small errors from a 
previous iteration are corrected in 
the current iteration. The technique 
is robust and was used successfully in 
many of our MRI systems. 

Method: Each gradient coil we use is 
made of two independent sets of coils: 
A and 8. Each set is connected to a 
perfect current source. When a current 
demand I is sent to coil A, a demand 
of exactly -I is sent to coil B (see 
Fig. 1). Each coil set induces expo- 
nentially decaying eddy currents in 
the magnet cryostat. Since the magnet 
is not perfectly symmetric about the 
gradient coil center, the time con- 
stants and amplitudes of the eddy 
currents induced by coil A differ from 
those induced by coil B. To compensate 
for this, a filter H1 is inserted in 
the current input of coil A (Fig. 1). 
In this way, the eddy currents become 
completely symmetric without the need 
for precise mechanical adjustments of 
the gradient coil and without the need 
to pulse the Z o  shim coil (1,2). 

We measure the eddy current field 
by switching off a long gradient 
pulse. 256 FIDs are acquired from a 
small doped-water sample, as shown in 
Fig. 2. After acquisition, each FID is 
Fourier transformed, multiplied by a 
narrow bandpass filter and then in- 
verse transformed. The instantaneous 
magnetic field B(t) is obtained by 
differentiating the phase of the FID 
(1,2). The eddy current fields are 
measured at +5 cm and -5 cm from the 
qradient center, so that the symmetric 

and anti-symmetric harmonics of the 
magnetic field can be calculated. 

The algorithm we have developed 
consists of the following steps : a) 
The eddy current field is measured 
without any compensation or filter. An 
approximate pre-emphasis filter A. 
(see Fig. 1) is calculatec: and insert- 
ed. b) Another field measurement is 
taken and the symmetric field harmon- 
ics are evaluated. Using a non-linear 
least square fit, the exponential time 
constants and amplitudes of the filter 
H1 are evaluated and the filter is 
connected. c) Another field measure- 
ment is performed and both the symmet- 
ric and anti-symmetric harmonics are 
evaluated again. The symmetric term is 
very small. From the anti-symmetric 
term, the exact value of the pre- 
emphasis filter A is determined and 
corrected. d) The Final field measure- 
ment is taken. In most cases the 
remaining field is less than of 
the uncompensated gradient field. If 
the field is still larger than that, 
another field measurement and correc- 
tion is performed. 

Conclusion : An automated algorithm 
has been developed which enables us to 
compensate eddy currents very accu- 
rately. This is done by electronically 
symmetrizing the gradient coil with 
respect to the magnet and then compen- 
sating the eddy field with a pre- 
emphasis filter. 

References 
(1) Van Vaals J.J. and Bergman A.H., 
J. Mag. Res. 90, 52 (1990). 
( 2 )  Jehensen P., Westphal M. and 
Schuff N., J. Mag. Res., 90, 
264 (1990) . 
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Experimental Analysis and Finite Element Solution 
of Eddy Current Effects in Superconductive Magnets 

M.R. T e o d o r e s c u t ,  A.E. Badeat, R.C. Herrick!, F.R. H u s o n t  
t Texas A c c e l e r a t o r  Center, The Woodlands, Texas and $Baylor C o l l e g e  of M e d i c i n e ,  H o u s t o n ,  Texas 

Introduction 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as well as some volume 

selected spectroscopy methods use pulsed magnetic field gradients 
which induce multi-exponentially decaying eddy currents in the 
cryostat walls of superconductive magnets. These eddy currents 
degrade the ideal switching performance of the gradient field and 
produce additional losses. In practice the eddy current effects can 
be reduced by increasing the distance between the gradient coils 
and the surrounding conducting structures or by active shields. 
These effects can be also compensated by additional currents in 
the gradient and shim systems with a multiexponential charac- 
teristic ("preemphasis"). 

The present study was done on a 4T/30cm superferric self- 
shielded magnet designed and fabricated by the Texas Acceler- 
ator Center [I]. Its unique design uses a saturated iron shield 
to minimize the fringe fields, achieve a better homogeneity and 
even increase the field strength by 20% with no additional su- 
perconductor. The study of any eddy currents induced in the 
nonlaminated parts of the iron is important to optimize this de- 
sign. 
Experimental Analysis 

To measure the eddy current effects, a series of FIDs were 
measured from a small off-center phantom, in either the I ,  y or 
z directions at  different time delays after a 15msec gradient of 
EmT/m was applied. The phantom was  placed at various posi- 
tions in order to characterize the spatial distribution of the eddy 
currents. The operating field of the magnet was set to 2.19T, 
and the transmitter frequency was set for proton resonance. To 
memure the shift in the signal frequency showed by the FIDs, the 
phase 4 wan calculated for each FID; frequency shift versus time 
w a s  then computed f r o q  the phase derivative dd/dt (21. Fig.1 
shows the frequency shift decay due to the eddy currents induced 
by a I gradient pulse with the phantom 3cm off center along the 
z axis. The gradient pulse has a rise time of 7 5 0 ~ ~  stays constant 
for 151118, and then falls off within 750ps. Time "0" corresponds 
to the moment when the gradient waa switched off. - ; ;;;= 

v) 
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Figure 1 

For comparison, a pickup coil experiment way also performed 
in order to analyze the temporal and spatial distribution of the 
gradient field when the same gradient pulse was applied. The 
field gradient waveform obtained by the integral of the voltage 
induced in the pickup coil is shown in Fig.2 for both cases with 
the gradient coil in the magnet and in free space. 
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Figure 2 
Numerical Calculation 

The numerical calculation was performed using the Finite El- 
ement Method (FEM) considering only the azimuthal component 
A of the magnetic vector potential because of the &symmetric 
geometry. The equation satisfied by A is: 

with the associated energetic functional: 

where u, u, J and B are the magnetic reluctivity, electrical con- 
ductivity, source current density and magnetic induction respec- 
tively. 

By minimizing the functional with respect to the nodal u11- 
knowns A;,  the following equation was obtained 13): 

[C]) ( { A ) ' + i , + ~  - {A] ' ,++, )  + [GIL'~]~'++ + 
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Magnetic field mapping in human heart and brain 
on a 4 Tesla whole body scanner 

S .  Posse', H. Wen, R. Turner, P. Jezzard, S. Chesnick. F. Heineman and R. Balaban 
'In Vivo NMR Research Center, BEIP, NCRR; Laboratory of Cardiac Energetics, NHLBI, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892 

Introduction: 

certain regions of human brain may suffer from line- 
broadening due to local magnetic field inhomogeneities 
(1). While most previous measurements have been 
performed at magnetic field strengths between 1.5 and 2 
Tesla, susceptibility effects are expected to be stronger at 
higher field strengths. 

In order to identify tissue regions which are most 
suitable for localized spectroscopy at 4 Tesla we have 
mapped the magnetic field in vivo using phase sensitive 
gradient echo imaging in conjunction with a new phase 
unwrapping algorithm to expand the phase dynamic range 
in the images. 

Localized spectroscopy in human heart and in 

and M W  
All measurements were performed on an 

experimental 4 Tesla General Electric whole body 
scanner equipped with actively shielded gradients of 10 
mT/m strength. The magnet homogeneity over a 20cm 
diameter sphere was optimized to 0.12ppm (20Hz) 
FWHM using both conventional and image guided 
shimming. Multislice phase sensitive gradient echo 
images at 10 and 20ms echo time (fat and water in 
phase) were acquired with heart surface coils of 15 and 
30 cm diameter and with a linear birdcage head coil. 
Heart images were obtained with cardiac gating and 8 
averages. The signal to noise ratio in the heart was 
1500:l when using the 15cm diameter surface coil. 

Phase difference images were corrected for 
multiple phase foldovers using a newly designed phase 
unwrapping algorithm. Briefly, true phase gradient 
images were computed from phase difference images and 
from phase difference images with an added spatially 
constant pi radians phase offset by selecting the minimum 
phase gradients of the two images. The true phase gradient 
images served as a reference to detect phase 
discontinuities in the phase difference images. Image 
areas with low signal to noise, where the phase is ill 
defined, were masked out. Starting from an arbitrarily 
chosen reference point the image phase is unwraped using 
multiple random walks which terminate when reaching 
areas of low signal to noise. This assures that possible 
local unwrap errors do not propagate through the whole 
image and that arbitrarily shaped areas can be 
unwrapped. 

In the heart magnetic field shifts of up to 6 ppm 
were detected on sagittal scans and up to 2 ppm on axial 
scans (fig.l). At the interface between the septum and the 
right ventricle strong local field gradients of up to 10 
mT/m and a bulk magnetic field shift of 0.2 ppm towards 
the inside of the right ventricle were detected. These 
inhomogeneities may be explained by the relative 
paramagnetism of deoxygenated blood in the right 
ventricle. By contrast less intense magnetic field 
gradients were detected around the left ventricular free 
Nail indicating more favorable conditions for 
;pectroscopic experiments when compared to the septum. 

Nere detected on sagittal scans (fig.2) similar to 
irevious measurements by other researchers at 1.5 
resla (2). On axial scans at the upper level of the 
ientricles field shifts of up to 2.5 ppm were detected in 
rontal regions. As expected, particulary strong local 
lradients were seen at air-tissue interfaces, in the 
:erebellurn and in the brain stem. 

In the brain magnetic field shifts of up to 6 ppm 

The phase unwrapping algorithm extended the 
phase dynamic range of the measurements by more than 
an order of magnitude and was found to be stable even in 
irregularly shaped areas with embedded regions of low 
signal to noise. 

Conclusions; 

measurements in human heart at 4 Tesla indicating that 
volumes for spectroscopic experiments have to be 
carefully selected to avoid local magnetic field gradients 
and bulk magnetic field shifts at blood-tissue interfaces. 
Measurements in the brain at 4 Tesla are consistent with 
measurements at lower field strengths and may serve as a 
reference for field shift correction in spectroscopic 
imaging. 

References; 
1) Th. Ernst and J. Hennig, Magn. Reson. Med 20, 27, 
1991. 
3) E. Schneider and G.Glover. Magn. Reson. Med. 18, 335, 
1991. 

We have presented first magnetic field 

Fig.1: (a) Axial Grass scan through the heart 
(TE=20ms,TR=ls, flip angle=900, 8NEX). Strong signal 
losses occur at the interface between septum and right 
ventricle. 
(b) Corresponding magnetic field map covering field 
variations of up to 2ppm. Strong local field 
inhomogeneities are visible at the interface between 
septum and right ventricle. 

Fig.2: (a) Sagittal Grass scan through the brain 
(TE=lOms, TR=BOms, flip angle=60°, 2NEX). 
(b) Corresponding magnetic field map covering field 
variations of up to 6ppm. 
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Analysis of the Influence of ABo on the Measuring Accuracy of a B1 
Mapping Technique for RF Coils 

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
and Pittsburgh NMR Center for Biomedical Research, Camegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 

J. Lian and LJ. Lowe 

There are a number of B1 rf magnetic field 
mapping methods that have been developed for measuring 
B1 profiles of nmr coils (1 - 4). The measuring accuracy of 
the methods that can be used for in vivo rf mapping is 
strongly influenced by Bo inhomogeneities. We have 
developed an alternative rugged and accurate nmr rf 
mapping technique (5).  In this study, the accuracy of the 
method is analyzed, and the method is extended to three 
dimensional samples and to in vivo rf mapping. 

Metb.ad 
Our one dimensional rf field mapping method has 

been described in (5). With B1(?) as the-& magnetic field 
strength at a spatial posifion ?, the measured B 1 0  value, 
denoted by B’l(i), is determined by observing the 27t 
nutation angle: 

I11 
where T is the nutation pulse length. The relative error in 
measured rf strength B’1(?), caused by ABo(3 ,  the 
inhomogeneity of the Bo field, is 

B‘i 0 = 27t/(y~) , 

and the calculated results are shown in Figure 1. For a 
given ABo, the shorter T yields better measuring accuracy. 
For the case of z = 600 ps, accuracy of 1%, 2% and 3% 
are achievable with y A B d ( 2 ~ )  = 234 Hz, 329 Hz and 400 
Hz respectively. Thus, our B l ( 9  mapping technique is 
insensitive to Bo inhomogeneity with an achievable B1 
strength. Figure 2 shows a group of calculated curves of 
transverse magnetizations as a function of B1 for different 
ABo. It is shown that the Mxy minimum value is very 
sensitive to ABo and it can be used as a Bo inhomogeneity 
indicator. During the data processing, one can correct the 
measuring error, if it is needed, using the information from 
the magnitudes and positions of minimum and maximum 
MXy. For three dimensional samples, several spatial B1 
mappings along lines in x, y and z directions can usually 
give enough information about the B1 distribution 
characteristic of an rf coil. One can use a hard rf nutation 
pulse to excites spins and then use two about 1800 
orthogonal selective pulses to generate a rectangular tube 
along the spatial line of interest. 

lRsudls 
The rf mamine for 3D samdes was carried out on 

a 12 cm long, 6 cm d&meter PCOS coil (1) at 100 MHz. 
Figure 3 shows that the B1 profiles along the coil z axis 
inside different samples. The B1 profile inside the benzene 
bottle is similar to the B1 profile obtained using the small 
water tube. But the B1 profile inside the water bottle is 
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Figure 1 Relative m r  of measured B1 caused by A& 
respecting to different nutation pulse lengths. 

F B I  (degrcc) 
Figure 2 Transverse magnetization M x y P o  vs. FBI 
for different ABo. The nutation pulse lcngth IS 400 p. 

very different; it shows that B1 is weak at the coil input 
end and strong at the coil reflecting end. This can be 
understood by examining the rf coil as a transmission line. 
Water has a much larger dielectric constant (E = 80 at 200 
C) than benzene does (E = 2.3 at 200 C).The rf quarter 
wavelength at 100 MHz in water is 8.4 cm, which is 
comparable to the 12 cm coil length. Thus the rf coil 
generates monger B1 at the reflecting end than it does at 
the input end in water. The dielectric constant of a rat 
should be close to that of water but its cross sectional 
dimensions are smaller than those of the large water bottle. 
The experimental result shows that the rf distribution 
inside the rat was distorted less than in the water phantom. 

0.4 0.8 1 2 
O L ,  I I I I I ,  I I I I I , j  
-1.1 .0.8 -0.4 

Distance from coil center in w i t  ol diamcter ( I n )  

Figure 3 The B l ( 3  profiles along the z axis of the 
PCOS coil obtained using a 19 cm long. 1 cm diameler 
tube of water; a 15 cm long, 5.1 cm diameter bottle of 
0.2% CuSO4 doped water; a 15 cm long, 5.1 cm 
diameter bottle of benzene; and a rat. The dash lines 
show the approximate edges of the coil. 

Conclusion$ 
Our method of rf mapping is relatively simF e, 

accurate and relatively insensitive to Bo inhomogeneities. 
If ABOT is large, the ABo correction can be employed using 
the information contained in the same data set. Determining 
the B1(3 strength by 27t nutation, the absolute signal 
intensity and phase are not important. The measured 
results are not affected by imperfection of the 1800 
refocusing pulse, localizing gradients and other pulse 
sequence parameters. The technique is very flexible and 
easy to implement. 
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Optimal Shim Coll DWgn Utiildng Surh~ca Current Olstributlons 

B. L W. Chapman, M. Doyle and G. M. Pohost. 
Department of Medicine, DMsion of Cardiovascular Diseases, 
Universky of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294. 

Traditional shim coil design, and coil design in 
general, employs a series of line elements which provide 
approximately one Legendre term of the field expansion 
(1,2). These terms provide a basis set for the 
construction of any achievable magnetic field. 
Unfortunately, the use of line elements introduces line 
singularities in the field, resulting in this approximation 
becoming progressively worse as one moves away from 
the origin. 

Recent innovations in coil design for the 
development of electromagnetic screening (3,4) has 
resuited in considerable improvement in gradient coil 
technology (5,6). These new approaches can be utilized 
to: improve the spatial characteristics of higher order 
gradient coils (shims); reduce the cross term dependency 
of shims and hence the number of iterations required in 
shimming; simplify manufacture by intrinsically having 
return paths distributed over the surface rather than 
concentrated along a line. 

Method 
One consequence of Amperes theorem is that any 

possible field over a volume, such as one corresponding 
to a particular Legendre term, can be achieved exactly by 
the appropriate current distribution on a surface that 
entirely encloses that volume. This results from the fact 
that surface current distributions possess no singularities. 
Practical considerations of access make open cylinders of 
restricted length, or in some systems parallel planes of 
finite extent, the most convenient surfaces over which to 
restrict the current distributions. The fact that these 
structures are open prevents a perfect solution for the 
field, but considerably better solutions than those from 
line elements are possible. in the present scheme 
minimizing the least squares deviation from the ideal field, 
over a Region of Interest (ROI). is utilized to determine 
the optimum field (7). 

Dlrcucrrlon 
Surface current distributions have been used to 

greatly improve the characteristics of linear gradient fields 
and provlde magnetic Screening. Their use In the design 
of shims results in a simllar Improvement. Such 
optimized shims possess several major practical 
advantages over standard line dement solutions:- 
1) When shimmlrig on a sample, currents applied to 
the standard shim coils introduce significant cross term 
fields. Consequently, the shimming process has to be 
repeated to iteratively converge to the solution. The use 
of optimal coils considerably reduces these cross terms, 
which eliminates, or at the very least greatly reduces the 
number of iterative steps. 
2) Construction of a particular shim based on line 
elements, by definition, leads to concentrations of turns in 
specific locations. This is further exacerbated by the fact 
that solutions for different terms tend to fail on the same 
set of preferred locations. In contrast, practical 
embodiments of each shim based upon surface current 
designs intrinsically distribute all current paths over the 
whole surface. Similarly, conflict between different shims 
for a small number of preferred locations is eliminated. 
Consequently, the manufacture of such optimized coils 
will be easier, avoiding any compromises In conductor 
positioning that otherwise further reduces the 
independence of the shims. 

Conclurlon 
Shim coil design based upon surface current 

distributions can provide better fieid characteristics, with 
consequent improvements in mode of operation, and 
advantages for construction. 
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Accurate 3D Measurements versus Finite Eelement Calculations of the RF Magnetic 
Field in NMR Resonators 

A. Behbin*, K.D. Mish, and G.J. Kost 
Varian Associates*, University of California, Davis 

One of the major constraints in design and fabrication of 
high performance NMR coils is the inadequacy of 
assessment of their complex RF field distribution. 
Traditionally, the coils have been built and optidzed based 
on the designer's intuition and experience. Recently, the 
finite element and the finite difference methods have been 
employed to solve the Maxwell's equations and map the RF 
field produced by these structures. If the accuracy of these 
numerical analysis routines, specifically in high 
frequencies, is to be trusted, experimental measurements 
must be employed to verify the theoretical findings. We 
developed a 3D finite element program. CAD-NMR that 
solves the Helmholtz equations for mapping the electric and 
the magnetic fields produced by NMR RF coils. To 
measure the accuracy of our program, we performed 
precise measurements of the BI field inside birdcage and 
saddle-shaped coils. We present the results of our 
numerical analyses along with our experimental 
evaluations. 

Theorv 
Solution of the Helmholtz equations for inherently 

resonant structures such as the birdcage resonator provides 
a set of eigenvectors that cornspond to the magnetic field or 
the elecmc field. For quasi-static problems where the 
length of the NMR coil is much smaller than the 
wavelength, i.e. low frequencies. the coupling between the 
electric field and the magnetic field proposed by Maxwell's 
equations is minimal. This allows straightforward 
computations of the fields using Helmholtz equations. 

The finite element and the finite difference methods 
provide approximate solutions for multi-order differential 
equations. These methods have been successfully 
employed to solve the Maxwell. Helmholtz and Poisson 
equations in waveguides and cavity resonators. The finite 
element method is preferred for problems containing curved 
boundaries and abrupt material discontinuities. This is due 
to the method's inherent routine of solving integral 
equations. Finite difference methods solve differential 
equations, and are often preferred for their less complex 
algorithms. 

Results 
We built and tested a sixteen-column lowpass birdcage 

coil (Length=Diameter=8cm) designed to provide optimum 
filling factor for our sample. The distance between the 
adjacent columns was chosen to be equal to the width of 
each column. 

Experimental measurements were performed using a 
specially designed pickup antenna to measure only the 
magnetic field. Since the magnetic field and the electric 
field are inherently coupled, care was taken to eliminate any 
error in measuring both fields interchangeably. The coil 
was placed inside an aluminum pipe representing the 
magnet bore. Figure 1 presents the magnitude of the B1 
field for a slice through the center of the coil in the xy 
plane. It shows that the magnitude of the field is smaller 
near the center of the coil and increases as one moves 
towards the conductive elements in the xy plane. The 
gradient of the magnetic field is also smaller near the center 
(3% per cm at x=O.km) than it is near the conductors (7% 
per cm at x=2.5cm). The antenna was accurately moved in 
0.5cm increments in the x, y and z directions to generate 
maps of the B1 field for various slices in all three planes. 

To examine the performance of the finite element 
program, a radial mesh of the birdcage coil was 
constructed. The coil was assumed to be sumunded by a 

metal shield representing the magnet bore. Magnetic 
boundary conditions aH/dn = 0 were imposed at the 
boundaries. Figure 2 presents the 3D map of the magnetic 
field for the fundamental mode produced by the finite 
element program at the center of the coil (x,y,z=O). Both 
Figures 1 and 2 show similar B1 profile eventhough the 
magnitude of the fields seems to be different due to 
different current specifications. The finite element 
calculations have provided us with the B 1 field magnitude 
in the region very near the conductive elements where it is 
impossible to perform measurements due to the physical 
constraints of the pickup antenna. These results show a 
large increase in the magnitude of the RF magnetic field and 
its gradient near the conductive elements of the coil. 

We have performed finite element calculations for both 
eight-column and sixteen-column birdcage coils with 
similar geometries and compared the results. Other types of 
NMR RF coils such as the saddle shape coil have been 
examined using the finite element program. The results are 
used to determine the optimum window angle for providing 
the most homogeneous magnetic field and the maximum 
signal to noise. 

In order to assess the accuracy of the finite element 
program, we have performed accurate measurements of the 
B l  field for given coil geometries. Our measurement 
results seem to agree with our theoretical computations. 
Further tests for determining the reliability of our program 
will be performed by comparing our results with the results 
obtained from a recently acquired MAFIA program. In 
addition, more detailed coil geometries will be modeled 
using CAD-NMR and MAFIA to provide insight into the 
design and fabrication of high performance NMR RF coils. 

1. Silvester and F e d  R.L. "Finite Element for Electrical 
Engineers" Cambridge University Press, 1983. 

2. Collin R.E."Foundation for Microwave Engineering", 
McGraw-Hill, 1966. 
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MINIMIZATION OF NOISE CONTRlBuTIONS IN MULTIPLE C O W .  
A N O V E R V I E W O F T a E o R z E s ~ R E C O M M E N D E D l M P R O ~ S  

RW. Jones, E. Boskamp. 
Medical Advances Inc., Milwaukee, WI. 

This work arbitrates the contradiction in 
various noise models/dIscussions (1-3) and provides 
further clarification as to  the nature of eddy 
currents (ECs) and the design of multiple coil sets 
to minimize these effects. 

Introduction 
W e  focus this discussion on the noise 

associated with eddy currents in light of the 
dominance of this noise source. Two types of noise 
models have prevailed: a vector magnetic dipole 
moment (1) which exhibits spatial dependence, or a 
scalar resistive element which is constant 
throughout the phantom (2) .  

A related argument occurs in theoretical 
discussions as to  the correlation (1-21, or lack 
thereof (31, of noise in co-located coils. In the 
analysis, we find that  a convergence of the model 
types occurs where the vector model is  used to  
derive a resistive value which represents a 
phantom-induced coupling between coils. We also 
observed that  the correlated noise arguments of 
(1-3) were contradictory primarily due to  the 
difference in definitions of inductive coupling. 

The authors who claim that  a correlated noise 
exists when mutual coupling (MI is  zero use the 
Neumann expression which accounts only for  the coil 
positions with respect t o  each other: 

111. 

This expression does not account for  sample-induced 
coupling via eddy current loops modeled as the 
resistive (Rac)/inductIve (LOCI loop with current 
IJ as shown In Fig. 1. A more general expression 
for M includes this coupling in terms MJn; n=i.k: 

M ’ = M + M + M .  121. 

MR signal-induced currents of coil k create 
local time-varying magnetic fields which, in turn 
produce electric (eddy) currents at macroscopic 
boundaries in conducting media (4). These eddy 
currents create a time-dependent magnetic moment 
mk which induces a flux ($11 through coil i as 

ik lk Jl Jk 

hence coils i and k are no longer inductively 
isolated (M’lk * 0, even with Mlk = 0) unless MJI = 
-(MJk). These coupling components may cancel 
under certain conditions. 

If a sample is  isotropic, homogeneous, and 
large w.r.t. the colls, then MJI and MJk would 
cancel in a two coil set. Conductive phantoms do 
however exhibit anisotropic characteristics at 

higher frequencies (5) and therefore MJI f - ( b t J k ) .  
The resulting correlated noise Is due to M’ik  f 0 
and would not exist if M’lk = 0. 

Equation 3 also predicts that  if Bs is 
orthogonal t o  mk everywhere in the sample, then 
M’lk = 0. A s  eddy currents are induced such that 
their resulting magnetic moments are  polarized 
parallel with the source field, the instantaneous 
moments resulting from one coil hold the same phase 
w.r.t. the other coil’s fields as do their 
respective fields. Therefore, if the B fields are 
orthogonal everywhere in the sample, M’=O. 
Considering these arguments, the expression for  
noise resistance derived by Roemer et.aZ. ( 6 )  

serves as a reference for  calculating the combined 
effects of MJk + M J ~ .  Using the mutual impedance 
expressions from antenna theory, we transform 
mutual impedance t o  mutual inductance by dividing 
by o and find that  sample-induced inductive 
coupling between coils i and k can be written as 

MJI + MJk S Cfd I xl- xk dV 141. 

If the fields or magnetic potentials were 
orthogonal everywhere in an isotropic. homogeneous 
phantom, then MJI + MJk = 0, or if a geometrical 
conductor symmetry exists such as with intrinsical- 
ly isolated coils (7). then [41 vanishes as well. 

Methods and Materials 
W e  have modeled and plotted the effects of 

inductive coupling (Mlk). sample volume and 
symmetry, and capacitive coupling on noise 
correlation, and hence, QD effectiveness (new), 
defined as a percentage of gain achieved compared 
to the theoretical limit of 41X. We have also 
utilized 11.2 8, 41 to  design QD coils with minimal 
coupling fo r  comparing the calculated coupling 
coefficient (km) t o  Siz measurements. A special 
compartmentalized phantom was created to suppress 
eddy currents. Siz measurements were taken using 
this phantom and compared to  measurements with the 
standard volume phantom to  quantify EC-induced 
coupling and anisotropic sample effects. 

Results S, Discussion 
SIZ measurements compare well with 

calculations of km in the EC-suppressed phantom. 
This serves as an iterative starting point in 
optimizing a coil design for a given phantom 
representative of the anatomy of interest. The 
small error  is  attributed to anisotropic sample 
effects which can be quantified and accounted for. 

Conclusions 
W e  demonstrate the viability of an eddy 

current noise expressioWmode1 for  enhancing 
multiple coil designs, and emphasize the utility of 
modeling sample size, shape, and conductivity as 
well. W e  reveal that  the fundamental discrepancy 
between the noise correlation arguments is  the 
definition of mutual coupling. Finally, we show 
that the correlated component of noise is  due to 
the non-zero mutual inductance between the coils 
resulting from eddy currents in anisotropic samples 
(LISA effect (5)). non-orthogonal fields in the 
sample volume, and capacitive coupling between 
coils. 

V 

--- 
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Current State of the Art for Vascular lmaglng 

Charles A Mistretta Ph.D 
Departments of Medical Physics and Radiology 

The University of Wisconsin-Madison 

The purpose of this presentation is to 
discuss and compare current modalities for 
vascular imaging in order to identify the 
distinguishing features of magnetic resonance 
angiography . 

Imaging methods including x-ray 
angiography, magnetic resonance angiography, 
duplex Doppler ultrasound, and fast computed 
tomography will be compared with regard to 
physical properties including contrast resolution, 
imaging time, cost, patient risk and diagnostic 
sensitivity and specificity. 

X-ray angiography remains the most 
definitive, although most invasive, of the vascular 
imaging modalities. Presently most DSA 
examinations are carried out with intraarterial 
injections using small catheters and reduced 
volumes of contrast material. Image matrices of 
1024 x 1024 are routinely available and, for 
applications such as coronary angiography, 
exposure times may be as short a few 
milliseconds. The use of DSA instead of film for 
most applications has lead to reduced 
examination time, patient discomfort and 
complication rates (1). DSA is also regarded as an 
indispensable tool when interventional 
procedures are required. 

Duplex Doppler ultrasound, which offers 
images of moderate resolution as well as 
quantitative velocity information, provides a non- 
invasive screening tool in regions of the body 
which are accessible to the ultrasound beam. In 
addition to its well established role as a screening 
tool for carotid artery disease ultrasound is being 
used for an increasing number of applications in 
the peripheral arterial and venous systems, in the 
abdomen, and for follow-up studies of 
interventional procedures (2). Several studies 
comparing ultrasound and x-ray angiography with 
various implementations of MRA have been 
published or are in progress. A review of this 
literature will be presented. 

Magnetic resonance angiography exists in 
many diverse implementations including 
variations of the basic contrast producing 
mechanism ( TOF, phase contrast, black blood, 
and relaxation differences ) variations in 
geometry, temporal acquisition parameters, 
excitation and presaturation schemes, readout, 
and image formation mathematics (e.g. phase vs 
complex difference). 

suppression, sensitivity to vessel pulsatility and 
patient motion, and elimination of competing 
vascular structures. Compelling features of MRA 
include its non-invasiveness, flexibility with regard 
to choice of field of view, ability in some 
implementations to provide retrospective choice of 
projection angle, and availability of quantitative 
velocity information. While gadolinium contrast 
materials promise to significantly enhance 
selected examinations, most MRA studies are 
presently implemented without contrast material. 

While echo planar implementations of MRA 
provide acquisition times consistent with some 
cardiac imaging applications recent 
implementations of MRA on conventional systems 
have provided gated breath-hold image 
acquisitions which could ultimately provide 
information on coronary artery anatomy and 
possibly flow (3). Given the moderate resolution 
likely to be achieved in these difficult imaging 
circumstances and the difficulty in establishing the 
physiological significance of intermediate 
stenoses even when x-ray angiography is used, 
the information supplied by coronary MRA may 
need to be combined with physiological 
information such as regional flow reserve. This 
might be attainable using first pass gadolinium 
studies combined with pharmocological 
intervention. 

Vascular information is also available from 
fast computed tomography techniques in 
applications with and without the use of contrast 
material. Areas of promising application (4) 

include examination of the thoracic and 
abdominal aorta, detection of pulmonary 
embolism and detection of coronary artery 
calcifications. 
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INTRA- AND EXTRACRANIAL MRA (Neurofadlologkal Appllcations) 

Georg M. Bongark, MD 
Dept. of Clinical Radiology, University of Miinster, Germany 

Cllnlcai application of MRA in the head and neck Is more 
comprehensive compared to various other vascular areas 
whlch suffer from more complex flow pattern and also from 
secondary motion of the gross anatomy. Thus, most dinical 
experiences on MRA refer to the lntra- and extracranial 
clrcuiation. The results are steadily improving and so does 
the clinical acceptance - but the role d MRA In the diagnostic 
work-up of neurological vascular pathdogies Is still under 
discussion. 

Techniques 
Various MRA techniques have been described for the 
delineation of the carotids and the lntracranlal v8888is. 
respectively. Dividing Into the two major MRA strategies: 
Tlme-of-flight (TOF) and Phasecontrast (PC), the Inflow- 
based TOF appllcation has shown to be undoubtedly 
superior in the evaluation of the carotki arteries whereas for 
intracranial MRA TOF and PC are competethre. 
Dealing with the needs for high-resdution anglograms 3D 
sequences demonstrate an overall superlomy compared to 
2 0  application in the neuroradidoglcal field. 

Carotid Arteries 
The steady and fast inflow of unsaturated magnetlzation 
requires a limitation of the RF excltath to the investigated 
area either by selective pulses or by restriction of the 
(transmit/receivs) coil volume. imaging perpendicular to the 
course of the vessel optimizes lnfIow effects and reduces 
saturation problems In TOF sequences with the trade-off of a 
restrlced imaglng field. Multiple of these data sets have to be 
added to cover the vascular anatomy sufficient(y. 
Alternathrely, vdurne orlentatlons along the vessel run enable 
shortening of the measurlng time. This creates spln saturation 
problems with Insufficient delineation d the vascular 
periphery. 
In 3D TOF applicatlons, post-stenotic signal alterations In the 
carotid arteries can be related to the actual gradlent strength 
differentiated for the varlous sequence gradients. flow eddy 
related slgnal voMs are pronounced with increasing gradient 
strength along the frequency direction, whereas increasing 
the phase encodlng gradient has less (but p l t k e )  influence 
on the post-stenotic flow signal. Reduction d slice thickness 
demonstrates only limited effect on the poststenotic signal 
appearance with increasing flow voids by Increasing gradlent 
strength. 
in varlous ciinlcal trials multlple modalities for the 
Investigation of carotid artery disease have been compared. 
The results demonstrate sensitlvlty ranges between 80% and 
96% (1). The major problem in validatkm d carotid MRA Is 
the definition of a gddstandard, since none of the hitherto 
acknowledged modalities achieves a better sensitlvtty. The 
well known overestlmatlon of the degree d a stenosis directly 
depends upon the applied type of MRA. For dinical purposes 
a routlne protocol with standard software and hardware Is 
mandatory. 

The competition of MRA and ultrasound. both belng non- 
invasive methods with simUar statlstlcal re8ults Mi be 
decided by the albiiity to demonstrate the complete length of 
the vessel and by the better docurnentatlon d the results. As 
soon as MRA of the carotids is no longer reetrlcted to the 
blfurcatlon and provides documentation of cerebral 
infarctions simultaneously, its dinical usefulness is 
predictable. 

inbumnirl Vasculature 
Most contrlbutions on lntracranlal MRA deal with the 
documentation of cerebral pathologies regardlegs d the 
possibility of MRA to exclude a vascdar dMer.  The dlspky 
of the normal vascular anatomy is restricted to vessels whlch 
exceed the diameter of the voxel size (2). StMI, the recognition 
of the small arteries in MRA requires a SmW and time- 
consuming evaluation of each single slice d the m p l e t e  
MRA study which Is hardly possible in a clinlcal setting. in 
routine application. only the major intracranial vessels are 
demonstrated. So far, MRA presents the possibility to achieve 
Infomtlon about aneutysms, AVM, occlusions, etc. mostly 
when the initial diagnosis is already made by x-ray 
anglography, CT. or MRT, respectively. Follow up studies and 
evaiuatiori of small anatomical details in variable projections 
are the most important aspects of MRA in this field. The lack 
of the dynamic Information and the non-selecthre 
demonstration of the complete vasculature are the major 
draw backs in cranial MRA. Selective saturation of vascular 
supply may mimick a selective x-ray anglogram - but the 
positioning of the saturatlon slab(s) requires knowledge 
about the actual pathology by prevlous investlgatlons. 

Outlook 
Recent developments in MRA suppolt the background 
suppression by Magnetlzation Transfer Saturation MRA. 
interactive reconstruction with limbtion d the background 
noise further Improves the vascular dieplay. Flow velocity 
adapted RF pulses can be Implemented in TOF MRA to 
compensate for saturation effects withln a 3D volume. 
Velocity encoding In PC MRA is a first step towards a more 
selective demonstratlon of flow components in a complex 
vascular pathology and ghres access to direct dynamic 
information In MRA. 

Utenture 

1 .  Pdiak JF et at; Radiology 1992:182.354 

2. Blatter DD et al; Radiology 1991 :i 79,80581 1 
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MRA of the 
Thorax, Abdomen, and Peripheral Vascular System 

DWIGHT G. NISHIMURA 
Department of Electrical Engineering, 

Over the past five years magnetic resonance 
angiography (MRA) has been an extremely ac- 
tive field of research and development. Phase- 
contrast (PC) and time-of-flight (TOF) meth- 
ods are now widely available, and recent clin- 
ical evaluations have generated considerable 
optimism. At the same time, new techniques 
and improvements are being introduced, ex- 
tending the performance of these methods 
while often pushing the limits of the equip- 
ment in terms of gradient power, RF power, 
and data acquisition. 

Application of MRA methods to the tho- 
rax, abdomen, and peripheral vascular system 
presents a special and formidable set of chal- 
lenges. The list of difficulties includes motion 
(cardiac, respiratory, vessel), complex flow ge- 
ometries, slow flow, pulsatility, susceptibility 
shifts, and small vessel size. Fortunately the 
flexibility of MR makes available a variety of 
techniques to address these difficulties. 

Not surprisingly the trend in MRA of the 
thorax and abdomen is towards faster scan- 
ning because of the problems with motion. Al- 
though single-shot imaging within one cardiac 
cycle is desirable, breath-held imaging within 
several seconds is more common because of its 
feasibility on conventional scanners and its im- 
proved SNR. Fast versions of 2DFT imaging 
currently predominate, but echo-planar and 
spiral fast scanning continue to improve and 
may gain wider usage in the future. Depend- 
ing on the particular fast-scan implementa- 
tion, pulsatility artifacts can be reduced by 
motion compensation techniques or by proper 
gating. To improve vessel visualization, flow 
saturation and tissue suppression techniques 
have proven valuable by reducing or eliminat- 
ing undesired signals and artifacts. Typically, 
3D data sets are acquired and projections are 
computed using a maximum intensity projec- 
tion (MIP) operation. Other vessel extraction 
algorithms are being developed to improve the 
performance over MIP. 

Stanford University, Stanford, CA 

Thus far, impressive results have been 
demonstrated in most regions of the abdomen 
and thorax using either PC or TOF methods. 
More recently, significant improvements have 
been achieved ih MRA of the coronary arter- 
ies, where the challenges are most severe. Fast 
scans done within a a breath-hold have led to 
improved consistency in imaging the proximal 
portions of the coronary arteries. 

For MRA of the peripheral vascular system, 
the large field-of-view places demands on the 
scan time, which typically leads to a compro- 
mise in spatial resolution. In addition, the 
multi-phasic flow dynamics create problems 
with pulsatility artifacts which manifest as in- 
tensity variations and ghosting. For imaging 
of venous thrombosis, slow flow is a major con- 
cern. In this case, both PC and 2D TOF imag- 
ing are well-suited to imaging under slower 
flow conditions and have produced excellent 
results. In addition, for imaging slow flow, 
a flow-independent angiographic method has 
been developed that produces projective im- 
ages of blood without relying on flow effects. 
Instead, this method involves a late-echo STIR 
sequence to isolate blood based on its unique 
chemical shift and relaxation properties. 

Overall, while significant strides have been 
already achieved in each of these regions, it is 
reasonable to expect significant improvements 
in all aspects of MRA. These improvements 
will be facilitated by continued advances in the 
gradient, RF, and data acquisition systems as 
well as by new methodologies. With improved 
post-processing of 3D data sets, faster imaging 
(perhaps in combination with compensation 
techniques) better tissue suppression, quicker 
localization and positioning, and further ex- 
perience, the future gains in MRA may match 
those already attained. 
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Water self diffusion in the brain of patients suffering from multiple sclerosis 
and in healthy volunteers. 

P. Christiansen, P. Gideon, H.B.W. Larsson, C. Thornsen, M. Stubgaard, 0. Henriksen. 
Danish Research Center of Magnetic Resonance, Hvidovre Hospital, Denmark. 

Mroductioa 
Ia few studies it has previously been shown that the brain water self 
dfffusion is increased in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis 
(MS) (1,2), In these studies the patients served as their own 
controls. 
In this study we used M improved method for measuring the 
ditfuaion cofficient (DC) (2,3). We focused on the water self 
diffusion in MS plaques and in white matter near the plaques and 
remm from plaques. The water self diffusion from these different 
parts of the white matter in MS patients were compared to the water 
wlfdiffusion of the white matter in healthy volunteers. Furthermore 
the relation between the diffusion coefficient (DC) and the 
transverse relaxation rate R, (1nJ was investigated in MS patients. 

WE! B 
15 patients suffering from MS were examined. Mean age was 32.5 

age was 30.8 years (range 22-58). 
The MR examinations were carried out using a wholebody MR 
scanner (Siemens Magnetom 63/84) at 1.5 T with a circularly 
polarized head coil. A detailed description of theory and the water 
self diffusion pulse sequence used has been given earlier (3). In 
short a spin echo pulse sequence made insensitive to first order 
movements in the slice selecting direction by two bioolar nradients 

c 
y e m  (range 19-48). 10 healthy volunteers served as controls. Mean 0 

-. - - &g& 
The relation between 1/r, (ms.') and the diffusion coefficient (10 
'm%) in MS plaques. 

. -  
on each side of the n-pulse was used. However, intravoxel 
dephasing due to diffusion resulted in a signal decrease in the 
modulus images. Maximal gradient strenght used was 10 mT/m. 
ECG triggering was also used. The water self diffusion was 
measured in one slice of the brain. In the patients the selected slice 
contained MS plaques which were at least four months old. The 
slices contained 1-4 plaques mean was 2.7 plaques. The water self 
diffusion in both patients and healthy volunteers was measured in 
the axial plane and the selected slice included the basal ganglia and 
the lateral ventricles. The slice thickness was 8 mm. In the MS 
patients the diffusion coefficient (DC) was calculated from regions 
of interest (ROI) within: 1) the plaques expressed as a mean of all 
the DC of the plaques in the selected slice, 2) the white matter just 
near the plaques, 3) the white matter remote from plaques. In the 
healthy volunteers DC was calculated within: white matter in the 1) 
frontal. 2) parietal and 3) occipital regions. 
In 12 of the MS patients T, was measured in the same slice as the 
diffusion measurement. A multiple spin-echo pulse sequence with 
32 echoes was used. The echoes were recorded at 30 ms intervals 
from 30-960 ms. The TR was 4 s and the slice thickness was 8 mm. 

Statisti- 
For comparison between regions Wilcoxon's test for pair samples 
was used. Different PTOUDS were compared using Mann Whitney test -~ 
for unpaired samples, 5% significanic level was chosen. 

There was no simificant regional difference between the DC 
obtained in different parts ofwhite matter of healthy volunteers, 
thus mean values were used. In Fig.l the DC in white matter of 
healthy volunteers and of MS patients are shown. No significant 
difference was found between the DC in white matter near the 
plaques and remote from the plaques, thus mean values were used. 
The DC in the plaques are significantly higher (pc0.01) than the DC 
in the apparently normal white matter (the white matter near the 
plaques and remote from the plaques). There was a significant 
difference (p<O.O5) between the DC in the white matter of healthy 
volunteers and the DC in the apparently normal white matter of MS 
patients. 
In Fig.2 the relation between the DC and In, is shown. No 
StatiStiCally significant correhtion was found between the DC and 
the transverse relaxation rate R, (IRJ. 

Diffusion coefficients (lO'm'/s) in white matter of MS patients and 
of healthy volunteers. 

1.8 I 

5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 
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Conclusion 
1)The diffusion Coefficients in MS plaques which were at least four 
months old were significantly highef compared to the DC in 
apparently normal white matter in MS patients. 
2)Therc was a significant difference between the diffusion 
coefficients in white matter of the healthy volunteers and the 
diffusion coefficients in apparently normal white matter of patients 
suffering from MS. - This finding suggests that the white matter 
without plaques in MS patients may be somewhat affected of the 
disease. For further conclusions examinations of more MS patients 
and healthy volunteers are needed. 
3)No statistically significant correlation between the diffusion coef- 
ficients and l/r, in MS plaques was found. 
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Vector Analysis of Diffusion Images in Experiment Allergic Encephalomyelitis 

TL Richards*, AC Heide*. JS Tsuruda*, EC Alvord Jr+ 
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Introduction 
h g e  contrast in diffusion-weighted images of the nonnal 
brain is in part related to the orientation of myelinated 
fibers with respect to the direction of the diffusion- 
Sensitizing gradient. In analyzing diffusion-weighted 
images fiom animals with experimental dergic 
encephalomyelitis, we noticed that certain types of Iesions 
cause a drop in white matter image intensity on all three 
arthogonal diffusion-weighted images, whereas other 
lesions cliffexentially affect the thnx images. In this study, 
we u d  vector analysis to obtain images which combine 
infinmation from the three orthogonal diffusion-weighted 
images. 

Methods 
Four male monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) weighing 2-2.5 
kg were sensitized to myelin basic protein to induce EAE. 
Animals were scanned one to two times a week for 6-8 
weeks (3 weeks before and 3-5 weeks after sensitization). 
Diffusion imaging (spin-echo) was performed on a 
General Electric CSI II imager/Specaomter (2 Tesla, 
equipped with actively shielded gradients). The 
acquisition parameters were: TR lo00 ms; TE 80 ms; 
diffusion gradient duration 20 rns; diffusion gradient 
separation 40 ms; and four slices of thickness 4 mm. At 
each session four multi-slices sets were acquired: zero 
diffusion @ent (BO) and diffusion gradients in the X 
(BX), Y (BY). and 2 (BZ) orthogonal directions at 5 
Gaussfcm Conventidhal =-weighted images (8 slices) 
were used to repmducibly select the diffusion image planes 
and also to detect the onset of edematous EAE lesions. 
The image intensities from the diffusion images w m  used 
to create new images using the following vector equations: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(vwtm length12 = B X ~  +  BY^ + B Z ~  
diffusion vector angle between BX and BY 
= arctan (BY/BX) 
diffusion vector angle between BX and BZ 
=arctan (BX/BZ) 
diffusion vector angle between BY and BZ 
= arctan (BY/BZ) 

Results 
As EAE brain lesions &veloped, a 15-302 decrease in 
signal intensity was seen in the vector length images 
(equation 1) in well-defined ngions of the brain. These 
pathologic regions were different (in position and in 
volume) than those Seen on the T2-weighted images. 
There mre some edematous lesions detected on T2- 
weighted images which were not visible at all on the vector 
length image. Vector length deaeiws were seen in 4 out 
of 4 of the EAE animals. A vector length image (coronal 
view at the level .of the thalamus) is shown in Figure 1 
where a dark lesion is clearly visible directly below the 
right lateral ventricle. 

Out of the 3 different angle images (equations 2-4), 
the vector angle between BY and BZ (equation 4) was the 
most sensitive to EAFi lesions where both increases and 
decI.eases in image intensity of 15-2096 were observed. 
Equation 4 lesions were identified in 3 of the 4 EAE 
animals. An example of arctan(BY/BZ) image is shown in 
Figure 2. 

Discussion 
Diffusion imaging comes with a wealth of information that 
can be combinad and displayed to emphasize certain water 
diffusion properties which may be specific to pathologic 
states of the brain. We have used vector analysis to 
combine diffusion-weighted images and have found the 
vector length image to be useful in identifying lesions 
which are not purely edematous. The vector length images 
should be sensitive to water diffusion changes where all 
three orthogonal images change in the same way and the 
vector angle images should be sensitive to changes in 
anisotmpy between two orthogonal directions. This type 
of image analysis may prove useful in distinguishing 
different types of EAE lesions - purely edematous, 
inflammatory, and chronic demyelinating. 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Comparison of gadolinium enhanced spin echo imaging versus magnetization transfer imaging 
in the evaluation of magnetic fesonance detected lesions in multiple sclerosis. 

J.F. Hiehle, Jr., R.I. Grossman, J.M. Gomori, J.A. Cohen, K.N. R m e r  
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 

PURPOSE 
Comparison of magnetization transfer ratio 
(MTR) with presence and t y p  of enhancement 
of magnetic resonance ( M R )  detected lesions in 
multiple sclerosis (MS). - 
Forty-two lesions in sixteen patients with a 
clinical diagnosis of MS were evaluated with 
both gadolinium enhanced spin echo imaging 
and magnetization transfer imaging (MTI). 

RESULTS 
The magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) of 
lesions (high signal abnormalities on T2- 
weighted images) was correlated to the 
presence and type of enhancement (nodular vs. 
ring enhancement) and the appearance of 
nonenhancing lesions on the post-gadolinium 
TI-weighted images (TlWI). Lesions with 
central hypointensity on T1 WI (including 
nonenhancing lesions (average MTR=27.7%, 
standard deviation[SD]=5.8%, N=l l )  and ring 
enhancing lesions (average MTR=16.5%, 
SD=9.2%, N=6)) had consistently lower MTR 
than both lesions with nodular enhancement 
(average MTR=30.6%. SD=3.3%, N=14) and 
nonenhancing lesions which were isointense to 
surrounding gray matter on TlWI (average 
MTR=32.4%, SD=1.5%, N=8). All of the MS 
lesions had decreased MTR compared with the 
average MTR of normal white matter (average 
MTR of white matter in normal 
volunteers=41.8%, SD=1.3%).1 

DlSCUSSION 
Dousset et a1 have previously demonstrated a 
mild decrease in MTR in edematous lesions in 
an animal model and have proposed that 
further decrease in MTR correlates with 
demyelination in MS lesions.1 Our data 
demonstrate no significant difference in MTR 
when comparing nodular enhancing lesions to 

nonenhancing, “edematous” lesions which are 
isointense on T1 WI. We hypothesize that 
enhancement is not a marker of demyelination 
but rather may indicate only initiation or 
resumption of a temporally prolonged 
demyelinating process. Enhancement represents 
the inflammatory response associated with 
demyelination, before significant myelin loss 
has occurred, accounting for the similarity 
between the MTR of the nodular enhancing and 
nonenhancing, “edematous” lesions. The 
correlation between decreased MTR in ring 
enhancing lesions and chronic-appearing, 
nonenhancing hypointense lesions on T1 WI 
suggests that ring enhancing lesions may be 
older lesions with peripheral new disease. A 
local vasculopathy within chronic lesions may 
inhibit enhancement although significant 
demyelination may have occurred, accounting 
for the relatively low MTR in the hypointense 
lesions, with or without ring enhancement. 

CONCLUSIONS 
1. MTR was decreased in all presumed MS 
lesions. 2. Hypointense lesions on TIWI 
correlated with the lowest MTR, suggesting 
that these lesions have significant myelin loss. 
3. Ring enhancing lesions had a central region 
of low MTR representing myelin loss whereas 
the region of ring enhancement had a higher 
MTR suggesting less myelin loss. 4. 
Enhancement represents the acute 
inflammatory component of a process which in 
many cases also produces demyelination over a 
slowerflonger time period. 

REFERENCE 
1. Dousset, V., Grossman, R.I., Ramer, K.N. et 
al, Radiology, 182, 483, 1992. 
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Serial gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging after methylprednkolone treatment in multiple sclerosis 

Barkhof F@, Tas MW@, Frequin STFM#, Scheltens P*, Hommes O R I ,  Nauta JJP+, Valk J@. 
Free University Hospital, Depts of Diagn Radiology@, Neurology*, and Theory of Medicine, Epid and 

Biostat + , Amsterdam, & Inst of Neurology 4, University Hospital Nijmegen, the Netherlands. 

Introduction 

MR imaging in multiple sclerosis (MS) is capable 
of separating actively inflamed and chronic lesions by 
means of gadopentetate dimeglumine (Gd-DTPA)( 1). IV 
methylprednisolone (MP) treatment is often used to treat 
relapses (2) and reduces the degree of enhancement (3). 
Our purpose is to evaluate the long-term efficacy of MP 
therapy by means of Gd-DTPA enhanced MR imaging. 

Patients and methods 

Thirteen patients with definite MS (4) and a 
relapsing-remitting disease course were prospectively 
studied. Relapses were treated with high-dose IV MP lo00 
mg/day for 10 days. Clinical disability was assessed by 
means of the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) 
before and after treatment and then monthly. Most patients 
wete treated more than once: a total of 31 courses of MP 
was given. 

MR (0.6 T) was performed before and after each 
MP course, and thescafter monthly. Repositioning errors 
were corrected by M B ~ S  of 2 oblique scout images. Axial 
double oblique series (FOV 25.6 cm, 192x256, 5 mm 
slices, gap 1.25 mm) were planaed according to internal 
landmarks. Long TR SE sequences (2755/60,120/2) were 
obtained precontrast. Short TR SE sequarces (400/28/4) 
were obtained starting 5-10 minutes after IV Gd-DTPA 
(0.2 mmol/kg) injection. 

Enhancing lesions, new notenhancing IesiOnS, and 
enlarging lesions without enhancement together formed the 
so-called "active" lesions. 

Results 

Clinical improvement was observed after 26 
courses. During the study 195 MR scans were made, 549 
new Gd-DTPA lesions were detected, 18 new not- 
enhancing lesions, and 4 eularging lesions without 
enhancement. Reenhancement o c c d  in 12 lesions on the 
1st or 2nd scan after MP, in 26 lesions independent of 
treatment. Thus, a total of 609 active lesions were detected 
during the study. 

Before all 31 courses of treatment, 293 active 
lesions were found. Decrease in the number of active 
lesions was seen after all courses but one. After treatment 
229 (78%) lesions were not active any more, while 17 new 
not-enhancing lesions were detected and 1 lesion enlarged 
without enhancement. Thus, 82 acvtive lesions were seen 
after MP. 

Of all new lesions seen to develop during the 
study, 103 (18%) eventually disa-ed from long TR 
images. Of the new lesions that developed before treatment 
(n=357), 87 (24%) eventually disappeared; by definition 
these lesions had a longer follow-up period. Therefore 
lesions that developed before treatment presumably had the 

same disappearance rate as those lesions seen to develop 
after treatment. 

In all but 3 cases the effect on MR sustained for 
a shorter period than the clinical effect. The effect of MP 
treatment showed a mean duration of 9.7 weeks with 
regard to the suppression of active MR lesions, while the 
clinical effects lasted 17.1 weeks. Thus MR showed new 
activity on average 7.4 (43%) weeks earlier than new 
clinical activity was recorded; this percentage probably is 
an underestimation, as in all but two cases new MR 
activity was detected before the end of the follow-up, 
while in most cases no new clinical activity had been 
detected during the follow-up. 

Discussion 

A correlation exists between short-term clinical 
improvement, suppression of Gd-DTPA enhancement and 
demyelination after MP (5). It therefore seems plausible 
to assume that restoration of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) 
plays an important role in clinical improvement. Whether 
MP has any long-term effect on the clinical course is at 
least debatable (6). Our study shows that the effect of MP 
treatment is temporary and probably will have litle long- 
term effect: 

(I) the m k  effective suppression of enhancement 
after MP does not lead to an increased disappearance of 
related abnormalities on long TR images, if compared to 
lesions that developed after MP or if compared to the 
MtUd disappearance rate. Apparantly, the temporary 
opening of the BBB has already caused considerable 
cellular intiltration and demyelination. Or, alternatively, 
the supression of Gd-DTPA enhancement is the result of 
reduced cytokine production by inflammatory cells, which 
remain inside the BBB and continue to damage myelin. 

(11) new Gd-DTPA enhancing lesions develop at 
some stage in most patients after cessation of MP therapy 
and new MR activity preceded new clinical activity (if 
any) by far. 

This study once more stresses the value of MR 
imaging in evaluating disease acivity in MS. 
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introduction 
Recent studies in patients with Early Relapsing 

Remlttlng Multlple Sclerosis (ERRMS) suggest 
that the observed breakdown of the blood brain 
barrier (BBB) on GdDTPA enhanced MRI may be a 
better reflectlon of the total disease activity 
rather than dlsablllty measured clinically (1,2). 
Correlation of disease activity as represented by 
the Expanded Disablilty Status Scale (EDSS) to 
changes on MRI have been limited due to the 
inability to follow patients for slgniflcant lengths 
of the.  The purpose of thls study Is to compare 
changes In EDSS with Gadolinium DTPA 
enhancing ieslons on T1 welghted MR images and 
to determine the relative significance of BBB 
disruption as a measure of disease activity. 

Methods 
Nine patients (ages 27-47. M:F 2:7) with a 

diagnosis of early RRMS undement serlai monthly 
MRI scans of the brain at 1.5T using a T2- 
welghted SE 2000180 pulse sequence and pre- 
and post-GdDTPA (Magnevist, Berlex Lab, 0.1 
mmolelkg) T1-weighted SE 600120 pulse 
sequences wlth 5 mm contiguous slices. A l l  
patients had monthly neurological evaluations 
and expanded disabllity status scores (EDSS) of 
4.5 .  GdDTPA enhancing lesions were counted 
and comparisons were made to previous T1 and 
T2 welghted Images. GdDTPA enhrnclng lesions 
were measured using image processing program 
ANALYZE (Mayo Foundatlon). These results were 
used as a basis for determining a relationship 
between each MRI variable (i.e., number and area 
of enhancing lesions) and clinical worsening (i.e., 
increase in EDSS 2 0.5) by using a logistic 
regression model. Correlations were between the 
MRI variables at month t and 1-1 to the changes in 
EDSS score. 

BMUb 
Nine pts wore scanned over 21 to 31 mo. (mean 

27.3 mo.). A total of 825 GdDTPA enhancing 
lesions were detected on 251 MRI studles. 
Eleven percent of scans did not have any 
GdDTPA enhancing lesions. Seventy percent of 
the lesions were seen on 1 monthly scan, while 
30.4% of the lesions were present on two 
sequential monthly scans. Thirty-two increases in 
EDSS scores (2 0.5) were noted for the group 
wlth the mean duratlon of change lasting 1.6 mo. 
Figure 1 is a graph from one patient of the 
number of lesions and lesion area and EDSS 
changes versus time. Analysis of the number and 
area of GdDTPA enhancing lesions over time 
revealed a cycllng pattern of the BBB disruption. 
The periodicity of the cycling of lesions occurred 
with a frequency of 4-8 months. There is a 
suggestion that bursts (Lo., increases above the 
mean) of the numbor and area of enhancing 
lesions occur with increases in EDSS scores. 
However, there are other times in which an 
increase in EDSS Is not associated with increased 
numbers of MR verlables in the brain and may 

Indicate spinal cord pathology. Based upon a 
logistic regression analysls of the MR variables to 
changes In EDSS, there was a statlstlcally 
significant effect of number of Ieslons and iesion 
area correlating to an Increased probablllty of 
clinical worsening for a given month. In addition, 
there is a trend that an Increase In the number of 
lesions In a provlous month will predict clinical 
worsening in the subsequent month. 

Dllcu.rion 
The results in thls study indlcate that there is a 

high probability of clinical worsening associated 
with increase In the number of GdDTPA 
enhancing lesions and lesion area on MRI. There 
also appears to be an association between an 
Increase in the previous month's number of 
enhancing lesion and an increase in clinical 
worsening in the subsequent month. A cyclic 
pattern of GdDTPA enhancing new and total 
lesion and lesion area was observed, although 
the slgnlflcancs for the cycllng of enhancing 
Ieslons Is not understood. The results of thls 
study suggest that changes on GdDTPA 
enhanced MRI will be useful In monitoring cllnicai 
disease activity and for developing strategies for 
thorapeutlc intervention in ERRMS patients. 

R.terence. 
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Figure l.A: A graph of the Total and New number 
of GdDTPA enhancing lesions versus time. 
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Figure l.B: A graph of Pixel number (Lo., Pixel 
area) of GdDTPA enhancing lesions and EDSS 
score versus time. 
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In multiple sclerose (MS) lesions 

characteristically cluster around the ventricles 
and periventricular white matter [l], including 
the corpus callosum (CC). Magnetic resonance (MR) 
imagingclearlyvisualizesperiventricular (sub-) 
callosal lesions [I] and provides a non-invasive 
tool to measure CC area [1,2], and is therefore 
suitable to investigate CC atrophy, found in 93 
X of the MS lesions [3]. 

The aim of this study is to quantitate CC 
atrophy in MS patients by MR, and to correlate 
the callosal measurements to the lesion load 
visualized on MR. As callosal measurements have 
been found to be dependent on age, sex ,and 
handedness [2], we used a control group matched 
for these factors. - 

Seventeen patients with relapsing- 
remitting definite MS were studied, 14 females 
and 3 males, mean age 31,6 years, range 22-42 and 
16 healthy volunteers, 13 females and 3 males, 
mean age 30,3 years, range 20-42 (N.S.). 

MR imaging ( 0 . 6  T) consisted of oblique- 
sagittal T1-weighted SE sequences (300/28/6) 
planned from a transverse scout image to 
visualize the CC, and coronal T2-weighted 
sequences (3025/60/2) to identify white matter 
(WM) lesions. Throughout the scanning procedure 
a slics thickness of 5 mm (1.25 mm interslice 
gap) was used, FOV 25.6 cm, 192x256. Total 
acquisition time was 20 minutes. 

Quantification of the total CC area was 
performed using a computer program described 
before ( 2 1 :  essentially a center of gravity is 
calculated for each CC, and with a radial method 
3 subregions are calculated. Discrete WM lesions 
were scored in a semiquantitative way in 3 
cerebral regions: frontal of the genu, occipital 
of the splenium, and at the level of the CC. 
Lesions in the genu, corpus and splenium of the 
GC were scored separately. 

Group means were compared using oneway 
analysis of variance. For correlations Pearson's 
correlation coefficients were calculated. Nul- 
hypotheses were tested one-sided. 

Rsaults 

There were significant differences in I) 
total CC area (p<O.OOOOl) between patients ( 4 . 8 6  
f1.23 cd) and controls (6.85 f1.16 cmz), in 11) 
anterior third (p-0.0003) between patients (1.95 
f0.51 cm2) and controls (2.68 f 0.52 cmz), in 
111) middle third (P-0.0001) between patients 
(1.08 i0.37 cm2) and controls (1.61 f0.34 cm2), 
and in IV) posterior third (p-0.0001) between 
patients (1.83 f0.45 cm2) and controls (2.55 t 
0 .43  cm2) . 

The mean lesion score for discrete WM 
lesions was 14.3 f 8.3 in the frontal region, 

22.5 f 10.3 in the occipital region, and 65.7 f 
29.5 at the level of the CC. The mean number of 
lesions in the CC was 2.5 f2.3 in the genu, 3.8 
f 1.9 in the corpus, and 1.5 f 0.8 in the 
splenium. The mean total lesion load was 117.1 
+ 44.6. 

The total CC area did not correlate 
significantly with either total lesion load (r-- 
.21) or the number of lesions in the CC (r--.O8). 
The anterior third of the CC area correlated 
significantly (p-0.04) with the number of frontal 
lesions, but not with the number of lesions in 
the genu (r-- .06). The middle third of the CC 
area correlated not significantlywith either the 
number of WM lesions at the level of the CC (r-- 
.03) or the number of lesions in the corpus of 
the CC (r--.06). The posterior third of the CC 
did not correlate significantly with the nuber 
of WM lesions posterior to the CC (r--.22), but 
there was a trend towards significance (P-.07) 
in the relation with the number of lesions in the 
splenium of the CC (r--.38). 

Piscussion 

This quantitative MR study shows highly 
significant differences in CC area between MS 
patients and controls matched for age, sex and 
handedness for total area, but also in all 3 
subregions. This is in agreement with the finding 
of CC atrophy in MS patients in pathological 
studies [4]. 

Most likely CC atrophy results from 
lesions in either ( A )  the (sub-) callosal region 
or the ( B )  the discrete WM (Wallerian 
degeneration). Our findings illustrate, that both 
phenomena probably occur as the area of the 
anterior third correlated significantly with the 
number of frontal lesions, while the area of 
posterior third correlated with the number of 
lesions in the splenium. Furthermore our findings 
illustrate that atrophy of the total CC area does 
not reflect the general lesion load, but that CC 
atrophy selectively occurs in those regions 
specifically affected by lesions. 
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Magnetic resonance relaxometry of cerebral white matter in HIV infection 
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There is good evidence that the human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is neuroinvasive and 
neurotropic. Infection of the central nervous system (CNS) is 
believed to occur early and is widespread throughout the brain’. 
The virus itself is believed to be the cause of a pmgmsive 
dementing enccphalopnthy presenting clinically as the acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) dementia complex and 
seen pathologically as HIV encephalitis*. 

Serial qualitative assessment of CdWMs of 
asymptomatic HIV-seropositive patients have revealed few 
abnonnali ties.” 

It is possible that any diffuse changes present in the 
white matter may be too subtle for qualitative analysis. 
Quantitative analysis of the absolute TI and T2 relaxation 
times in selected regions of white matter was performed (HI a 
prospective ~onmlled cross-sectional study of HIV- 
seropositive individuals. The results were correlated apinst 
their clinical CDC grouping to determine the role of these 
absolute measurements in the early detection of subtle diffuse 
white matter disease caused by HIV infection before the onset 
of symptoms. 

Mctbnd: 
62 homosexual men including 50 HIV-seroposidve 

individuals and 12 seronegative age-mathed controls were 
recruited for this prospective study. 33 of the HIV-seropositive 
individuals had had an AIDS defining diagnosis (CDC group 
1V) and 17 were asymptomatic (CDC group IUIII). All 
individuals had a clinical examination and blood samples taken 
for immunological markers. 

All the scans were performed on a 1.5 T Siemens 
Magnetom scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The scanner 
accuracy and consistency was regularly checked against 
calibrated gadolinium-doped agsrose gels with relaxation times 
close to those of white matter. 

TI relaxation maps were created from a series of four 
spin-echo sequences run sequentially (TR=500,1000,1500 and 
3000,TE=20) and the T2 relaxation maps were created from a 
single Can-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence 
(TR=3000.TE=45,90.135 and 180). The series of spin-echo 
sequences chosen above provided the data for four point fits to 
each of the respective relaxation curves. Eleven 5 mm slices 
with a 7.5 mm interslice gap, taken in the transverse. (axial) 
plane to cover the entire cranium from which selected regions 
of interest in white matter could be obtained. Regions of 

intcnst wert chosen from the f rond.  parietal and occipital 
white mattcc of each cerebral hemisphere. As this study was 
specifxally aimed at detecting diffuse white mnwr changes, 
focal lesions w e n  deliberately avoided in the regions chosen. 

Iwuk 
The means, slandard deviations and ranges of the 

relaxation times determined are shown against the clinical 
grouping in the Table I below: 

No significant difference in the TI and T2 values 
between the left and right sides were obsaved. There was, 
however, anterior-posterior variation with the longest TI and 
T2 values seen in the parietal white matter of each individual. 
Statistical significance at the p < 0.05 level between the means 
was achieved only in the TI values between the asymptomatic 
seropositive patients and the AIDS patients. In a subgroup 01 
AIDS patients with clinical HIV encephalopathy we found a 
prolongation of TI and T2 values. These were of the order of 
100 to 200 ms for TI and up IO 12 ins for T2 when compared LO 

the values in seronegative controls. These values were 
signifxant at pc0.01 for TI in all regions sampled and ~0.05 
for T2 in four of the six regions sampled (Table2). 

A generalised prolongation of the TI and T2 values In 
white matter is Seen in HIV encephalopathy when studied as a 
population. We have measured these mean changes to be of the 
order of 100-2oOms for TI and up to 12 ms for T2. There IS, 

however, individual variation in the TI and T2 relaxation times 
which are of a similar or only slightly smaller order of 
magnitude (see Table 1). It is therefore unlikely that any single 
measurement in an individual will contribute to a diagnosis. 
Longitudinal study of the relaxation times in individuals may 
still, however, reveal early changes attriburable to chronic HIV 
infection of the CNS. 
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Dynamic contrastsnhanced MRI of white matter in AIDS 
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Invasion of the central nervous system (CNS) is 
believed to occur early in the course of HIV infection'. The 
onset of CNS symptoms. however, occurs much later and is due 
to either the development of opportunistic infections and 
tumours or to the HIV itself in the form of encephalopathy'. It 
has been suggested that there may be diffuse abnormalities in 
the blood brain barrier as a direct consequence of HIV 
infection','. 

During MR examinations of 13 AIDS patients 
presenting with positive neurological symptoms, we have 
noticed a mean global increase of 8% in the pixel values of TI-  
weighted spin-echo images (TR=5oOms, TE%2Oms) in 
athenvise apparently 'normal' white matter, following 
intravenous injection of gadolinium-DTPA. The contrast was 
injected after the patients had been removed from the magnet 
bore. thus, centre frequency tuning, radiofrequency transmitter 
voltages and receiver gains were automatically recalibrated 
prim to the acquisition of the postcontrast images. To  confirm 
this observed change, a dynamic study was designed to detect 
any white matter enhancement and conducted prospectively on 
a controlled group of neurologically symptomatic AIDS 
patients. 

The. initial intcrprewion of the increase in white 
matter pixel intensity post-gadolinium injection as a TI 
shortening effect was probably incorrect. The dynamic study, in 
which all system variables were kept constant and the 
gadolinium was injected whilst the patient was in the magnet, 
showed no such effect in the white matter. 

This study illustrates that care must be exercised in the 
interpretation of quantitative data from conventional post 
gadolinium scans. Following contrast injection, the overall 
signal level changes (due to enhancement of scalp vessels, 
choroids. sinus etc.) and this may introduce systemluic errors in 
the pixel values. if system recalibration is performed. 

The measurements show that the overall change in 
white matter signal, in our group of neurologically 
symptomatic AIDS patients was less than 5% after 15 minutes. 
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exclude an acoustic neuroma; none belonged to a known HIV 
risk group. 
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Imaging was performed at 1.5T on a Siemens 
Magnetom 63SP scanner (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). 
The sequence parameters of the dynamic TI  weighted sequence 
were as follows: TR=SOOms; EZOms;  NEx=l; MV=230 
mm; 5 x 5 mm slices with an interslice gap of 10 mm and an 
acquisition matrix of 128 x 256. 15 data sets were obtained 
sequentially, in the transvem plane, having a temporal 
resolution of 70 seconds. A dose of 0.2 mmol kg' of 
gadolinium-DTF'A (Magnevist, Schering) was administered 
during the 5th scan, over approximately 40 seconds. All of the 
dynamic imaging was performed with the patient remaining 
inside the magnet bore. No adjustments were made to the 
machine parameters (receiver gain etc.) once the first of the 15 
scans had been initiated. In 3 of the AIDS patients one extra 
scan was performed after recalibration of the receiver gain, 
following the dynamic study. 

Pixel values were measured from regions of interest in 
the frontal and occipital lobe white matter of each hemisphere. 
Besvltr 

Figure 1 illustrates the typical temporal dependence of 
pixel intensity from 'normal' left frontal lobe white matter, 
together with a lesion. diagnosed as toxoplasmosis. 

None of the dynamic scans of the AIDS patients or 
conmls demonstrated a signifiiant increase in pixel intensity 
from white matter, postcontrast injection. Only 2 patients had 
focal CNS lesions; one an old infarct and a toxoplasma abcess 
in the second. The toxoplasma lesion shows an enhancement of 
28% by the 15th scan. In 2 out of the 3 AIDS cases where an 
extra, malibrated scan was performed after the dynamic study, 
average pixel intensities rose by 5% in the supplemental 
images. 
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Figure 1. Pixel intensity time-profile of nonnal white matter 
and a toxoplasmosis ksion in AIDS. Conbast was injected 
during the 5th scan. 
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Shaping the Signal Response During the Approach to Steady State In Three-Dimensional Magnetization-Prepad 
Rapid Gradient-Echo Imaging Using Variable Rip Angles 

J.P. Mugler 111, EH. Epstein, J.R. Brookeman 
Departments of Radiology and Biomedical Engineering 

University of Virginia Health Sciences Center, Charlotfesville, Viginia. U.S.A. 

Introduction 
Fundamental to magnetization-prepared rapid gradient- 

echo (MP-RAGE) imaging techniques (12) is the acquisition of 
the image data during the approach to steady state. Acquisition 
during a transient generally results in a variable signal intensity 
as a function of the spatial frequency (phase encoding step), 
which effectively applies a k-space filter to the ideal spatial fre- 
quency spectrum. This k-space filter may degrade the desired 
contrast properties and/or produce image artifacts. The shape of 
the filter is jointly determined by the T1 and T2 relaxation times 
of the tissues and the effects of the data acquisition pulse 
sequence on the relaxing magnetization. In designing such a 
sequence, the goal is generally to obtain the desired contrast 
created by the magnetization preparation while achieving the 
highest signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) possible consistent with a 
well-behaved k-space filter. 

Methods & Materials 
A theoretical algorithm for shaping the signal response 

during the approach to steady state in 3D MP-RAGE pulse 
sequences was developed and implemented. This algorithm 
derives the acquisition flip angle series required to produce spe- 
cifically chosen time evolutions of the signal intensities during 
the data acquisition segment of the MP-RAGE sequence, thus 
allowing the shape of the k-space filter to be prospectively 
determined. The theoretical predictions for the cases of 
unshaped, uniform, and mono-exponential decay signal 
responses were quantitatively validated with a doped-water 
phantom (Tlms/IZms 300/300) on a 1.5T whole-body imager 
(Magnetom 63SP, Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, NJ). The 
effects of RF inhomogeneities and eddy currents on the signal 
response shaping were also investigated. 

To demonstrate the potential efficacy of the technique, 
the signal Pesponse shaping algorithm was applied to a T1- 
weighted 3D W-RAGE sequence to derive the Rip angle series 
which theoretically yields the maximum white matter/gray mat- 
ter signal difference consistent with the chosen k-space Nter 
shape (mono-exponential decay) and the other sequence param- 
eters. Images (32 section 3D sets of the head acquired in 58 sec- 
onds) obtained from a healthy volunteer using this sequence 
were compared with 3D RF-spoiled GRASS ("FUE 15.1/4.3 
flip angle 239 images obtained in the same total imaging time. 
Sequence parameters for the 3D MP-RAGE included: 9 6  prep- 
aration pulse followed by a 132ms delay; FISP acquisition with 
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"E 11/4.3, 32 centrally ordered phase-encoding steps per 
cycle; 484ms repetition time for the prepare-acquire-recovery 
sequence cycle; exponential decay signal response (full width at 
half maximum of the corresponding point spread function 10% 
larger than a sinc function). 

Results & Discussion 
Figure 1 shows the acquisition flip angle series and the 

corresponding theoretically predicted and experimentally mea- 
sured signal responses for a mono-exponential decay signal 
response and a sequence with the following parameters: 900 
preparation pulse followed by a looms delay; FISP acquisition 
with "E 10/4.3, 32 acquisition RF pulses per data acquisi- 
tion segment; 420ms repetition time for the sequence cycle. The 
theoretical and experimental values are in excellent agreement, 
as was true for all cases tested. Deviation of the flip angles from 
their desired values, such as due to RF inhomogeneities, intm- 
duced oscillations to the shaped signal responses. The severity 
of the oscillations depends on the specific shape chosen for the 
response. Satisfactory performance of the signal response shap- 
ing required the use of preparatory gradients before each data 
acquisition segment to stabilize the signal distortions due to 
eddy currents. 

Compared to the 3D RF-spoiled GRASS, the 3D MP- 
RAGE in-vivo images demonstrated a 41% increase in the white 
matter/gray matter signal difference-to-noise ratio, and 18% and 
9% increases in the white matter and gray matter signal-to-noise 
ratios, respectively. The theoretically predicted increases in 
these quantities were 30%, 14%. and 8%. respectively. The 3D 
MP-RAGE images demonstrated some minor intensity artifacts, 
potentially due to eddy current or RF inhomogeneity effects. 
Conclusion 

The substantial increase in the signal difference-to-noise 
ratio pmvided by the variable Rip angle T1-weighted 3D MP- 
RAGE sequence in these initial studies indicates that with fur- 
ther refinement to eliminate some minor intensity artifacts, the 
variable flip angle 3D MP-RAGE technique may, with respect 
to certain image properties, provide considerable improvements 
over currently available 3D gradient-echo imaging techniques. 
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A New Wavelet Based MR Imaging Technique 

X. Hu, *A.H. Tewfik, and *H. Garnaoui 
Departments of Radiology and *Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, M N  

Cumnt MR imaging techniques are based on sampling a region in 
the spatial frequency domain (k-space) centered around the origin 
and reconstructing images by an inverse Fourier transform [l]. The 
nsolution of such techniques is limited by the number of samples 
acquind. High resolution necessitates long imaging times; shorter 
imaging times produce truncation artifacts [21. Here we present a 
novel fast high resolution MRI approach that reconstructs images 
from samples of the discrete wavelet transform of the their spatial 
frequency data, Our experimental results indicate that this approach 
dramatically reduces imaging time without degmdatm of resolution. 
Comquently. it will improve patient care and biomedical research. 

The wavelet transform (WT) is a recently developed tool for 
studying the signals [3]. Recently, two approaches were prqmed to 
use WT f n  MR imaging t4.51. Since the fvst one [4] is basedon the 
assumption that the image itself is the wavelet transform of a one- 
dimensional signal and not all 2-D signals are valid wavelet 
transforms. it at best yields an approximation to the desired image 
and hence is quite limited. The second approach attemped to acquire 
the WT of the image. Our approach is fundamentally different. It 
acquires the WT of the k-space signal of the image by using special 
radiofrequency (RF) pulses combined with magnetic field gradient, 
reconstructs the k-space signal from its WT and subsequently 
calculates the image using an inverse Fourier transform. 

It can be shown that the magnitude WT of the k-space signal goes 
to zero much more rapidly than the k-space signal itself if a wavelet 
function with a large number of vanishing moments is used. Thus. 
the number of WT data that need to be acquired is much Lcss h t  for 
a conventional k-qmx sampling approach. Since the excitations are 
spatially selective. little waiting is needed between excitations. 
Consequently, the imaging time is substantially shortened, reducing 
the patient d i m f o r t  and making it possible to study organs that are 
currently less accessible due to considerable motion artifact. 

7 
Denote by o(r). r=(r]&, a 2-D spatial hfR signal distribution to 

be imaged. o(r) has a fmite spatial support since the spatial object of 
interest has a finite size. Let O(k). k=(kl,k2), be the Fourier 
transform of o(r). We can express O(k) in terms of a "pseudo" 
wavelet expansion as, e.g. as 

Now let us assume that w Q  is chosen to have a large number, p. of 
vanishing moments. Since o(r) is of finite size (thereby square 
integrable) a simple calculation shows that 

2P 

' '%kl= 2l t -m k2= d s-n 
d m n I S C I  . I  sup 

(t$)E s x s  I& ak ak 1 2  

zero as a function of j. I, m and n than samples of qk). This is 
confirmed by our numerical experiments described later. Hence. if 
we want to reconstruct a good approximation to q k )  over a 
subregion of the k-space centered around the origin (the size of that 
region determines the resolution of the final image) we would need a 
much smaller number of cocficunts than if we had used samples of 
Om) taken on a rectangular grid. (The. number of coeffcients h , n  
required is negligible and depends on the size of the region in the k- 
space over which O(k) is to be reconshucted and the support of gQ.) 

We demonstrated the compactness of the wavelet representation 
of the k-space data by calculating the wavelet transform. using a 
wavelet with 10 vanishing moments, of the raw data of a 
conventional spinecho image. We reconstructed the image with 
various levels of magnitude based truncation in the wavelet transform 
domain. The calculated images were compared with the original 
image and images obtained with various levels of truncation in the k- 
space. 

Experimentally. in order to measure the wavelet coeffKients of the 
k-space data, our excitation pulses need to be designed to excite the 
subject according to the Fourier transform of the wavelet function. 
To this end, we employ a technique described earlier by Pauly et al 
[6]. which showed that the problem of the designing a selective pulse 
can be converted into a linear problem and the pulse can be designed' 
by using the Fourier transform of the desired spatial selection. The 
pulses were v e r i f d  by simulations. We implemented this approach 
on our 4 T whole body scanner which allows arbitrarily shaped RF 
and gradlent pulses. Phantom data were acquired and analyzed. 

B%rults 
The numerical experiment on a conventional image with wavelet 

decomposition and reconstruction demonstrated the potential of the 
data reduction with wavelet transform. An image was obtained with 
number of wavelet coefficients as low as 10% of the number of the 
original raw data. The reconstructed image is almost identical to the 
original image. This shows that by acquiring the wavelet 
coefficient of the k-space data of the image, h e  number of data 
points needed is reduced by a factor of 10. As a comparison, the the 
central 20% of the original k-space data were Fourier transformed to 
genenue an image. The image exhibited severe truncation artifact. 

Images of phantoms were generated with the new approach 
described above by acquiring wavelet coefficients of the k-space data 
of the image. The quality of the experimentally obtained images was 
comparable to a conventional 256x256 image. 

Discussion 
We have developed a novel imaging technique based on the 

acquisition of the wavelet coefficients of the k-space data. This 
approach is demonstrated theoretically and experimentally to be more 
efficient than the conventional sampling of the k-space itself. 

In addition to the reduction of the required data, this approach has 
other advantages. Without truncating in the k-space, it essentially 
eliminates truncation artifact. Since the wavelet defined excitations 
are essentially local, the traditionally d e f d  TR can be very short so 
that the imaging time can be further reduced. Furbermore. unlike 
EPI. the proposed approach does not require any special hardware. 
Our present work demonstrates the feasibility of such an 

approach. Future work will study the inherent properties of such an 
approach and also make this approach more practical. 
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QUEST - A Quick Echo Split imaging Technique 

Oliver Heid and Michael bimling 
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pUrp0.e 
To circumvent the technical and phyeiological difficulties of 
subexxond imaging techniques Like EPI (l), RARE (2) and 
Turbo FLASH (3), we present QUEST, a novel ultrafaat 
scanning method without the need for fast gradient 
switching or high rf power. Image  cap timea of less than 
100 ma are poeaible on conventional imagers. 

Method 
It is well known that a few appropriately applied rf pulses 
CM generate a multitude of echoes (4). Until now, mad 
MRI sequences use only directly the FID or the primary 
epin echo or stimulated echo. 
Our novel approach is to acquire the full k apace data in a 
single scan by separating and utilizing emntially all 
existing echo paths at one time. According to the partition 
model of Woessner (6) a rf excitation splits an echo path of 
a certain phase + into three paths: Two are the directly 
observable paths M, and M,' of phase + and 9, the third 
represents the hidden stimulated path M,. 

M, =( l+cos+)/2M, +(1  -cos+)/2M,' + i s i n +  M, 
M,' =(1  -cos@)/2M, +(l+coe4I)/2M,' + i s i n +  M, 

M, = i / 2  s in+ M, - i / 2  s in+ M,' + cos+ M, 

From a previously excited FID, the maximum number of 
distinct echo patha achievable by N Bubeequently applied 
splitting puleen is clearly 3N. Of these 2.3"' are observable 
by mere gradient rephasing. 
A nonequidistant pulse train is a necessary condition to 
avoid any echo interference and to enable equidistant echo 
spacing. 
Fig. 1 depicts a typical 2D QUEST sequence with N=3 
splitting pulses and one selective refocussing pulse. 
The primary FID is e n d e d  by a constant gradient in 
madout direction and gets repeatedly splitted into an 
exponentially gmwing number of echoes (Fig. 2). A 
selective spin echo pulse determines the slim of interest 
All echoes (k space lines) are then acquired succemively 
under a constant readout gradient. 
For Fourier imaging the phase encoding can be done with 
conventional F P I  schemes (constant or blip encoding). 
Beyond the QUEST method allows to phase encoding each 
of the 2.W' k spam line distinctively by only N gradient 
pulses (6). The known pmblema of noncartasian and 
bidirectional k space sampling are hereby avoided. 

Results and Discusdon 
We implemented a N=4 2D QUEST imaging sequence on a 
conventional 1.6" Siemens MAGNETOM. For an image 
matrix size of 64'128 after a preparation period of 52 ma 
all 64 echoes were collected in 46 ma with a sampling 
bandwidth of 77 kHz. It was necessary to equalize the echo 
signs and amplitudes. Their variations agreed well with 
theoretical predictions. 
To manipulate the contrast behaviour one can use all 
familiar magnetization pmparation techniques. The 
method generalizes straightforward to higher dimensions, 
non-Fourier reconstruction techniques and combinations 
with other techniques. 

Fig. 1 Timing of a N=3 (18 echo) QUEST sequence 

Fig. 2 Corresponding phase plot 

2 3 4 5 f, 
I:ne ii ms 

Fig. 3 Measured echoes 1 ... 8, note high s/N 
(Spurious echoes are d i d d  for reconstruction) 
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Tracking Motion With Non-Gated Tagged Magnetization Prepared 
Gradient Recalled Echo (GRE) Imaging. 
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RF tags have previously been used as a means for 
measuring motion, such as of the myocardiuml. 
Although these techniques can be used effectively, 
they are limited by the requirements of gating with 
several minute long scan times, and the need for 
reproducible motion from one phase encoding 
measurement to the next. The purpose of this work 
was to consider whether both of these requirements 
could be relaxed, that is, whether non-periodic 
motion could be imaged within a single several 
second long acquisition. Magnetization prepared 
gradient echo imaging was considered as the means 
to do this. 

The sequence developed2 consists of several parts as 
shown in figure 1. The sequence begins with an 
180" inversion pulse selective for the section of 
interest. Spatially selective RF tags are then 
succesively implemented in an orthogonal direction. 
10 tags are typically played out. An adjustable 
interval of up 1 second follows the tagging, in which 
the displacement of interest occurs. Motion then 
ceases, with the final position held motionless while 
data for a complete image are acquired using a short 
TR GRE sequence (1 second with 128 phase 
encodings) with centric phase encoding order3. 
These tags allow tracking of motion which occurs in 
a 0.2 to 1 second time interval between application 
of the tags and start of the GRE data acquisition. 

Validation experiments were performed using 
phantoms to determine the ability to track motion 
and determine the accuracy of this technique. Both 
linear and rotational displacements were studied. 
A variety of applications were studied in 10 human 
volunteers, including tracking cervical spinal cord 
motion with neck flexion and extension, tracking 
pelvic floor deformation with valsalva maneuver, 
examining the biomechanics of the tongue and 
pharynx during phonation, as well as tracking 
motion within the calf muscles occurring with ankle 
flexion and dorsiflexion. 

Results: 
In comparisons with independent measurements, the 
phantom experiments demonstrated tracking 
precision of f 0.31 mm with linear displacement, 
and f 0.92" with rotation. Images tracking 
movement of the cervical spine with head 

Snaptag Pulse Sequence 

a 

I 
Figure 1. Pulse sequence used for image tagging, 
showing three tags. Motion may take place after last 
tagging pulse and must cease prior to start of GRE 
sequence. The time scale shown is not uniform, as TI is 
typically 800 msec, with all tags implemented in the first 
100 msec. TR is 9 msec. Data acquisition ranges from 1 
to 2 seconds. 

flexiodextension demonstrated displacement as well 
as compression and expansion of the spinal cord. 
Pelvic floor deformation with valsalva maneuver 
was demonstrated in both sagittal and coronal 
planes. Slippage between individual muscle planes 
was visible in the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles 
of the calf. The pharynx was successfully imaged 
during phonation. 

The technique is effective in tracking tissue 
displacement with high precision, providing useful 
in-vivo information detailing both anatomy and 
biomechanics. The short 2-3 second scan time 
eliminates the requirements for gated acquisition 
and reproducible motion. 

1. Zerhouni EA, et al. Radiology 1988; 16959-63. 
2. Niitsu M et al. J. of Magn Res Imag; in press. 
3. Holsinger AE, Riederer SJ. Magn. Reson. 

Med. 1990: 16~481-488. 
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Fast Localized Imaging of Atherosclerotic Aorta 
Using NMR Designed Excitation 
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In t roduc t ion  
Atherosclerosis develops in the wall of arterial vessels by 
deposition of lipids with Tz values near 8mS [l]. The abiti- 
ty to  monitor changes in atheronia lipid in uivo within the 
wall would advance our investigations of the disease pro- 
cess. CSI methods are too time consuming and are sensi- 
tive to  abdominal breathing and bowel motions. We tlrere- 
fore sought to desi n a method of NMR interogation which 
could acheive locafzation in one shot to  eliminate motion 
artifacts on time scales larger than the TE. Furthermore, 
we required that this preserve short T E  (< 6mS) for opti- 
mal sensitivity t o  atheroma lipids. 
NMR designed excitation is a technique for localizing signal 
in 2-D or 3-D space using the k-space aradigm of excita- 
tion 2,3,4,5]. We present here a metho!for localized iniag- 

spatially limited excitation in the phase-encode directions 
with spatial limitation imposed by the analog filter of the 
NMR instrument. This results in a true 1-shot 3-D volume 
selective excitation suitable for imaging or spectroscopy. 
Our excitation method is a 2-dimensional sinc (sin T X / K X )  
RF waveform combined with a sinusoidally oscillating echo 
planar (SOEP) trajectory. 

Methods 
imaging subjects are Dut.ch belt rabbits fed a diet of 2% 
cholesterol and 6% peanut oil in rabbit chow to indure the 
growth of atherosclerotic lesions. The imaging target is the 
abdominal aorta. 
The sequence was implemented on a 4.7T Omega CSI (GE 
NMR Instruments, Fremont CA) equipped with an Arcus- 
tar 20cm diameter gradient set. The pulse program consists 
of the volume selective excitation shaped like a rectangu- 
lar ‘column’ and oriented along the long axis of the target 
vessel. The excitation sweeps out only part of the k-space 
matrix, thus the excitation can be considered a ‘part-k’ ex- 
citation method. The  pulse program is shown in figure 1. 
The excitation is followed by phase encoding and refocus- 
ing gradients, a 180’ ‘hard’ pulse, more phase encoding, and 
a part-k ac uisition. Read axis filtering forms the spatial 
limitation Qong the vessel axis. The initial acquisition is 
followed by multiple readout gradients of alternating sign; 
each readout gradient forms a separate image or spectrum 
with differing PROC sensitization. 

ing a I ong the axis of vessels which combines a 2-dimensional 
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Figure  1: 
quence. 

The localized volume angiography pulse w- 

Results 
Data has been collected in the rabbit using the seqiicnce 
in figure 1. Fields-of-view of as small as Irm by lcni a w  
achieved in the 6ms echo time. This allows a resolution of 
a 80p cubic voxel with a read axis field-of-view of 3.8~111. 
ECG gating has been implemented. 
From the experimental da ta  comparing the localized imag- 
ing with non-localized imaging (constant gradients) a t  the 
same total acquisition time, SNR is comparable (f 5%) hut 
respiratory artifact is substantially eliminated. 
Dynamic range is also enhanced - typical receiver gains 
for the selective excitation are 2 orders of magnitude high- 
er than a comparative volume selective excitation, i .e .  from 
15 to  1000 when comparing a whole-body field of view of 
lOOxlOOmm to  a selective field-of-view of 20s20mm. Con- 
trast to  noise is also enhanced when there is exclusion of 
hyperintense regions outside the selected field-of-view. 

Discussion 
There are several advanta es to the method. First. sinre 
the excitation is restrictef to the area immediately sur- 
rounding the vessel, any structures moving outside the field- 
of-view with mean periods greater than T E  are excluded. 
In the rabbit aorta, this specifically excludes breathing ar- 
tifact and bowel motion, whose mean periods are long com- 
pared to  the duration of the NMR excitation. The tradeoff 
of more averages for fewer phase encode steps also has a11 
advantage in terms of motion suppression. 
Our current implementations emphasize high resolution. 
which is more easily achievable in chronic animal models 
where the experiments can be lengthy. In humans, wl~ew 
the voxel size can increase and the tolerance for long es- 
periments is low, rapid techniques are important. One very 
appealing prospect for this technique is the capability of 
very rapid echo planar localized angiography using conven- 
tional gradient sets. Current time constraints are related 
to  the duty cycle limitations (5 to 10%) of the Omega gra- 
dient set, giving a minimum T R  of 390mS. If the duty cycle 
limits can be relaxed, more rapid acquisitions at  less tliair 
the rabbit R-H interval (2OOmS) using low or variahle t i p  
angle become possible. 
Rabbit in viuo data  demonstrating volume localiza.tion and  
PROC sensitization will be presented. 

Conclusions 
Advantages of the current method include a short echo time 
for a spatially selective acquisition (less than (imS), the ca.. 
pability for small fields-of view (less than 2.5cni by 2.5rin 
at lG/crn maximum gradient and a slew rate of 6.3G/cli1- 
mS), spatial selectivity that matches the rectangular solid 
shape of the 3-D volume selective da ta  matrix or the 2- 
D vessel Ion axis projection matrix, and the potential for 
addition of cehemical selectivity using the phase roll opposi- 
tion characteristic (PROC) method [6]. The sequence has  
been implemented and tested and promises to be a n  irn- 
portant tool in the tracking of chronic in vizto models of 
at  herogenesis. 
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Introduction The image contrast is not the same 
in Fast Spin Echo (FSE) imaging as in conventional spin 
echo (CSE) imaging even when the effective-TE values 
are the same. There are important differences. Some 
typical absolute signal intensities measured in single 
and multi-slice SE and FSE images of the brain of a 
normal volunteer are summarized in Table I. The 
primary features are that the absolute signal intensity 
for the soft tissues of the brain is reduced (by 25-30%) in 
multi-slice FSE imaging compared to multi-slice CSE 
imaging though it is increased (by 15-20%) in single slice 
versions. and that in both single and multi-slice FSE 
imaging the fat is typically much brighter than in single 
or multi-slice CSE imaging. The Table demonstrates 
that there are effects which alter contrast in FSE 
imaging that are either absent or of greatly reduced 
influence in CSE imaging. The mechanisms for altered 
contrast in FSE imaging may include: an altered 
effective spatial point spread function (PSF): the effect 
of multiple refocusing pulses on removing the 
modulation due to J-Coupling: multi-slice effects 
including magnetization transfer(MT1 and direct 
saturation: stimulated echoes: and the effects of 
diffusion. Each of these mechanisms impacts on all 
tissues. but the magnitude of each is dependent. in part, 
upon tissue properties. Each mechanism is examined 
both theoretically and experimentally. Phantom and 
clinical images are used to support the conclusions. 

1. The Effective PSF In FSE imaging, the 
effective TE is defined as  that at which the lowest order 
phase encode steps are collected. The remaining lines of 
k-space are fffled by collecting echoes at earlier and/or 
later echo times. The effective PSF is dependent upon 
the T2 weighting assigned to the different spatial 
frequencies according to the echo time at which each 
spatial frequency is measured. Changing the effective- 
TE alters the PSF significantly. Computer simulations 
and phantom experiments were used to evaluate the 
effect of different PSFs on image contrast. 

2. Stimulated Echoes Stimulated echoes 
comprise a significant amount of the signal present in 
an FSE Image. In CSE imaghg. stimulated echoes may 
cause image artifacts and therefore are removed by 
additional dephasing gradients. In FSE imaging, rather 
than suppressing the stimulated echoes the echoes are 
assigned the correct phase and are added to the regular 
spin echo. By altering the fractional contribution of the 
stimulated echoes to the total signal their influence on 
contrast may be determined. In our experiments, the 
magnitude of the stimulated echo signal was altered by 
changing the amplitude of the slice selection gradient 
during each 180° rf pulse. Four experiments were 
performed with 4 different amplitudes of the slice- 
selection gradient for the refocusing pulses. 

3. m i o n  We have also examined diffusion effects 
in FSE imaging as a possible mechanism for contrast 
changes. The diffusion of water molecules through a 
non-uniform magnetic field can result in signal loss 
through intravoxel dephasing of the spins. A train of 
multiple 1800 rf pulses can serve to partially refocus 
diffusing spins if the echo spacing is short relative to the 
diffusion time. The effect of diffusion in both a CSE and 
a FSE sequence was modelled. The FSE sequence was 
modelled a s  a series of 'n' separate CSE imaging 
sequences, where 'n'=echo train length (ETL). The 
diffusion coefficients of corn oil and water were 
measured at room temperature and included in the 
model. 

4. MT and Direct Satu ration Relaxation in 
tissues largely reflects magnetic cross-relaxation 
between solvent water molecules and protons at the 
surfaces of macromolecules. Such cross-relaxation can 
be affected by selective saturation of the broadened 
resonances in the macromolecule. In both CSE and FSE 
imaging, multiple slices may be excited within a TR 
interval with the 90° and 1800 rf pulses applied in the 
presence of slice selective gradients. These rf pulses 
excite not only the on-resonance slice but adjacent slices 
are also irradiated off-resonance. In multi-slice FSE, a 
large number of 1800 rf pulses are applied in rapid 
succession and hence MT may be observed. This effect 
must be distinguished from direct saturation effects. 
Materials which demonstrate no MT. such as Gd-DTPA 
doped water samples, demonstrate signal change only as 
a function of direct saturation. Materials such as cross 
linked Albumin and Agarose gels have relaxation times 
that depend strongly on cross-relaxation and experience 
both mechanisms of signal loss. Using these materials, 
with matched Tl/T2. has allowed the two effects to be 
separately quantified. 

8. J-COUDlin Fat contains multiple resonances 
with different chfmical shifts and multiplet resonances 
from spin-spin couplings. Apparent relaxation times in 
complex coupled systems depend strongly on the number 
and pulse rate of the refocusing pulses in a multiple echo 
sequence. Thus the signal intensity at a particular TE 
will depend on the number of previous pulses. In a 
multi-echo experiment, as the inter-echo spacing, T, I s  
changed the effects of J-coupling are altered, and as z 
becomes small, no dephasing of the coupled spins 
occurs. Imaging experiments on corn oil and doped 
water were performed using the FSE sequence with a 
range of values of T and ETL. These experiments were 
designed to demonstrate the decoupllng effect of the FSE 
sequence as T is shortened and ETL increased. 

COnClUSiOnS The contrast differences between 
FSE and CSE images have been examined. PSF effects 
are important only for long ETL and T values and short 
T2 materials. Stimulated echoes contribute to the 
overall signal in FSE. approximately 10%. but do not 
significantly alter the T2 contrast. The FSE sequence 
can regain some signal lost through diffusion processes 
(<2%), but this is outweighed by the MT losses which 
occur in multi-slice FSE. MT does take place in multi- 
slice FSE imaging and serves to preferentially darken 
the gray and white matter in the brain but does not affect 
CSF or fat significantly. MT increases with the number 
of slices excited within a TR interval and as the time 
between the excitation of these slices decreases. With 
small slice gaps direct saturation can decrease tissue 
signal through imperfect excitation profiles overlapping 
adjacent slices, just as  in CSE imaging. The signal 
attenuation in J-coupled systems is reduced in FSE as 
the multiple refocusing pulses decouple the J-coupled 
spins. This decoupling is partly responsible for the 
bright fat signal. The fat is also relatively brighter in 
brain imaging because of the preferential darkening of 
the gray and white matter tlssues through MT. 

GrayMaaer 324 311 311 240 
WhiteMaaer 226 218 262 148 
CSF 603 581 623 568 
Fat 192 201 464 435 

TE=112mse~. TR=2WOtnsec. FSE: Z=14mSeC. ETIrl6. 
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Background: Recently, attention has been focused 
on the transverse decay of the lipids signal due to its 
paradoxical behavior in the fast spin echo sequence [I]. 
Specifically, the signal of adipose tissue at  1.5 T is en- 
hanced at  late echo times (TE x 160 ms) after a series 
of refocusing pulses compared to  signal acquired a t  the 
same echo time with a single refocusing pulse [I). Several 
researchers have attributed this behavior to  the sensitiv- 
ity of J couplings to  the interval, ~ ~ 8 0 ,  between refocusing 
pulses in a spin-echo train (21. However, the detailed na- 
ture of this effect in lipids is still unclear. 

We postulate that the lipids signal a t  late echo times 
is dominated by the contribution from the terminal alkyl 
(CHs(CH,),) segment of each fatty acid chain. Signal 
from the remaining 2/3 of the protons in the molecule is 
believed to  decay away more rapidly; this would reduce 
the contribution of these protons at  long TE relative to  
that of the alkyl group. Studies by Kamman et al. [3] 
showing that roughly 3/4 of the proton signal from hu- 
man fat has a short T2 (<40 ms) support this belief. 

The theory behind decay behavior of this alkyl group 
and its sensitivity to  ~ ~ 8 0  are detailed in an accompa- 
nying abstract [4]. Briefly, signal variation due to  the 
CH3-CH2 coupling acts as a drain of observable trans- 
verse magnetization from the adjacent methylene chain 
through strong J couplings. Refocusing the signal so 
that ~1806 < 1 (where 6 is the chemical shift between 
the CH2 and CH3 group) reduces this signal variation [ 2 ]  
and hence the magnetization loss from the group. 

In this abstract, we focus on experimental demonstra- 
tions providing evidence for the dominance of the alkyl 
group in ~ 1 8 ~  effects on lipids a t  late echoes. We also 
explore the source of signal loss from other protons. 
Methods: We study the behavior of various materials 
a t  late echo times as a function of 7180 using a volume- 
selective spectroscopic sequence. Specifically, following 
a 2D spatially selective excitation [ 5 ] ,  the signal is refo- 
cused by non-selective 180" pulses spaced by intervals of 
t180. After a final section-selective 180" pulse, the spec- 
troscopic signal is acquired beginning at  the echo time 
TE. All studies were performed on a 1.5 T GE Signa 
system with resistive shims and shielded gradients. 
Resul t s  and Discussion: In the principal study, the 
volume of interest was located within the bone marrow 
of the femur of a healthy volunteer. This site provides an 
easily immobilized, large, contiguous volume of adipose 
tissue. Figure 1 gives the resulting spectra for TE=220 
ms a t  various ~180's. The dominant peaks are from CH, 
at  0.9 ppm and the methylene chain at 1.3 ppm (and 
water a t  4.7 ppm). Notably absent or very small are 
other peaks in the lipids spectrum (CH groups at  5.3  
ppm and the CH2 group at  2.3 ppm). This supports the 
theory that signal from the terminal alkyl group domi- 
nates at late echoes. The functional dependence of signal 
increase on ~ 1 ~ 0  also upholds the idea that the CH3-CH2 
coupling is the principal one affected by refocusing. From 
Allerhand (31 and our own simulations of AzB3 couplings, 

the degree to  which refocusing collapses the scalar cou- 
pling effect goes roughly as c = sin(0.56~~m)/(0.56qm). 
When c x 0, J coupling effects proceed as if there is 
no refocusing; J coupling is completely collapsed when 
c = 1. The fact that signal enhancement becomes signif- 
icant for 7180 5 ,024 s indicates that the underlying cou- 
pling being affected is CH2-CH3, where 6 x 160 rad/s at  
1.5 T. The large increase in the CH2 peak with decreas- 
ing 7180 indicates that more than one CH2 group partici- 
pate in the effect as per the idea that the coupling effect 
propagates into the adjacent methylene chain. In simi- 
lar experiments on decane, which is effectively made up 
only of two CH3(CH2)4 chains, the dependence of peak 
heights on TIM parallels very closely that found in the in 
viuo studies above. This provides further evidence of the 
dominance of the alkyl group in the behavior of adipose 
tissue. 

Finally, we studied the temperature dependence of this 
effect in olive oil, a reasonable model of lipids in adi- 
pose tissue. The signal from other protons in the lipid 
molecule contributes more to  the observed signal at late 
echo times as the temperature is increased. This suggests 
that the source of decay for these other protons is dipolar 
coupling. We postulate that correlation times of random 
atomic motions would decrease toward the free end of 
each fatty acid chain where the terminal alkyl group is 
located. This may explain why this group appears to 
have longer decay times. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 0  -1 -2 
Chemical Shift (in ppm from TMS) 

Figure 1. Magnitude Spectra of Lipids at TE=220ms 

Summary: There is strong experimental evidence that 
the terminal alkyl group dominates signal behavior and 
the associated sensitivity to rapid refocusing for lipids at 
late echoes. 

[I] MELKI,  P. et al., JMRZ 1, 319, 1991. 
121 ALLERHAND.  A,, J .  Chem. Phys. 44(1). 1, 1966. 
[3] K A M M A N ,  R. et al., MRI 5(5), 381. 1987. 
[4] WRIGHT,  G. A N D  MACOVSKI, A., submitted to 

[5) PAULY, J. et al.. J .  Mag. Aes 81, 43, 1989. 
11th Mtg SMRM, 1992. 
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Introduction Recently, we described a new fast 
imaging technique called GRASE (gradient and spin 
echo)(l, 2). in which multiple echoes are generated by 
gradient reversal within each of plural RF refocused spin 
echoes in a CPMG echo train. Due to the use of multiple 
180' pulses, GRASE sequence requires more time per 
sampled data than an echo planar sequence. However, 
the total duration of the GRASE echo train as limited by 
T2 decay can be made considerably longer than the EPI 
echo train, which is limited by T2*. Also, with its 
unique k-space trajectory. the GRASE sequence is much 
less sensitive to field inhomogeneity and chemical shift 
than EPI techniques. With these facts, it is possible to 
sample the entire k-space using a single excitation on an 
unmodified commercial scanner. Or alternatively, on an 
improved hardware system with faster gradients and 
higher field homogeneity, this can be utilized to improve 
the image quality. 

-The single shot GRASE sequence was 
implemented both on an unmodified 1.5T commercial 
scanner (Signa. GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) 
and on a similar system with a gradient speed-up circuit 
developed at GE CRD (3). Phantom images and human 
head and body images were taken on both systems. 

On the unmodified system, the imaging 
parameters ware as follows: NGE (number of gradient 
echoes per RF refocusing) = 7, NRF (number of RF 
refocusing) = 8, matrix size = 128 x 56, 1 NEX. The 
imaging time was 220 msec with effective TE of 108 
msec. Imaging parameters with gradient speed-up circuit 
were: NGE = 13, NRF = 8, 128 x 104, 1 NEX. The 
imaging time was 175 msec with effective TE of 90 
msec. 

Phase correction was performed with a template 
file acquired during the initial RF power calibration, as 
previously described (1). The data was symmetrically 
zero-padded to a 128 x 128 matrix before 2D FT image 
reconstruction. Fat signal was not suppressed, and no 
special shimming was performed. 

Results Images of a resolution phantom (doped water) 
wcre obtained with the single shot GRASE sequence. 
Also, images of the same phantom were acquired with a 
straight phase encoding order, similar to EPI, for 
comparison to the GRASE k-space trajectory. Using a 
sequential phase encoding order (fig la), severe ghosting 
artifact results from periodic phase error in the k-space 
data. With no change in imaging parameters except for 
use of the GRASE phase encoding order (fig lb), the 
ghosting artifact is largely removed. 

Human head and abdominal images were 
obtained as well. Fat signal was not suppressed and the 
resulting chemical shift of 3 pixels from the raw data is 
increased by zero padding to about 6 pixels in the 128 x 
128 image. Gradient echo shifting (4) was used to 
reduce ghosting artifact. The image shows an excellent 
T2 contrast, with very bright CSF due to the infinite TR. 

Given the field inhomogeneity is much larger in 
the body than in head, use of echo shifting was essential 
in body imaging. Imaging parameters were the same as 
the head imaging. Breath holding was not necessary. 

-In EPI. the time interval of the gradient 
echoes determines the amount of chemical shift and 
spatial distortion due to the field inhomogeneity. 
Therefore. in order to reduce the distortion, either the 
time interval is reduced by using fast gradient switching 
and fast sampling, or the effective time interval is 
reduced by interleaving the multi-excitation data set. 
Also. the total length of the gradient echo train is limited 
by T2* decay, limiting the maximum resolution 
achievable with a single excitation. For these reasons, 
shimming the static magnetic field to the best possible 
homogeneity is commonly performed to minimize image 
distortions and optimize S/N. 

In GRASE sequence, the same principles apply 
for the gradient echo interval and the length of the 
gnuhent echoes. However, the effective time interval 
between the data lines in the k-space can be reduced by 
interleaving the gradient echoes from multiple RF 
refocused spin echoes, analogous to multi-excitation 
EPI. Also, the T2* decay occurs only between the 180' 
RF refocusing pulse, so it is only the RF pulse interval 
that is limited by T2* decay. The limitation factor of the 
total echo train then becomes T2 decay, allowing much 
longer sampling time compared to EPI. This can be used 
either to reduce the hardware requirements, or to increase 
the image quality. 

-The authors wish to thank R. 
Watkins and Dr. 0. Mueller for making the fast gradient 
hardware available for this work. 
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With rapid imaging methods such as the spiral scanning 
of k-space, a very restricted number of different points in k- 
space is sampled. It is therefore important to cover k-space 
efficiently for the task the sequence is being asked to perform, 
and avoid sampling points that give irrelevant information afier 
Fourier transformation. One major example of this is in 
imaging of the heart, where an image across the whole body 
must be acquired to avoid wraparound and most of the image 
is totally ignored in the end. Zoomed imaging by mne-setection 
in the phaseencode direction has already been applied to allow 
a reduction in the field-of-view along the phaseencode axis in 
several fast imaging techniques. 

For higher spatial resolution, a sequence must sample 
k-space further out from the origin. The set of amplitudes of 
spatial frequencies acquired in a particular direction in k-space 
should have a fundamental wavelength longer than the distance 
across the object in that direction. Failure to do so results in 
wraparound of the image generated by Fourier transformation. 
In spiral scanning, the k-space path is defined by: 

k. = k, cos (2 N R t IT) 
and h = k , s i n ( 2 N x t / T )  

where k, = k, t 1 T, N is the number of cycles of the spiral, T 
is the total spiral acquisition time, and k, is the highest spatial 
frequency sampled in all directions. The smallest resolved radial 
distance R in real space is therefore related to L, by: 

k , = 2 n l R  

For each direction in space, coefficients for a set of 
spatial frequencies In that direction are acquired by the spiral 
scan. The field-of-view before wraparound along that direction 
is given by the wavelength L of the fundamental spatial 
frequency k, of the set: 

In order to acquire high-resolution images, keeping the 
field-of-view constant, it is necessary to keep k, constant and 
carry out more cycles of the spiral to cover k-space further out 
from the centre, so that the amplitudes of higher spatial 
frequencies are measured. Because the spatial frequency k in 
any given direction is the integral of the gradient strength in 
that direction over the time elapsed since excitation, there are 
two methods of increasing k Assuming that one is pushing the 
gradient amplifiers to their limits of current as usual in high- 
speed imaging, then the period of the spiral cycles must be 
increased. Compounded with the need to do more cycles for the 
high resolution, scan times bemme impracticable due to 
relaxation effects. 

To achieve high-resolution imaging in a reasonable 
time, it is necessary to reduce the number of cycles of the spiral 
while still reaching the same final value of k, as defined by the 
required resolution. The value of k, must now be increased. The 
set of spatial frequencies acquired at each angle in k-space 
therefore has a smaller fundamental wavelength, and therefore 
covers a smaller field-of-view before wraparound occurs. In 
order to eliminate wraparound, it is necessary to excite signal 
from the sample only within the field-of-view of the spiral scan. 

Metbod 

A whole-body OST magnet with a reduced diameter 
(53cm LD.) gradient set giving l3mThn maximum gradient 
strength. and a risetime of 4OOus. was connected to a Surrey 
Medical Imaging Systems NMR imaging console. A spiral 
excitation pulse of duration 16ms generated a column of signal 
along the z-axis with a Gaussian amplitude profile. The full 
width to half maximum amplitude across the profile was 
adjusted to half the field-of-view of the spiral acquisition. A 
slice-seieaive 18o-degree pulse was used to isolate a circolar 
CToss-Sedlon through the column lOmm thick, while dephasing 
the rest of the column. In initial experiments, 32 cycles of spiral 
acquisition for a total time of lulms were then applied No 
signal averaging was performed. Tbe acquired data was 
interpolated onto a square grid of points in k-space, with 
weighting for the lower density of samples at high spatial 
frequencies, and reconstructed by a 2D FIT. Images of a 2ocm 
diameter phantom containing copper sulphate solution (T, 
approx lOOms) were acquired. Shimming and tuning, already 
known to be critical for spiral imaging, were optimLFed by rapid 
automated reconstruction of each image 2 seconds after 
acquisition, and adjusting for optimum image quality. l h  
series of images were acquired using very slightly different 
gradient waveforms, for the time differential of the spiral k- 
space trajectory is not a pure spiral but has a small distortion 
for small t. One set of images used the mathematically correct 
gradient waveforms and the other used the virtually identical 
approximation for t > T I (2 N n) (for above scans, 1.3111s) of 
a pure spiral at 90 degrees to that in k-space. 

Results 

With careful "real-time" shimming, images completely 
free from artefacts were easily obtained from the phantom. No 
difference between images acquired by the corrected gradients 
and by pure spiral gradients was visible. With the scan times 
given above, a field-of-view of 90mm was achieved giving an in- 
plane resolution along radii of 1.4mm. The slice thickness could 
be reduced to 4mm before the signal-to-noise ratio, using a 
3Ocm diameter head receiver coil, became unusable without 
signal averaging. In spite of the long acquisition time, the 
shimming and tuning was not found to be any more difficult 
than with normal spiral imaging. 

Discussion 

For the total acquisition time of luhns, a respectable 
resolution has been achieved. The absence of artefacts with 
careful shimming and tuning suggests that eddycurrent effects 
from the spiral excitation gradients are not large enough to 
disrupt the spiral acquisition. (However, it should be noted that 
images have been obtained close to the z-axis, where eddy- 
current effects from x and y gradient sets are minimal). The 
excitation of signal from only a small region means that 
shimming and tuning of this region alone will affect image 
quality, provided that overall shimming is good enough for the 
spiral excitation to work reasonably well. Shimming and tuning 
by the quality of images re~omtructed rapidly is essential. 
Similarly, artefacts caused by rapid in-plane flow outside the 
excited region may also be reduced. The prospects for high- 
resolution in-vivo imaging are good, if chemical shin artefacts 
can be r e m d ,  and zoomed imaging may help to reduce signal 
from troublesome regions. 
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Carpal Tunnel Syndrome: Comparison of MR Imaging 
with Electrophysiological Tests and Intraoperative Findings 
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Although it is in general not 
difficult to diagnose carpal tunnel 
syndrome (CTS),  there are numerous 
cases in which the clinical and 
electrophysiological findings do not 
provide an adequate basis for se- 
lecting treatment. 

We therefore performed a pro- 
spective study to determine the po- 
tential of MR imaging for the diag- 
nostic evaluation of CTS in a larger 
group of patients. - 

Twenty wrists of normal volun- 
teers with a mean age 25 years and 19 
Wrists of healthy subjects with a 
mean age of 56 years were studied by 
MR imaging. These initial examina- 
tions were followed by MR imaging of 
97 wrists in 84 patients with CTS. 
In addition to the comparison of vol- 
unteers and patients, the results of 
MR imaging were compared with the 
findings of recent physiological 
tests in 86 cases and with intraoper- 
ative findings in 58 cases. 

An identical MR imaging protocol 
was used for all 136 examinations. 
The wrists were imaged with an ex- 
tremity coil at an in-plane resolu- 
tion of 0.8 nun. TI-, proton-den- 
sity- and T2-weighted spin-echo se- 
quences (SE 500/15 and SE 2300/15-90) 
were used. 

Qualitative assessment of the 
findings included the ability of 
MR imaging to depict the median nerve 
and the type of morphological infor- 
mation provided by the different 
pulse sequences. In the quantitative 
analysis, we evaluated swelling, 
flattening and signal intensity of 
the median nerve as well as palmar 
bowing of the flexor retinaculum. 
These data were evaluated as sug- 
gested by Mesgarzadeh (1). 

Besults 
The median nerve could be identi- 

fied in all subjects. Evaluation of 
the 97 patient examinations confirmed 
the superiority of the proton-den- 
sity-weighted pulse sequence in de- 
marcating the median nerve (11.173); 
only in cases of pronounced edema of 
the nerve was visualization better in 
the T2-weighted image (nx24). Com- 
parison of the MR results with the 
intraoperative findings revealed that 
median nerve compression was diag- 
nosed correctly in 56 of 58 surgi- 
cally proven cases (96%). Comparison 
of the MR findings with the electro- 
physiological tests (in patients with 

surgically confirmed median nerve 
compression) revealed a slight but 
statistically not significant superi- 
ority Of MR imaging. The statistical 
analysis of the quantitative measure- 
ments in 97 wrists of patients and 39 
wrists of normal subjects demon- 
strated a significantly increased 
swelling of the median nerve at the 
pisiform level in patients compared 
to normals (pc.005). No differences 
between normals and controls were 
seen in nerve swelling at the level 
of the hamate bone. An increased 
flattening of the median nerve in the 
carpal tunnel in patients compared to 
normals could not be confirmed. How- 
ever, palmar bowing of the flexor 
retinaculum is a good criterion for 
CTS (pc.001). In CTS, the median 
nerve has a significantly higher sig- 
nal intensity at the pisiform level, 
the site of maximal swelling (pc.05). 

However, we noticed that nerve 
edema showed marked variation in our 
patient population. The analysis of 
signal intensities yielded surprising 
results: We found differences be- 
tween early and intermediate stages 
of CTS, on the one hand, and normals 
and advanced disease, on the other 
(pc.05). This finding can be ex- 
plained by the known endoneurial fi- 
brosis in advanced CTS. 

c fmudma 
1. 

2 .  

3 .  

4. 

5 .  

The median nerve can be visual- 
ized by MR imaging in the carpal 
tunnel, both in normals and in 
patients with CTS. 
It is recommended to use a proton- 
density- and T2-weighted spin- 
echo sequence for imaging the 
wrist in CTS. TI-weighted im- 
ages can be dispensed with in the 
future, which has the advantage 
of reducing the duration of the 
examination. 
Main M R  imaging characteristics 
of the median nerve in CTS are 
swelling, an increased signal 
intensity and palmar bowing of 
the flexor retinaculum. 
Additional lesions in the carpal 
tunnel, which are the primary 
cause of median nerve compres- 
sion, are detectable by MR imag- 
ing. 
Fibrosis of the median nerve as a 
sign of advanced CTS can be dif- 
ferentiated from edema. 
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Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to assess the 

contribution of a specific MR imaging high 
resolution module in evaluating the post-operative 
recurrent carpal tunnel syndrome. The same module, 
consisting of a surface gradient coil and a surface RF 
coil, has been used to obtain images of the skin [I]. - 
Sublects 

Images of the wrist were first obtained in 12 
healthy volunteers. Ten wrists of 9 patients were 
imaged for recurrence of carpal tunnel syndrom after 
surgery. Pathologic correlation could be obtained in 
9 wrists. 

All images were acquired on a whole-body MR 
imager operating at 1.5T (Signa ; GE medical 
systems, Milwaukee). A spin echo sequence was used 
in all subjects with a repctition time TK = 500 ms 
and an echo time TE = 20 ms. Usual field of view was 
30 x 30 mm2 which corresponded to a square pixel 
of 120 pm (matrix 256 x 256). T2-weighted images 
could be obtained in 7 volunteers and 8 patients with 
an acquisition time of 4 min 11 sec. Additional T1- 
weighted images after injection of 0.2 ml/kg Gd- 
DTPA were obtained in 6 patients. 

- The sectional area of the median nerve was 
measured at two levels : level of the beak of the 
trapezium and the hook of the hamate (level 1 : 
MNl), level of the distal radius (level 2 : MN2). The 
swelling ratio MNl/MN2 was calculated. 

Following distances and surfaces were measured 
on axial images at level 1. The bowing of the flexor 
retinaculum (bowing index), the cross-sectional area 
(TA) of the carpal tunnel, the interstitial tissue 
surface. T2 of the median nerve at either levels was 
measured in 4 patients and 7 volunteers on multi- 
echo sequences (TE : 20.40. 60 and 80 ms). 

The percentage of signal intensity increase in 
the median nerve (MN) after Gadolinium injection 
was compared to those of bone marrow considered as 
highly pcrfused tissue (MN/BM). 

A continuous flexor retinaculum with palmar bowing 
was seen in all patients, according to the fact that it 
reconstitutes after surgery. The bowing index 
representing the palmar displacement of the flexor 
retinaculum is 4.6 f 2.1 mm for the patients and 1.0 
f 0.5 for the healthy volunteers ; the t-test showed a 
statistically significant (p < 0.0005). Bowing of the 

ligament has been noted by several authors in 
subjective and quantitative evaluations of carpal 
tunnel syndrome. This bowing may be due to an 
increased volume of carpal tunnel contents pushing 
the ligament forward [2]. 

The surface of the interstitial tissue was 
significantly (p < 0.0005) higher in patients (161.5 
f 39.3 mm2) than in normal volunteers (106.5 f 
23.3 mm2). 

The cross-sectional area MN1 of the median 
nerve at level 1 was significantly (p < 0.0005) 
higher in patients : 11.8 f 0.2 mm2 versus 7.9 f 1.1 
mm2 in healthy volunteers (Fig. ), whereas at level 
2 the difference between patients and volunteers was 
not significative. Moreover, the swelling ratio 
M N l N N 2  was significatively ( p < 0.05) higher in 
patients : 1.2 k 0.4 versus 0.9 f 0.2. 

T2  relaxation times ranged from 36 to 49 ms in 
healthy volunteers, with a mean value of 41.1 f 5.5 
ms. There was not a significant difference in T2 
values of median nerve bctween patients and healthy 
volunteers. 

Median nerve Gadolinium uptake has been 
observed in the six patients with a mean ratio 
MN/BM increased of 25 ,1% f 2.3 %. 

High resolution MR images provide precise 
delineation of the surfaces permitting an accurate 
evaluation of the measurement changes in patients 
compared to healthy volunteers. 

We considered that using field of view of 30 x 30 
m m 2  was the best arrangement concerning wrist 
studies [3], permitting a good analysis of 
pathological phenomena and carpal tunnel 
syndrome causes. We  used occasionnally better 
spatial resolution (field of view 20 x 20 mm2 with a 
256 x 256 matrix) to improve median nerve 
analysis. 

This high resolution MRI system provided direct 
visualization of local causes of carpal tunnel 
syndrome reccurence in all patients. T 2  and 
Gadolinium evaluations are very efficient in the 
characterization of pathological processes. MRI 
allows a good analysis of soft tissues pathology, 
resolution improvement should provide better 
accuracy in the analysis of carpal tunnel syndrome 
etiologies. 
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volume change8 of the mtiaular Cartilage in the Fuorotibial Joint: 
A Proapeative D r u g  study 

L. Pilch, C. Stewart, J. Stevens: Volume Investigation Laboratory, 
The Toronto Western Hospital, Toronto, Canada. 

Introduation 
Cartilage erosion caused by 

chronic arthritis is frequently the 
cau8e of joint failure. To date, no 
good method exists for 
quantitatively monitoring the rate 
or extent of erosion. Our goal was 
the development of an accurate, 
reliable and objective technique of 
measuring cartilage volume from MR 
images. 

Y.thod. 
All MR images were acquired on 

a 1.5T Philips Gyroscan 515 HP with 
an experimental quadrature knee 
coil. Sagittal slices (1.2mm) were 
acquired using a 3D-FFE with 
TR/TE/FA of 60ms/20ms/20° to 
maximize cartilage contrast. Other 
imaging parameters used were 140mm 
FOV with a 256x256 matrix. The 
kneeo of volunteers and patients 
diagnosed with arthritis were 
examined. 

Only the weight bearing region 
of the cartilage was segmented and 
reconstructed into 3D using an ISG 
Allegro workstation. The cartilage 
was mathematically dissected into a 
3D grid with each element being 
(10 voxels x 10voxels xthickness). 
The volume of cartilage in each grid 
element was computed. The volume of 
this element was plotted against its 
(x,y) coordinate. Using a maximum 2D 
correlation coefficient to compare 
th. graphs of the same cartilage at 
different times, we could quantify 
localized volumetric changes. 

To test the reproducibility of 
the cartilage reconstruction 

Posterior 

Anterior 

?ig 1. Cartilage of the fuorotibial 
joint With 3 D  grid. 

technique,the same MRI scans were 
reconstructed several times. The 
same volunteers were monitored over 
a four month period. 

RsmlUx! 
Fig. 1 illustrates a 3D 

reconstruction of cartilage of the 
femorotibial joint. The volume of 
each element is plotted in Fig. 2. 

The correlation coefficient for 
the same scan reconstructed numerous 
times was greater than 0.95 
suggesting high reproducibility. 
The correlation coefficient varied 
from 0.84-0.94 for the same 
volunteer scanned four times over a 
period of four months. 

Sonalu~ioaa 
This method allows us to 

observe cartilage spatially and 
volumetrically in a single graph. 
Using this "cartilage signature" we 
can better quantify intra-articular 
cartilage variation and inter- 
articular change of the same patient 
over time. This new technique is 
more sensitive to focal changes than 
total volume measurements. 

We believe this technique will 
improve the monitoring of progress 
of joint disease and the influence 
of different therapies on the course 
of the diseases. 

We gratefully acknowledge Hoffmann - 
La Roche Canada €or their support of 
this research. 

ARTICULAR CARTILAGE VOLWE 

Fig 2. Spatial plot of aartilmge 
volume. 
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Cartilage is a dense, relatively acellular tissue which 
functions as a load bearing material in synovial joints. 
Being avascular, transport of nutrients, waste products, 
therapeutic agents, and diagnostic contrast agents 
occurs by diffusion. In addition, transport of water 
and solutes through the matrix plays a key role in the 
ability of the tissue to withstand mechanical loading. 
The abiiity of water and solutes to move through the 
matrix is thenfore important to its normal function and 
is presumed to be altered in diseases such as 
osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis. 

The objective of this work was to evaluate the ability 
of solutes to move through the tissue over a range of 
time-scales in order to address two regimes of diffusive 
transport; that of motion within a localized area in the 
matrix, and that of motion through the tissue (e.g from 
the articular surface to the subchondral bone). We 
evaluated transport with mechanical compression and 
enzymatic degradation to mimic those changes which 
occur in physiologic and pathologic processes. 

Cartilage samples were harvested from young and 
adult cows after slaughter. The Stejskal-Tanner pulsed 
gradient spin echo or stimulated echo experiment was 
used to measure an effective diffusion coefficient (D) 
for diffusion times (A) from 13 ms to 2 s. D was 
measured for several nuclei, under conditions of free 
swelling, compression, trypsin digestion (to remove the 
glycosaminoglycans and noncollagenous proteins), and 
low pH (which titrates the charge groups so that the net 
matrix charge of -300 mM at pH 8 becomes -0 at pH 
2). Finally, cartilage was submerged in 99% 40, and 
proton imaging studies were performed to demonstrate 
the bulk movement of water out of the cartilage matrix. 

D- 
The intratissue diffusivity at A = 13 ms of several 

small solutes was found to be consistently about 60% of 
the diffusivity of the same species in solution: 

H: 0.62 f 0.05 (n=5) 
Na': 0.63 f 0.08 (n=4) 

Dlcartilaee)/Do: Li+: 0.50 f 0.03 (n=2) 
TFA-: 0.61 f 0.03 (n=l)  

(D of trifluor<#tceulte, TFA, measured with F NMR.) 

With 35% compression, D of H and Li dropped by 
19 f 3% (n=2) and 39 f 1% (n=2), respectively. In 
contrast, D of H increased by 20% after treatment with 
trypsin. These data are consistent with D being 
dependent on the density of the solid tissue matrix. 

There was no effect of pH on D of H and Na. 
[D@H 8)/D@H 2)' 1.02 for H (n=l) and 0.97 for 
Na, n=4.] These data, and the similarity between the 
D for anions, cations, and protons (Table l), suggest 
electrical effects are not important in determining D. 

The effective D drops with increasing A (Fig l), 
suggesting that there is a restriction to diffusion over 
length scales of 50 pm. While changes in matrix 
density by compression (trypsin) led to a decrease 
(increase) in D, the curve was qualitatively unchanged. 

Imaging studies demonstrated the washout of water 
from the cartilage matrix, with an effective D estimated 
to be approximately 40% of D in solution. Using bulk 
movement of radiotracers, other investigators have 
found interstitial D for small solutes in Cartilage to be 
40% of that in free solution (l), which agrees well with 
our value for D at long A and with that obtained from 
the imaging data. 

S- 
These data show that NMR can be used to evaluate 

diffusive transport in cartilage, and that the diffusing 
time affects the estimate of D, presumably due to 
restrictions to diffusion within the tissue. While the 
matrix charge density had no effect on D, compression 
and trypsin treatment had measurable effects. Diffusion 
measurements, in combination with magnetization 
transfer (to measure collagen content) (2) and Na NMR 
(to measure proteoglycan content) (3), may make NMR 
a truly comprehensive technique for the evaluation of 
early functional changes in cartilage in vim. 

1. A. Maroudas, Biophys. J . ,  8,575, 1968. 
2. D.K. Kim, T. Ceckler, V.C. Hascall, et al., Proc 

3. L.M. Lesperance, M.L. Gray, D. Burstein, J.  
Orthop. Res., 10, 1, 1992. 

4. This work was supported by the Pmter and Gamble 
Co. (UERP) and by the J. W. Kieckhefer Foundation. 

Soc Magn Reson Med, 65, 1991. 
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FlGuREl 
D of H vs A. At small A, D = 1.3 x to5 cm2/sec. 
Since cartilage is relatively acellular, this represents D 
in an interstitiurn. D of water varied less than 3% 
from 25 ms to 2 s. 
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Articular-Epiphyseal Cartilage Complex 
in the Porcine Proximal Femoral Epiphysis During Maturation. 

P.S. Babyn, H.K.W. Kim, A. Cross, C.S. Lemaire, H.K. Gahunia. 
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada. 

l" 

Much detailed knowledge now exists on the MR 
imaging characteristlcs of the epiphysis, including the 
normal and abnormal growth plate and the epiphyseal 
ossification center1 12.3. However, little attentbn has 
been given to the remaining portion of the epiphysis, 
the articular-epiphyseal cartilage complex (AECC), 
especially during its maturation and development to 
adult articular cartilage. Recent work has 
demonstrated the ability of MR imaging to visualize 
distinct layers within adult articular cartilage4, 
presumably reflecting the known morphologic zones in 
the articular cartilage. The AECC also consists of 
morphologically distinct zones (epiphyseal cartilage 
responsible for future growth of the epiphysis situated 
adjacent to the ossific nucleus, and the overlying 
articular cartilage) with significant biochemical and 
morphologic changes occurring during maturation516. 
Unlike articular cartilage which derives its nutrition 
from synovial fluid, epiphyseal cartilage contains a 
vascular network. As well, the two types of cartilage 
differ in the arrangement of collagen fibrils and 
chondrocytes. Utilizing high-resolution imaging, we 
studied the AECC during its development from the 
newborn period through to adolescence in a porcine 
model. We then correlated the MR appearance with 
histologic appearance. 

PURPOSE 

We hypothesized that high-resolution MR 
imaging could differentiate the epiphyseal from the 
articular cartilage and demonstrate changes in signal 
characteristics over time, providing a new means of 
evaluating epiphyseal disorders. - 

Intact fresh hip joints were obtained from 12 
Yorkshire pigs aged from newborn to six months of age. 
Initial imaging of the entire joint was performed with a 
5 cm diameter surface coil at 5 cm field-of-view. 
Axial and coronal T1, T2 weighted (TlW, T2W) images 
were obtained with spin-echo sequences. A bbpsy core 
of the AECC and the underlying bone (approximately 3 
mm in length) was then obtained, and placed in a Teflon 
tube to minimize tissue dessication. High-resolution 
images were obtained with a 15 mm field-of-view, a 
128 x 256 matrix and slice thickness of 0.4 mm. A 6 
turn specially constructed solenoid coil was used. All 
imaging was performed on a General Electric 2.0 Tesla, 
CSI omega unit with magnet bore of 18 cm in diameter. 

Immediately after MR scanning the samples 
were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. 
Following decalcification and histologic processing, 7 
pm thick histology sections were prepared and stained 
with safranin-0 and hematoxylin and eosin. 

RESULTS 

m: Newborn AECC demonstrated homogeneous signal 
intensity on T1W and T2W imaging with an extensive 
network of epiphyseal vessels, some extending within 
0.5 mm of the articular surface. By 5 weeks of age, 
the AECC showed a trilaminar pattern on the T2W 
imaging, however, the T1W imaging was more 
homogeneous. The T2W trilaminar pattern consisted of 
a low signal middle layer separating two higher signal 
layers - one extending from the articular surface and 
the other, adjacent to the low signal subchondral bone. 
This pattern persisted into adolescence. No vessels 
were demonstrated in the older piglet AECC. 

-: Histologic evaluation based upon cellular 
morphology demonstrated distinct zones within the 
AECC. These zones varied in thdtness from newborn to 
6 months of age with the greatest change occurring 
within the first month of life. The hypertrophic 
chondrocyte region was thickest in the newborn and 
progressively thinned with maturation. A calcified 
cartilage layer was present only in 6 month old pigs. 
intense staining with safranin-0 was seen throughout 
the AECC in all ages studied. 

Correlations: No direct correlation was found between 
the trilaminar pattern seen on T2 imaging and the 
morphological cellular zones seen on histology. MR, 
however, showed good correlation in demonstrating 
epiphyseal vessels and overall AECC thickness. 

Injury or disease affecting epiphyseal cartilage 
is common in childhood and may significantly affect 
subsequent growth or lead to crippling joint 
abnormalities. We have shown that MR can 
differentiate changes in the AECC that occur with 
maturation. What component of the AECC accounts for 
the MR differences seen between newborn and older 
AECC remains unclear. No clear MR distinction could 
be seen between articular and epiphyseal cartilage. 
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initial clinical experience with dynamic MRI in evaluating 
inflammatory changes of the sacroiliac articulation 

Matthias Bollow, MD Christian Hoffmann Hermann Konig. h4D Karl-llirgen Wolf, MD. 
Department of Radiology and Nuklear Medicine. Section of DiapwtiiC Radiology , 
(Head Prof. K.-J. Wolf). Steglitz Medical Center, Free Univ- of Beilin.Germany. 

Imaging procedures play an important diagnostic role in 
the differentation of inflammatory lrom non-inflamma- 
tory changes of the sacroiliac articulation, since this di- 
stinction cannot be made by clinical and laboratory ex- 
aminations. In addition to survey X-rays, conventional 
tomography or  computed tomography are required in 
particular for the demonstration of early sacoriliitis. 
Szintigraphic studies are of value only in unilateral 
forms of sacoriliitis. However, the radiation exposure li- 
mits the use of these procedures. 

Pnrwse 
This study will evaluate the potential role of MRJ in the 
diagnoses of inflammatory changes of the sacroiliac arti- 
culation. 

&&hod & Patien& 
The sacroiliac region of 25 patients with clinically and 
radiolozicallv diagnosed sacroiliitis and of 10 healthv 
subject;were-exa&ned with a 1.5 T a l a  imaging system 
(Magnetom Siemens, FRG) in paraxial sections parallel 
to the sacroiliac synchondrosis using the body coil. TI 
weighted spin echo sequenses (600120 ms, 6 mm slice 
thickness. 2 excitations), static T2 weighted FLASH se- 
quences (%/I2 ms. 6 mm slice thick- ness, flip angle 
30". 4 excitations), and dynamic FLASH sequences 
after i.v. application of Gadolinium-DTPA (0.1 mmollkg 
body weight) were used. 

As defined by comparison with probands the normal 
morphology of sacroiliac region is well depicted 
with MR imaging: In T2 weighted gradient echo sequen- 
ces, normal hyaline cartilage is characterized by symme- 
tric homogeneous high signal intensity, sharp demarcati- 
ons and it contrasts well with penarticular tissues. The 
cartilage of normal sacroiliac synchondrosis ranges in 
thickness between 3.0 and 4.2 mm and does not have 
significant enhancement after contrast medium applicati - 
on. Plain T1 weighted images show low signal intensity 
of the subchondral bone cortex and a homogeneous high 
signal intensity of penarticular bone marrow. The visual 
analysis of normal sacroiliac joint space results in a thin 
zone of intermediate signal intensity of the synovial 
compartment, in the course of which the craniodorsal lo- 
cated ligamentous compartment of the sacroiliac joint 
shows high signal intensity representing adipose tissue. 
Within the scope of inflammatory changes of the sacro- 
iliac articulation we can distinguish four various groups: 

1. Acute inflammation of the sacroiliac articulation is 
characterised by pronounced irregular cartilage widening 
due to erosions and inflammatory edema. Reactive sub- 
chondral sclerosis resulting of inflammtory coreaction of 
periarticular tissue causes a loss of the sharp. Most evi- 
dent however is a percent increase of signal intensity 
after Gadolinium-DTPA application exceeding 100 I in  
T2 weighted gradient echo sequences. 
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2. Latent spcroiliitis also expresses in cartilage 
thickening, nevertheless the Gadolinium enhancement 
only comes up to 9-80 %. Those changes are often 
seen in patients with antiphlogistic treatment at the time 
of investigation. 
3. Sclerosis of sacroiliac joint space as the end 
stage of an inflammatory arthritis impresses in n a m -  
wing of the joints. The hyaline cartilage completely ore 
partially i s  replaced from fibrous tissue with intermediate 
signal intensity in T2 weighted gradient echo images. 
The markedly subchondral sklerosis of both sides of the 
joints and the joint spaces themselves show low signal 
intensity in plain TI weighted images. Remaining in- 
flammatory synovial areas of the sacroiliac joints can 
only be clearly distinguished from fibrous substitution 
tissue by their different contrast enhancement in T2 
weighted FLASH images. 
1. Osteitis condessns Ilii may mimic inflammatory 
sacroiliitis in plain X-rays. MR imaging is able to clear 
up the normality of sacroiliac cartilage on the one hand 
and the reactive sclerosis limited to the iliac sides of the 
joints on the other hand. 

MR imaging with static and dynamic gradient echo se- 
quences-is the procedure of choice in-the detection of 
sacroiliitis. Since this method is able to distinguish high 
grades of inflammation from low grades, it may contri- 
bute to redefine therapy criteria in this disease. 
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Intravenous Gadolinium In The Evaluation o f  Rheumatoid Arthritis O f  The Shoulder 
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UVIRODUCTION: Radio raphs are known to be 

of disease in rheumatoid arthritis of the shoulder. 
With the advent of MRI a technique more sensitive 
to the changes in the soft tissues is now available. 
MRI of rheumatoid arthritis of the spine, knee and 
wrist has been investigated and demonstrated to 
show changes earlier than radiographs. The addition 
of intravenous adolinium has roven beneficial 

[nee. The study was designed to evaluate changes in 
the shoulder as demonstrated with MRI and 
determine if an additional information could be 
obtained with t i e  use of intravenously administered 
gadolinium. 

. ! ! ! ! A N D :  A group of 12 
atients with well established rheumatoid arthritis 

gad their most symptomatic shoulder examined. The 
duration of disease in these patients ranged from 1 - 
25 years (average 13) with the age range being from 
48- 71 years (average 63). 

All patients were evaluated with a dedicated 
shoulder surface coil utilizing proton density or T1- 
weighted sequences (TR 600 - 1O00, TE 15 - 30) in 
both the oblique coronal and axial planes. MPGR 
radient echo images (TR 400, TE 20, flip angle 

50.) were also obtained in the oblique coronal and 
axial planes. In addition, all patients had intravenous 
gadolinium-DTPA administered 0.1 mM/kg body 
weight and had the proton density or T1-weighted 
images re eated in one or both lanes. Dynamic 

obtained in eitfer axial or oblique coronal planes 
dependin which demonstrated the most extensive 
amount of disease. A spoiled GRASS se uence was 
utilized SPGR (TR 50, TE 15, flip angle?'OO) with 
one image bein obtained through the same level 

RESULT€: Non-enhanced static images 
demonstrated tears of the supraspinatous and 
subscapularis tendons in all cases. In 10 patients 
areas of decreased signal intensity could be seen in 
subchondral bone but the abilitv to differentiate 
between the fluid containing structures and the 
structures containing pannus or granulation tissue 
was not possible. The presence of either annus or. 

most instancesit was not possible to differentiate 
between fluid and pannus without the aid of 
intravenous gadolinium (in 2 cases it was possible to 
differentiate in the re ion of the subdeltoid bursa 
and in 3 instances wit 1 in the glenohumeral joint). 
Static images with adolinium demonstrated the 
supraspinatous an d subscapularis tendon tears in all 
instances and in some cases a moderate degree of 
enhancement was present (3 in number) 
representing either intrusion of pannus or 
granulation tissue. In all instances it was ossible to 

collections versus intrusive pannus or granulation 
tissue. Differentiation between granulation tissue 
and pannus was not possible. In all instances, 
differentiation between joint effusion and enhancing 
synovium was vividly demonstrated. 

an insensitive measure o f t  i e extent of the severity 

articularly in t a e evaluation o P the rheumatoid 

heavily TEwei hted gradient ec g o images were also 

every 20 secon B s for 8 - 12 images. 

effusion was apparent in 11 or 12 cases. R owever, In 

differentiate between fluid containing su 1 chondral 

On dynamic adolinium enhanced MR 
imaging it was ssi%le to evaluate the rate and 

of gadolinium. The rate of signal increase ranged 
from 0.64 - 5.83 si al intensi units per second 

degree of enhancement (number of times signal 
intensity increased over time 0) ranged from 1.55 - 
4.64 (average 2.63 f 0.98). 

C O N C L U m :  In our patients we found that 
gadolinium was particularly helpful in 
differentiation between the presence of pannus and 
fluid within the 'oint as well as in subchondral areas 

and degree of s ipa l  enhancement appears to be 
inhomogeneous in this grou of patients and may 

includin duration of disease and type of treatment. 
Potentiafily changes in the degree and rate of 
enhancement could be used as possible marker for 
response to therapy and change in disease activity. 

degree of sign r intensity increase following infusion 

average 2.30t 1.6 r (standard 7 eviation). In the 

of altered sign a/ intensity. The rate of enhancement 

reflect a large number of di P ferent variables 

- I  I 

-LEGEND: Signal intensity over time plot 
in a patient with active rheumatoid arthritis. 
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Juvenile Athletic Knee: 
Baseline Study in Asymptomatic Young Soccer Players 

F. Wacker. H. Konig, D. Felsenberg, K.-J. Wolf 
Klinikum Steslitz der Freien Universitiit. Berlin, Germany 

Introduction: The efficacy of magnetic reso- 
nance imaging (MRI) in diagnosing knee dis- 
orders is  well established. Many studies have 
confirmed its utility in assessing a variety 
of pathologic changes mostly in adults, but 
little has been reported on MRI findings in 
knees of children. In this prospective study 
we examined the MRI appearence of asympto- 
matic knees of young soccer players. Because 
of its noninvasiveness and i ts  lack of known 
adverse effects in human tissue (1 ,2) ,  MRI 
s e e m s  to be the most suitable method for 
detecting structural alterations in the young 
stressed knee. 

Methods: The right knee of 21  trained young 
soccer players (age 12-13) was examined by 
MRI at 1.5 Tesla (Magnetom. Siemens; ex- 
tremity coil) using a sagittal standard spin- 
echo sequence (TR = 1600. TE = 22/90 msec .  
slice thickness: 5 mm) and a FLASH 3D se- 
quence (TR = 30. TE = 10 msec, flip angle 
10.. slice thickness: 1 mm). All subjects 
were  asymptomatic volunteers who had been 
questioned by a physician before the exami- 
nation with attention to any prior knee in- 
juries. 

All MR images were interpreted by two ex- 
perienced musculoskeletal radiologists with 
particular attention to hyaline cartilage 
(patella. femoral condyle, tibia1 plateau). 
menisci, cruciate ligaments and joint 
effusion. Cartilage thickness w a s  measured a t  
the medial and lateral femoral condyle using 
magnified i m a g e s  from different sequences. 

Results: Cartilage thickness at the medial 
and lateral femoral condyle (weight-bearing 
regions) ranged between 3.3 and 5.1 mm. mean 
value being 4.1 mm for the lateral and 4.3 mm 
for the medial condyle. Thickness differences 
between spin-echo and gradient-echo images 
ranged from 0.0 to 1.0 mm. In most cases ( n  
35). cartilage thickness values w e r e  higher 
on the FLASH images. Hyaline cartilage showed 
no substance loss; no texture change w a s  
evident in either spin-echo or FLASH images. 

30 percent of the young athletes showed 
abnormalities in the MRI knee scan. There was  
a smell area of increased intrameniscal sig- 
nal intensity in 3 and increased joint fluid 
in 1. 3 had both of it. No meniscal tear was 
seen. 

Anterior and posterior ligaments were 
identified in all knees with both sequences: 
no pathologic change was evident. 

Epiphyseal cartilage could be identified 
in all children; no epiphyseal closure w a s  
seen. 

Discussion : The thickness of articular 
cartilage depends on the physiological 
pressure (3.4). but this is often difficult 
to distinguish from pathological load. In 
this study, the cartilage thickness ranged 
between 3 and 5 mm. MRI is known to yield 
higher cartilage thickness values than histo- 
logic section (5). FLASH i m a g e s  depicted 
cartilage thickness as being 0.0 to 1.0 mm 
(average: 0.4 mm) greater than on spin-echo 
images. 

Despite the use of magnified images. some 
partial volume effects still seem to make an 
exact measurement difficult. Differences 
under 0.5 mm may also be due to measurement 
inaccuracy. 

The asymptomatic young athletes with ab- 
normalities in the MRI knee scan (30 X )  
mostly had increased intrameniscal signal in- 
tensity. The data suggest. that the first  
intrameniscal changes can occur in childhood. 
The prognostic value of these abnormalities 
is still unclear for humans. Recent studies 
(6) have suggested that an increase in the 
extent of high intrameniscal signal intensity 
may indicate progression of pathologic 
changes. Results obtained by Dillon et  al. 
(7) in a 3-year follow-up showed that this 
progression is not inevitable. In addition 
animal studies have shown that menisci do 
have healing properties which decrease the 
intrameniscal signal at MRI (8). 

Quinn et al. (9) suggest that linear intra- 
meniscal signal intensity may reflect normal 
vascular bundles. The combination of in- 
creased intrameniscal signal intensity with 
increased joint fluid in 3 knees examined in 
this s tudy suggest that some pathologic 
changes take place in these joints. A long- 
t e r m  follow-up i s  necessary. 
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Most filtering techniques involve a trade off between the 
spatial resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
Typically in image processing, one may oade the spaw 
resolution for SNR and reduction of Gibbs' artifacts. As 
a consequence, small features may be desmyed and large 
ones be blurred. A spatially-dependent filter in the 
wavelet-msform (WT) dornain has been proposed [ 1 f l  
to mitigate the resolution-SNR tradeoff. We present an 
alternative wavelet-transform technique for MR image 
filtering. The technique is based on a multiscale edge 
representation and analysis. In our experiments, noise 
power can be reduced by 90% or more while the 
gradients at major edges are 80% to 120% of their 
original values. 

Mallat and Zhong have shown that a signal can be 
precisely reconstructed from the only maxima of its WT 
by iterative alternating projections [3]. The wavelet 
transform maxima can be interpreted as multiscale edges. 
This repmentation often significantly reduces the m u n t  
of information to be stored and can be used as a compact 
coding scheme [4]. We have recently developed a 
technique for noise duc t ion  based on the multiscale edge 
representation [5 ] .  The technique is schematically 
illustrated by the following block diagram. 

By using a wavelet that is approximately the derivative 
of Gaussian, the WT acts like an edge detector applied at 
diffennt scales. The maxima of the WT are called 
multiscale edges and completely characterize the image. 
The key to noise reduction is to identify which edges are 
noise and which are signal. A WT maxima tree is a 
hierarchical data structure that organizes maxima (edges) 
across scales. Noise reduction is accomplished by 
pruning the WT maxima tree. We have used a criterion 
called "scaling stability" in pruning the WT maxima tree. 
This criterion basically says that noisy events tend to 
decrease as scale becomes coarser. "scaling stability" 
plays an important role in human perception; e.g., in 
discriminating meaningful features from a noisy 
background[6]. We are also developing other criteria 
such as "spatial continuity" and the way of incorporating 
prior knowledge about the image and noise [51. 

The following graphs show line profiles of a noisy 
phantom image before and after processing. The new 
technique appears excellent in boosting S N R s  while 
preserving edges at even low SNRs where most 
techniques have trouble. 

Line a112 of a noisy phantom image. SNRrl4 dB 
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In analyzing difficult cardiac MR images, 
human observers will frequently use the 
redundant information in spatially or temporally 
adjacent images to aid in contour delineation. 
We have previously demonstrated (1) the 
feasibility of automating this approach, using a 
spatial or temporal image series to produce a 
three-dimensional (3D) data array. The purpose 
of the present study was to assess the 
performance of edge detection methods in 
cardiac MR images, with particular attention to  
factors leading to the relative success of single 
vs. multiple image graph searching-based 
approaches. 

Methods 
Multiphase spin echo MR imaging was 

performed on four normal volunteers in short- 
axis orientation. The endocardial and epicardial 
contours were first traced by a trained observer, 
and thereafter analyzed by two automated 
methods. In each method, the only observer 
interaction required was identification of a point 
inside the left ventricular cavity and a region of 
interest containing the heart. The 2D graph 
searching method (2) consisted of applying an 
edge operator to a single MR image, yielding 
pixel values representing the likelihood that an 
edge was present at each point. This cost 
"map" (low cost = high likelihood) was then 
evaluated by a graph searching method that 
found the minimal cost path through low cost 
image edge points, yielding endocardial and 
epicardial contours on each image. The 3 0  
method combined the cost maps for each of a 
temporal series of images into a three- 
dimensional array (where the third dimension 
was time). Four variations of the 3D graph 
searching method were then applied to this 3 0  
array, each yielding a set of epicardial and endo- 
cardial contours. The four 3D variations differed 
in the number of images included in the 3D data 
set, the number of contours derived from each 
search, and thus, the number of searches 
required: (A) 3 images and 1 contour/search (8  
searches); (B) 4 images and 2 contours/search 
(4 searches); (C) 5 images and 1 contour/search 
(8  searches); A,B,C evaluated 32 images (4 
patients, 8 imagedpatient). Variation D used 1 
search to derive 5 contours from a 5-image 
series (total of 5 imagedpatient = 20 images). 
Derived contours were taken from the center of 
each series. All computer contours were 
reviewed by consensus; a failure of a method 
was defined as: (1) computer identification of 
the contour on an incorrect structure (e.g., 
epicardium instead of endocardium); or (2) clear 
deviation of the computer-derived borders from 
the apparent endocardium or epicardium over at 
least 25% of the contour. 

Results 
The 2D graph searching method succeeded in 

30 out of 32 (94%) of the images. In the two 
cases where the 2D method failed, all 3D 
methods were successful, due to additional 

information provided by the adjacent imageb); 
the fewest failures occurred in the variations 
with the largest number of images (A and D). 
3D graph searching methods A-C succeeded in 
from 29 to 30 out of 32 (91 to 94Y0) of the 
images. Variation D succeeded in 19 of 20 
(95%). The 3D failures occurred when: (1) an 
excellent image was adjacent to a relatively poor 
image and significant edge motion occurred 
between the images; thus the edge contour on 
the poor quality image was strongly influenced 
by the edge position in the better quality image, 
or (2) a structure with a strong edge appeared 
adjacent to the heart within a relatively poor 
quality image, leading the algorithm to inaccu- 
rately identify this adjacent noncardiac structure 
as the edge contour. All computer methods 
correlated well with the observer data: - 

- 
I 0  

u - 
a- 
9 m  

3 111 

G 20 

- 
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Conclusions 

Both approaches to graph searching appear 
promising for analysis of cardiac MR image data. 
When the 20 method failed, the inclusion of 
information from adjacent images in the 3D 
method successfully identified the contours. 
The problems that caused failure of the 3D 
methods indicate the need for improvements in 
the cost function and the specific model para- 
meters constraining the graph search (such as 
how much motion may be "tolerated" between 
images). Automation of edge definition in 
cardiac MR appears feasible and should improve 
the utility of MR image data for cardiac 
diagnosis. 
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Intraduction 
spin-warp imaging techniques, 
sampling Fourier space with radial 
or spiral patterns in an effort to 
eliminate blur and ghosting 
artifacts due to motion. Radial 
sampling reduces chest-wall 
ghosting artifacts within the field 
of view, and spiral sampling allows 
all of Fourier space to be sampled 
with very few excitations. One of 
the problems we face with both 
methods, though, is that 
reconstruction at off-resonant 
frequencies (caused by things such 
as field inhomogeneity) yields 
blurred output images. Noll, et. 
al., [l] developed a method for 
deblurring these images by 
performing multiple reconstructions 
of the original data at different 
frequencies and then creating a 
composite resultant image that has 
the lowest "blurring measure" at 
each point. It works, but the 
technique is CPU intensive and 
amounts to little more than a blind 
'It r i a 1 -and-e r r or " search for the 
image's optimal resonance 
frequencies. As a result, it runs 
too slowly on most currently 
available computer hardware to be 
clinically useful. Due to the 
underlying symmetry of the task, we 
are able to parallelize the 
algorithm and, by utilizing a 
commercially available parallel 
processor (iWarp, Intel Corp. ) , 
were able to reduce reconstruction 
time to below a second per 
iteration. We also investigated 
the benefits of using simple 
optimization techniques to guide 
the choice of reconstruction 
frequencies. 

MnLbQd 
Since frequency shifts (due to 

factors such as field inhomogeneity 
or susceptibility) typically vary 
across the object, a single 
resonant frequency at which all 
parts of the image are unblurred 
does not exist; rather, each part 
of the image has a locally optimum 
resonant frequency. The 
reconstruction algorithm consists 
of five operations: compensating 
the original data based on 
reconstruction frequency (a local 
operation), 2D FFT ( global 
operation that can be separated 
into a combination of local 
arithmetic plus network transfers), 
calculation of blurring measure (in 
this case, the magnitude of the 
imaginary component after the 2D 

We are experimenting with non- FFT - a local operation), a 
comparison of pixel value and 
blurring measure at the current 
reconstruction frequency versus the 
previous ones, and a final merge 
into the final image (network 
operation) ~ By "local operation", 
we mean that each output element of 
the task only requires data from a 
few physically close input points, 
most likely existing on a single 
processor. Local operations run 
fast on parallel machines. In 
contrast, a global operation 
requires many physically distant 
input points to yield one output 
point; for example, a 2D FFT 
requires data from every input 
point for each output point. 
Global operations are typically 
slow on parallel machines. Our 
contribution is taking an initially 
global algorithm and developing a 
parallel algorithm from it, 
yielding a potentially useful 
clinical tool. While developed for 
an iWarp array, it could be ported 
to other parallel machines of 
similar capability. 

With the current algorithm, 
reconstruction at a given frequency 
occurs at a rate of 1.2 
reconstructions per second. The 
algorithm in this form should be 
portable to new parallel 
architectures as they become 
available and offer similar 
performance gains over the scalar 
implementation. By making further 
hardware-dependent optimizations on 
the iWarp program, we believe we 
could approach 2.5 reconstructions 
per second. 

An enhancement to the basic 
algorithm is a simple procedure to 
first reconstruct the raw data at a 
few regular, widely-spaced 
frequencies, then go back and 
adaptively reconstruct at. finer 
frequency intervals where there is 
a greater rate of change in the 
"blurring measure" vs. frequency. 

[ l ]  DC Noll, CH Meyer, JM Pauly, 
DG Nishimura, and A Macovski, 
SMRM Tenth Annual Mtg., San 
Franscisio, p. 198, 1991. 
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Introduction 3D Phase Contrast (PC) MRI produces 
a set of images from which the velocity field within the 
scanned volume may be estimated. One produces MR an- 
giograms by computing the speed a t  each voxel from these 
data and reprojecting it at one or many view angles (1-21. 
Noise inherent in the velocity measurements reduces con- 
spicuity of blood vessels [3]. To reduce the noise and in- 
crease conspicuity, we have employed the constraint that, 
for incompressible media, the true velocity field must be 
divergence-free [4]. We have tested this method in simu- 
lated and real phantoms and demonstrated improvement 
in vessel contrast-twnoise (CNR) ratio by 15%. 

Methods We describe a method of applying the 
divergence-free constraint by a vector projection opera- 
tion. Let X be the Hilbert space L z ( f l )  over some re- 
gion of space Q. Then, it can be shown that X can be 
decomposed in the form H + H I  where H is the space 
of divergence-free vector fields [5]. The operator P that 
projects the vector s E X onto H can be represented by 
Ps = s - Vp, where p is a solution of the Poisson's equa- 
tion Vzp = V . 8, with appropriate boundary conditions. 
This projection operator was implemented in [6] for restor- 
ing a 2D velocity field based on partial 2D data. In 3D 
PC MRI, the full 3D data  is available and therefore, we 
attempt to reduce the noise in the P C  MRI data by this 
projection operator. 

The discrete version of the projection operator P can 
be approximated by 

P =  I - G L - ~ D  (1) 

where I is the identity matrix, G, L,  and D are matrix 
representations of the gradient, Laplacian, and divergence 
operators respectively. We approximate L by a 7-point 
Laplacian mask so that diagonalization can be performed 
by the sine transform [7]. This can be efficiently imple- 
mented with an FFT algoritm. 

An alternative approach of obtaining P directly in the 
discrete domain is via linear algebraic formulation. As 
defined above, let D be the matrix representation of the 
divergence operator. Then, we wish to  project u, the dis- 
crete version of s, onto the null space of D ,  M ( D ) .  It is 
known that M ( D )  = R ( D T ) I ,  the range space of DT perp. 
The projection onto R ( D T )  is given by DT(DDT)D and 
therefore, the desired projection operator P is as shown 
below: 

P = I - D ~ ( D D ~ ) - ' D  (2) 

It can be shown that equations (1) and (2) are equivalent 
if D,  G and L are appropriately constructed. 

Results We constructed a mathematical phantom of 
Couette flow (81. We then added noise (SNR = 5) and pro- 
jected this noisy velocity field using (2). To quantify the 
performance, we computed the following figure of merit: 

(3)  

where 8, u, and up are the true, noisy, and projected ve- 
locity fields respectively. F = 0 indicates perfect recovery. 

For this experiment, F = .72, indicating a reduction in 
noise. 

Three dimensional PC  MRI data (10 cm FOV, 28 0.5 
mm sections) were acquired from an anatomically accu- 
rate carotid bifurcation phantom [9] surrounded by gel 
driven by a computer-controlled flow simulator [lo] deliv- 
ering constant flow of 9 ml/s and Re=400. We applied the 
projection operator to this flow phantom data. Since the 
true velocity field u is not known, we estimated u with 
the average of eight identically acquired data sets. This 
experiment resulted in F = .79. 

Figure 1 plots the spatial average (along the direction of 
flow proximal to the bifurcation) profile through maximum 
intensity projections (MIP) of the modulus of flow phan- 
tom data (solid line: original, dashed line: projected). 
The mean background intensity was reduced by 22%. By 
analyzing regions of interest in the gel portion of the phan- 
tom, we computed the sample mean and sample variance 
in each case and computed the contrast-to-noise ratios to 
be 20.6 for the unprocessed data and 23.6 for the pro- 
jected data, resulting in an improvement in CNR of 15%. 
The visual impact of this increase would be greater for the 
more important case of low CNR. 

Conclusions Our phantom studies confirm the theory 
that application of the divergence-free constraint to PC 
MRI data reduces noise by eliminating the noise compo- 
nent which is not divergence-free. This increases the accu- 
racy of quantitative velocity measurements and improves 
vessel conspicuity in MIP angiograms. Further study is 
needed to demonstrate efficacy in  uiuo. 
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Figure 1: Average profile of the MIP of the flow phan- 
tom. Solid line: unprocessed data. Dashed line: results of 
projection operator. 
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Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to develop 

improved postprocessing techniques which, in 
MR angiography studies, would provide a more 
frithful rendition of vascular contours and 
would provide enhanced visualization of small, 
low contrast vessels. 
t&hnique which exploits the fact that k-space 
data does not define an absolute spatial origin. 
Multiple images, shifted a specified amount 
relative to each other in image space can then be 
generated. 
method, using a connected voxel algorithm, or 
using both methods were analyzed and compared 
to conventional Maximum Intensity Projection 
(MIP) methods. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In MRA, vascular boundary depiction and the 
definition of small vessels is compromised by 
several factors. A number of these factors are 
acquisition dependent, such as the saturation of 
signal from slowly flowing spins in 3D time-of- 
flight (TOF) studies. Other factors come into play 
when the 3D data sets are postprocessed to 
provide 2D displays of the flow signal. 
previously reported on the use of a connected 
voxel algorithm which improves visualization of 
flow signal in comparison to the MIP algorithm1. 
We have used morphological operators to extend 
the capabilities of this algorithm to more 
comprehensively retain low intravascular 
signal. In addition, we have investigated the use 
of translation of image data to reduce partial 
voluming effects. The spatial location of the 
display matrix can be scrolled to bring vessel 
segments that are spread over two image voxels 
more nearly into coincidence with the new 
image grid. This suppresses contributions from 
stationary material signal. The application of 
these two postprocessing strategies reduces the 
presence of jagged edged vessels and enhances 
the contrast to noise ratio of small vessels. 
M e t h o d s  

intracranial vasculature and/or of the carotid 
bifurcation were obtained from patients with 
suspected cerebrovascular disease. Conventional 
MRA gradient echo sequences were employed. 
The acquired data was postprocessed to provide 
displays of the vasculature of interest. 

For small vessels and at vessel edges, signal 
which might occupy the volume of a single voxel 
in the object can be shared between two adjacent 
voxels as a result of the discrete inverse Fourier 
transformation mapping. We multiplied the echo 
data by a phase factor such that the inverse 
transform of that data was shifted by 1/2 voxel in 
image space. Signal elements mapped between 
two voxels in the original image will have their 
full signal strength mapped to a single voxel in 
the new image. 
shifted image are brought into registry and 
idded together through an MIP operation. The 
resulting image retains the highest signal of the 
:wo input images. 

After a suitable 3D data set had been generated 
n this way, a connectivity search was initiated. 

We present the results of a 

MRA data processed using this 

We have 

ZD and 3D time-of-flight MR angiograms of the 

The unshifted image and the 

This algorithm was implemented on an IBM 
RS/6000 530 RISC workstation. No seed points are 
needed as all signal above regional threshold 
limits is identified and connected. The identified 
connected objects are displayed as discrete 
graphic objects. These objects were rotated in 
real time to identify the optimal viewing angle 
and the vessels of interest. 
operations were used to eliminate unwanted 
background objects or overlapping vessels. In 
the case that two portions of a single connected 
object overlap in a given view, e.g., a vertebral 
artery overlapping the carotid artery and 
conected through the aortic arch, a cutting tool 
was used to separate those segments. 

more comprehensively retain low signal 
intensity at the edges of vessels. These operators 
attach (remove) voxels at the boundaries of 
identified objects. 
R e s u l t s  

The use of image shifting results in better 
display of small vessels which might otherwise 
be partial volumed. Fig 1 shows the intensity 
distribution for a signal source which covered 
two voxeIs in the original image. Also shown is 
the signal intensity after the image was shifted 
by 1/2 pixel. The signal intensity is 50% higher. 
This peak intensity is retained on performing a 
MIP operation on the two distributions. 

The connectivity algorithm was shown in 
comparison to MIP, to more successfully retain 
the signal intensity at the vessel edges both for 
data sets subjected to the shifting operation and 
unshifted data sets. 
C o n c l u s i o n  

The use of a simple postprocessing shifting 
operation which works on the acquired echo 
data, provides an increase in signal from voxels 
which might otherwise show low signal strength 
because of partial voluming. The resulting 
images are markedly smoothed and jagged edges 
are largely eliminated. The algorithm will, on 
the other hand, broaden structures which were 
initially mapped into a single voxel. There will, 
however, not be a loss in peak signal strength. 

Connectivity algorithms are a powerful tool to 
display signal from flowing material without 
overlapping vessels and/or confounding high 
signal background material. This is particularly 
valuable for imaging after the injection of 
contrast agents. 
R e f e r e n c e  
1. 

Simple mouse 

Dilation and erosion operations were used to 
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The emerging of a new mathematical tool called the 
Wavelet Transform 0 has been making splashes in 
many scientific and technological sections in recent 
years. Wavelet transforms have many advantages over 
Fourier transforms in image compression. pattern 
recognition, computer vision, and image analysis and 
processing because of their better trtatmcnt of edges and 
sharp transitions in signals and images [l, 21. David L. 
Donoho at Stanford has shown that nonlinear filtering of 
noise in the wavelet transform domain can minimize 
certain statistical risk functions which characterize the 
discrepancy of processed signals from true signals [3]. 
We have presented our preliminary results on using this 
new mathematical tool to filter noise from wavelet 
transformed MR images at the previous SMRM meetings 
[4, 51. Here we are going to present a much improved 
spatially selective noise filtration technique in the wavelet 
transform domain for post-processing h4R images. 

Wavelet transforms are multi-resolution decompositions 
that can be used to analyze signals and images. They 
describe a signal by the energy at each scale and 
position. The signal energy at large scale corresponds to 
that at low frequencies in the Fourier transform; the 
energy at small scale corresponds to that at high 
frequencies in the Fourier transform [ 1, 21. Edges CM 
be located very effectively in the wavelet transform 
domain. We have developed a spatially selective noise 
filtration technique based on the direct spatial corrrlation 
of the wavelet transform at several adjacent scales [a]. A 
high correlation is used to imply that there is a significant 
feature at that position which should be passed through 
the fiter. This filter can be Seen as a low pass filter that 
passes selected high frequency data. The high frequency 
data passed is that which occurs at positions where edges 
are identified. We have tested the technique on simulated 
signals, phantom images, and real MR images (as shown 
in Figures 1 & 2). It is found that the technique can 
reduce noise in signals and images by more than 80% 
while maintaining at least 80% of the major edge 
w e n t  values. We did not observe significant artifacts 
or resolution loss on the filtered images. The technique 
is quite robust. 

A rough idea of this technique was introduced at the last 
year's meeting [5] .  To demonstrate its strength on 
filtering noise ftom low-contrast images, more test 
results on MR images of human head and legs will be 
presented. The ways of utilizing noise information in 
signal-free regions to effectively remove noise from 
images will also be discussed. There am m y  possible 
extensions of the technique. By incorporating spatial 
continuities into the scale comlation technique. we ~y 
discriminate featms that are lower than noise from nosy 
images. We see its applications in spatially dependent 
noise filtration. edge detection and enhancement, image 
restoration and reconstruction, and motion artifact 
RmOVal. 

[ 11 I. Daubechies, Commun. Pure Appl. Math., vol. 4 1 ,  
pp. 909-996, November 1988. 
121 S.G. Mallat. S .  Zhona. NYU Technical Report No. -- 
483, December -1989. 
[3] D.L. Donoho. MIT Wavelet Seminar, Feb. 26, 1992 
141 J.B. Weaver. Y. Xu. D.M. Healv. L.D. Cromwell. 
Magn. Reson. Med. vol: 21(2), pp. 588-295. 1991. 
[5]  Y. Xu, J. Lu, D.M. Healy. J.B. Weaver, Proc. 10th 
Annual Meeting, SMRM, p. 199, August 1991. 
[6] A. Rosenfeld, Proc. IEEE (Len.), vol. 58, pp. 814- 
816, May 1970. 

* This work is supported by a grant from the Whitaker 
Foundation and DARPA contract AFOSR-90-0292. 

Figure 1 One Dimensional Filtering of an MR Image Line 

Figure 2 Two Dimensional Filming of an MR Image of Human Legs 
befm WT domain filming (above); afta WT domain filming (below). 
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Biological Applications of Correlation Maps to the Analysis 
of Dynamic Susceptibility-Contrast MRI Series Data 

Jadwiga RogowsW, Leena M Hamberg"*, George J. Hunter*', Hannu J Aronen"', Gerald L Wolf' 

*Center for Imaging and Pharmaceutical Research & **NMR Center, 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Dept. of Radiology, Charlestown, MA 02129 

Conclusion We have applied a correlation mapping 
technique in order to segment different pathologies and 
physiologies based on the phmacofinetics of Gd-DTPA 
COntrat transit in tissue. F~~~ these examples we feel that 
this method is of value in a clinical setting to aid in the 
differential diagnosis of viuious disease 

1 P J Brockwell & R A Davis, Time Series Theory and Methods 
Springer Verlag, 1987 
2 J Rogowska, Pmceedws of hd conf of A W E .  2 113-124.1991 

fntroduction With the increasing availability Of M N  time 
series data, investigation of the temporal behavior of 
different tissues has become possible. In order to meet these 
demands, new methods of analysis need to be developed. In 
Some pathophysiological states the temporal characteristics 
of the passage of contrast may provide useful information 
about the nature of the underlying tissue. The goals of the 
present study are 1) to implement the technique of sunilarity 
mapping in an in-vivo setting and 2) to explore the possible 
use of the method in different pathophysiological conditions. 

Methods Theory This study examines images with time 
variable intensities. If we assume a sequence of spatially 
registered images A(i,j,t), where 1=1,2 ,... I, j=1,2 ,..., J ,  
t=1,2, ..., T (t is time, i & J are rows and columns 
respectively), for each pixel ( i j )  there is a time series of 
values: A(i,j,l), A(ij,2) ,..., A(i,j,T). To compare the pixel 
intensity plots in different regions of the image some 
measure of "similarity" between one pixel and another is 
needed. There are several well known similarity measures 
for \tudying one-dimensional time series data [ 11 which are 
suitable for this study; the best results to-date have been 
obtained with the normalized correlation method [2]. Using 
that method we compute a similarity map where for each 
pixel (ij) the correlation parameter (NCOR) is define as: 

Roseo et a' Mag Med l4 249-265, 1989 
a 

2 [A(I,J,tf - [R(t) -PR] 
t= I 

T 
NCOR(i,j) = 

/ T  

v t=l t= I 

where pA(i,j) is a mean value of the time sequence for 
picture point ( i j )  and p~ is the mean value of the reference 
sequence. The reference sequence R(t) can be either a 
temporal series of image intensity values for a particular 
pixel (x,y) in image A, i.e. R(t)=A(x,y,t), for t=1,2 ,..., T, 
or a sequence of mean intensity values in a region of interest 
in image A, i.e. R(t)=AROI(t), for t=1,2 ,..., T. In the 
similarity map the value for each individual pixel determined 
by it's temporal correlation to R(t). 

Application The method was applied to three different 
biological situations, cardiac ischemia, cerebral tumor and 
renal function. All studies depended on susceptibility- 
contrast MRI using Gd-DTPA (Berlex Laboratories, Wayne, 
NJ) [3]. In the kidney the goal was to segment cortex from 
medulla, usually a difficult task. Reference time sequences 
were obtained from cortex and medulla respectively and the 
correlation map of the whole kidney calculated using each 
reference, figure 1. In the heart the goal was to identify the 
area of reduced blood flow in the territory of the left 
coronary artery (LAD). This was not clear from visual 
examination of the data. A reference series from part of the 
known LAD territory was defined. The correlation method 
subsequently identified a much larger extent of ischemia than 
was seen by simple examination, figure 2. In the brain we 
needed to assess the extent and position of a malignant 
meningioma. Reference regions from definitely normal brain 
md from a small part of the tumor were chosen. The 
iimilarity maps clearly showed the margins and structure of 
he malignancy, figure 3. 

Figure 1 .  a)  Axial image through the renal parenchyma of 
a rabbit. b) Composite image showing segmentation between 
medulla (grey) and cortex (dark grey) . 

a b 
I I I  1 

Figure 2. a) End diastolic frame in the short axis of a dog 
heart. b) Segmented region of ischemia, 

Figure 3. a) Axial slice 
m 

through a human brain. b) 
Malignant tumor segmented cloie. to the occiput. 
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ON TBE POWER OF l4U.I TO DBTBCT SMALL VOLUUB C5WGBS 

John C. Waterton 

Chemistry Department I, ICI Pharmaceuticals, Alderley Park, Ihcclesfield, 
Cheshire, SKlO 4TG, United Ringdm 

INTROWCTION 
The advantages of HRI for serial measurements 
are well known. Patients or animals each act 
as their own control, and the technique is 
intrinsically three-dimensional so quantitative 
information can be obtained in repeat scans 
without the need for accurate repositioning. 
rhe reproducibility of such measurements over a 
period of time depends on a number of factors, 
both instrumental and biological, many of which 
are impossible to model adequately in test 
objects. In the course of a substantial 
programme of HRI studies of the pharmacology of 
novel endocrine agents in monkeys, we have 
incidentally obtained a great deal of data 
giving insight into the sources of variability 
in the MRI experiment. The quantitative 
findings allow me here to assess the limits to 
the precision of the MRI technique. 

llATKRIMs AND ~ L l s  
Data were o t ined from quantitative HRI 
carried out',* in the prostate and uterus in an 
outbred population of the pigtailed monkey, 
Macaca nemestrina. T2-weighted, fat- 
suppressed, multislice experiments (sagittal, 
transverse and oblique) were performed at 2.351 
(O.R.S. 'Biospec'). Volumes were obtained by 
pixel counting. In total there were 114 
separate examinations of untreated animals 
involving 8 males and 34 females, of which 14 
ovariectomised (OVX). In considering the power 
of HRI to detect the effect of an agent 
designed to cause shrinkage or growth, the 
non-central t-distribution was calculated. Two 
hypothetical protocols were considered, one 
("HRI") in which measurements would be made 
non-invasively, using each animal as its own 
control, and one ("terminal") in which 
measurements would be made by killing the 
animals and removing the prostate or uterus. 

RESULTS 
T,-weighting, fat-suppression and oblique 
T L  imaging made all the' kelevent tissues and 
organs easy both to detect and to measure. In 
the prostate, the caudal and cranial lobe were 
readily distinguished since the latter had a 
longer T2 value. 
myometrium, junction lone and menstrual 
haemorrhage (if any) were easily distinguished. 
For all tissues and organs, inter-animal 
variations were large with ranges of: 3 - 37 
cm3 in the uterus in intact animals 
(endometrium 0.3 - 2.2 em3); 0.4 - 2.5 cm3 in 

In the uterus, endometrium, 

the uterus in ovariectomised animals 
(endometrium 0.01 - 0.16 cm3); and 3 - 15 cm3 
in the prostate. Bowever, reproducibility was 
excellent, especially in the prostate and in 
the ovariectomised monkey uterus (Table 1). 
CVs were higher for cycle-cycle comparisons 
made during menstruation, rather than in the 
follicular or luteal phases. Table 2 shows the 
implications for the power of HRI. 

DISCUSSION 
This work demonstrates the power of MRI, 
because of its quantitative, reproducible, and 
non-invasive characteristics, to detect, in an 
outbred population exhibiting considerable 
biological variation, very small or early 
changes of the kind that might be sought, for 
example, in an efficacy study for endocrine 
drugs. 
would be unobtainable in terminal experiments 
without killing large numbers of animals. 
Table 2 suggests the possiblity of detecting 
changes as much as an order of magnitude 
smaller than reported in previous clinical MRI 
studies of endocrine drugs acting at the 
uterus. 

It will be seen that equivalent data 

REPBBBNCBS 
1. Waterton, J. C. et al., Hagn. Reson. Hed. 20 
228 (1991) 
2. Waterton, J. C. et al., Hagn. Reson. Med. in 
press. 

TABLE 1 
REPROWCIBILTY vs m A N I I I I I l .  VAKCABILITp 

TISSUWORGAN BBPRODUCIBLITP cvm 
CV (interval) I"BR-ANIlWL 

VARIABIBILITY 
Intact females 
Endometrium 18% cycle-to-cycle 75% 
Hyometrium 7% cycle-to-cycle 86% 
OVX females 
Hvometrium 5% veek-to-veek 4 1% 
& 
Prostate 3% veek-to-veek 56% 

TABLE 2. POWER OF TBB HIpoTBEnCAL HRI m S  

No. of animals required to detect' efficacy of a drug whose true effect is: "HRI" "Terminal" 
i) to increase uterine volume by 10% in ovariectorised monkeys 5 630 

ii) to decrease prostate volure by 10% 4 650 
iii) to decrease uterine volume by 10% net over one menstrual cycle 11 300 

iv) to decrease endoretrial volume by 30% net over one menstrual cycle 7 40 
v) to abolish endometrial proliferation during the luteal phase 4 130 

'i.e. to ensure a 95% chance of declaring a drun active vith confidence D < 0.05 in a 1-tailed 
& 

t-test assuming n a n i d s  each in treated and &treated groups. 
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An In Hvo 31P Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy Study of the Response of the Livers of Healthy Rats 
and Rats with Hepatic Failure to Fructose Loading 

Wuhua Lu and Manfred Brauer 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada NlG 2W1 

INTRODUCTION 
In this study, the responses of normal control rats and 

carbon tetrachloride (CCl,) or bromobenzene (BB) treated rats 
to a fructose challenge were compared, measuring in vivo 31P 
magnetic resonance (MR) liver spectra. The possible 
preventative effects of Trolox C, a vitamin E analogue which 
scavenges free radicals, were also assessed. In addition, the liver 
aldolase activities of control and treated rats were estimated to 
determine whether the hepatic accumulation of 
phosphomonoesters (PME) after fructose loading correlates with 
the liver aldolase activity. 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Following a twelve hour fast, male Wistar rats (250-3508) 
were given the following treatments. One group was given two 
doses of CC1, (0.16 mfig body weight) i.p., as an aqueous 
emulsion with 2Vo Myrj 45 in 09% saline, 1 hour apart. The 
second group was given 10 mmoles BB per kg body weight, i.p., 
in 2% Myrj 45 aqueous emulsion. The third group received not 
only the CCI or the BB treatment as described above, but also 
Trolox C at 8.27 m f i g  body weight immediately alter the CCI 
treatment, or 1, 11, 23 hours after the BB treatment. Controt 
rats received the same Myrj 45 2% emulsion without CCI,/BB. 
All of the above four groups received 7 mmoVkg body weight 
fructose (50% fructose in 0.9% saline), i.p.. Fructose was given 
to the treated rats 9 hours after the CCI, treatment or 24 hours 
after the BB treatment. 

Rat liver aldolase activitywas determined using the method 
described by Nicholls et a1.l . 

La vivo 31P MR spectra were obtained immediately before 
and after fructose loading, every 12 minutes over a time period 
of 114 minutes. Spectra were acquired on a SISCO 85/310 
system operating at 2 Tesla. 

RESULTS 
Fieure 1 shows the in vivo 31P MR liver suectra obtained' 

from t ie  control, CCl, treated, and CCI, plus' Trolox treated 
rats immediately before and 25 minutes after fructose loading. 
The PME changes as a function of time are shown in Figure 2. 
The PME changes are expressed as percentages relative to the 
spectra immediately before fructose loading. Solid circles 
represent the data for the control rats, open squares for the 
CCI, treated rats, and open triangles for thc CC14-Trolox 
treated rats. Each data point represents the mean f. standard 
error for 3 rats. Both Figure 1 and Figure 2 results show that 
at this fructose dosage (7 mmoVkg body weight, i.p.), there is 
tittle change in the PME resonance after fructose loading to the 
control rats. At a higher dose, 20 mmoVkg body weight, i. p., 
the PME resonance increases during the time period from 12 to 
38 minutes after fructose loading (data not shown). With 7 
mmofig body weight fructose dosage, the PME resonance of 
CCl, treated rats increases significantly from 12 to 38 minutes 
after fructose challenge, and returns to the pre-fructose level at 
60 minutes. For the rats treated with CCI, plus Trolox, the 
PME resonance does not increase as dramatically as that of the 
rats with only CCI, treatment. 

Similar fructose loading experiments were also carried out 
on the BB treated and the BB plus Trolox treated rats. A 
significant PME elevation was found for the BB treated rats, 
and the PME elevation was suppressed by Trolox (data not 
shown). 

Table 1 shows the aldolase activity in the various rat livers. 
The control rats have the highest aldolase level (around 4.8), 
and the CCI or BB treated rats have the lowest value (around 
2.6,55% of tiat of the controls), with the aldolase activity of the 
rats treated with CCI,/BB plus Trolox in-between. 
DISCUSSION 

Fructose is metabolized in the liver as: 
Fructose + ATP ---> Fructose-1-phosphate (F-1-P) + ADP 

F1-P ____-__________ > Dihydroxyacetone + D-glyceraldehyde 

loading is due to the increase of F-1-@. The explanation for 

aldolase 

It is known that the PME accumulation after fructose 

this increase has been that the depletion of ATP and Pi after 
fructose loading leads to the increase of inosine monophosphate 
(IMP), which is an inhibitor of aldolase'. However, in our 
study, we show that the rat liver aldolase is already modified 
without fructose loading to the CC!, or BB treated rats, and the 
pre-fructose aldolase activity level IS inversely correlated to the 
degree of the PME accumulation after fructose loading. 

Trolox C can significantly ameliorate the decrease of liver 
aldolase activity caused by the CCl, or the BB treatment (Table 
l), and therefore can reduce the PME accumulation after 
fructose administration with the CCI or BB treated rats (Fig. 
1 & 2). This indicates that CCl, and (BB inactivate aldolase (an 
enzyme with an essential cysteine in its active site) via a free- 
radical-mediated mechanism. 

Our results clearly indicate that there is a significant 
difference in response to fructose challenge between healthy 
control rats and rats with hepatic failure. This study shows the 
biochemical basis for this difference in fructose response and 
demonstrates the clinical potential for in vivo 31P MRS with 
fructose administration in evaluating liver function non- 
invasively. 

Funding for this study was provided by the University of 
Guelph MRI facility and NSERC. 
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CClcTrolox 
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Y min. b 
Figure 1: In  vivo 31P MR rats liver spectra before and 
after fructose loading 

Treatment Number of rau Aldolaso actikty 
(vmovmg Protcidh) 

control lz 4.76 * 0.72 
CCI 9h 3 256 t 0.16 

3 247 t 0.07 
3.47 * 051 

BE %h 
CCI -Trolox I 
B B - + ~ O I O ~  6 329 *o.u 
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Compartmentation of Inorganic Phosphate as Studied by 3lP NMR of Isolated Perfused Mouse 
Liver: Effects of Valinmycin and Nigericin 

Sheila M. &hen 
Merck Research Laboratories, Rahway, New Jersey, USA 

Identification of the mitochondrial contribution, if any, 
to the NMR visible Pi signal is useful in estimating the 
adenine nucleotide phosphorylation potential. In perfused 
rat liver, the 3 l P  NMR visible Pi is ca 50% of the 
extractable Pi and is usually assigned to the cytosolic 
fraction (I) ,  although this assignment has been questioned 
(2). In the present work, these problems are studied using 
the effects of valinomycin and nigericin in isolated 
perfused mouse liver, a preparation of long-term stability 
which approximates normal physiology and which 
provides better NMR spechid resolution than the larger rat 
liver. 

Merhodology Male CFW mice, 31-41g, fasted 12h, 
were used. NMR conditions and method of liver 
perfusion were generally as given previously (3). 
However, here livers were perfused at 12°C and the 
recirculating perfusate contained Krebs bicarbonate buffer 
with 40pM Pi, 25mM MOPS, 1mM EGTA. lOmM 
glucose, and 3mM pyruvate, at pH 6.9. Intracellular 
metabolite levels were obtained from peak areas measured 
relative to the area of a sealed reference standard containing 
3.3 moles  of methylenediphosphonic acid (Ti = 101 ms) 
in the presence of GdDTPA. Liver T1 values were 
measured by the saturation recovery method (5-7 tau 
values). Each T i  value was determined by fitting the 
relaxation data to a 3-parameter, single-exponential 
expression using NMRl or Bruker software. Appropriate 
pH titration curves at 12°C were obtained. 

ATP 

P i m w  I 

.L . + - - -  
0 -3 _L 

20 + A m 

Fig. 1. NMR of a perfused mouse liver. GPC 
was added as a chemical shift refemm. 

Results Baseline 31P spectra (Fig. la) showed an 
intracellular Pi peak corresponding to pH 7.26 with a 
shoulder corresponding to ca pH 7.55. Valinomycin, 
which in respiring mitochondria results in an influx of K+ 
and a net extrusion of protons, might be expected to 
enhance APH between the manix and cytosol in the whole 
liver cell. As anticipated, valinomycin (15nM) clearly split 
the liver Pi peak into two lines (Fig. lb). The peak 
corresponding to pH 7.60 was assigned to mamx Pi on the 
basis of published work on isolated mitochondria (4). 
Greater uptake of Pi by the mitochondria in the presence of 
valinomycin (Fig. 1 b) was expected. The unshifted peak 
corresponding to pH 7.26 was assigned to cytosolic Pi. 
Nigericin acts as a K+/H+ antiporter and thus should 
decrease ApH and possibly collapse the split Pi signal. 
Indeed, as shown in Fig. lc, infusion of nigericin (60nM) 
did lead to a reversal of the increased A ~ H  produced by 
valinomycin. Some alkalinization of the collapsed peak 
(pH 7.42) occurred. 

The split Pi peak under the influence of valinomycin 
was highly reproducible and stable. For N=5 livers. 
pH(m) = 7.66 kO.06, pH(c) = 7.19 k 0.05, and A ~ H  == 
0.47 a.09 (Mean k sd). 31P NMR of the perfusate at the 
end of each experiment showed that no Pi leaked from any 
liver, assuring that only intracellular Pi was measured 
here. Because mamx and cytosol may differ in propenies 
such as viscosity, T i  of the split Pi peak was measured 
(Fig. 2). On average, T1 of Pi(c) was ca 47% greater 
than T i  of Pi(m). For N=4 livers, T i  = 1.7 k 0.1 s for 
Pifm) and Ti = 2.5 k 0.1 s for Pi(c). Under the same 
conditions, Ti = 598 k 19ms for ATP-y and T i  = 502 rt 
72x11s for ATP-p (N=4). In Fig. 2, spectrum A, the 
concentrations of Pi(m), Pi(c), and ATP(P) were 1.3,0.9, 
and 3.3 jmole/g liver wet wt., respectively. For other 
livers freeze-clamped under baseline (Fig. la) or 
valinomycin conditions (Fig. lb), we are comparing NMR 
visible levels for the whole liver to levels assayed by 
HPLC or NMR of the extracts. 

Corroboration of the assignments Pi(m) and Pi(c) in 
the presence of valinomycin was obtained here by 
subsequent addition of nigericin, which, as predicted, 
decreased ApH across the mitochondria1 membrane and 
collapsed the split Pi signals. Measurement of a longer Ti 
for Pi(c) compared with Ti of Pi(m) furnished additional 
confirmation. Overall, these results provide some insight 
into the NMR visible fraction of Pi in liver. 
l.Desmoulin, F. et al. Eur. J .  Biochem.162,151,1987. 
2.Thoma,W.J.&Ugurbil,K. NMR in Biomed.1,95, 1988. 
3. Cohen, S.M. Biochemistry 12,563, 1987. 
4. Hutson, S.M. et al. Biochemistry in press, 1992. 
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Fig. 2. 31P NMR of perfused mouse liver taken from n 
SR T i  sequence (tau = 3.05 s). Pi (peaks 43)  was split 111 

presence of valinomycin. X, experimental spectrum; M, 
A, computer fitted spectra; D, the difference (X - M). 
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31P-MRS OF THE HUMAN LIVER - 
SPECTRAL HINTS ON DIFFUSE LIVER DISEASE 

W. Heindel, R. du Mesnil, H. Kugel, I. Bunke, V. Diehl 
Depts. of Radiology and Internal Medicine - University of Cologne, Koln, FRG 

Purpose Conclusions 
Localized phosphorus magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (P-3 1 MRS) allows the non-invasive 
investigation of phosphate metabolites. In the present 
study the conmbution of P-31 MRS towards the diagnosis 
of diffuse liver disease has been investigated. From a 
clinical point of view it seem of particular interest whether 
P-31 MRS enables a non-invasive detection of liver 
involvement in systemic diseases like Hodgkin's 
lymphoma. 

31P NMR investigations of the liver could be 
established methologically in a clinical environment. 
Especially for diffuse liver disease which may be hardly 
detected by imaging methods application of this non- 
invasive technique seems to be promising. Our results 
indicate that 31P MRS can give a hint on liver involvement 
in patients with systemic diseases like Hodgkn,s., though 
these pathologic spectrosocpic changes do not allow 
specific diagnosis. 

Patients and Methods 
Using a clinical 1.5 Tesla whole-body-MR-system 

(Philips Gyroscan S 15) image-guided localized phosphorus 
MR spectra from the anatomically defined volumes of 
interest (VOI).were measured. A combination of surface 
coil, adiabatic excitation pulse and modified "Image- 
Selected in Vivo Spectroscopy" (ISIS)- sequence was 
applied: 

This approach enabled quick switching from MR 
imaging to spectroscopy without patient movement or 
hardware changes. The VOI could easily be selected on the 
basis of "conventional" proton images. 

Systematic phantom studies demonstrated the scope and 
the advantages of the method: Provided the B1 field 
strength exceeds a certain threshold, the adiabatic pulses 
yield a uniform inversion and excitation of the spin system 
in spite of using a surface coil exhibiting a non-uniform 
field. 

Clinical applications of this technique showed the 
applicability of the method in vivo: Localized spectra from 
the human liver did not show signals of phosphocreatine 
from the surrounding muscle, thus confirming the exact 
volume selection. In addition, the spectroscopic data from 
these measurements were evaluated quantitativeley to 
establish standard values for healthy liver tissue. Spectra 
were evaluated using a time domain fit program using non- 
linear optimization algorithms to quantify peak areas (1-3). 

After optimization of the examination protocol 15 patients 
with liver tumors or suspected lymphomatous infiltration 
of the liver were examined 

Results 
In contrast to volunteers in an overnight fasted state, 

phosphorus spectra of volunteers in a normal nutritional 
state showed little variability. Calculation of intracellular 
pH from the chemical shift of Pi resulted in 7.24 & 0.08 
for the normal liver. 

Liver spectra of patients suffering from lymphomas 
and tumors were significantly different from spectra of 
persons with normal liver: 

- The peak area ratio of phosphomonoesters to P-ATP 
was elevated in 10 of 12 patients with inflammatory 
reactive or tumorous diesease. 

- In cases of Morbus Hcdgkin patients with specific or 
unspecific liver infiltration could be differentiated from 
patients without liver involvement. In infiltrated liver the 
ratio PME/P-ATP was increased, and the pH was shifted 
to lower values. An unarnbigious differentiation between 
unspecific and specific infiltration of the liver was not 
possible. 

- In patients after cytostatic treatment an increased PJP- 
ATP was observed. 
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Figure I: Typical 31P MR spectrum of healthy liver 
tissue 
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Figure 2: Elevated PME signal in infiltrated liver tissue 
of a patient with Non-Hodgkin lymphoma 
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31P-MRS of the Isolated Human Donor Liver in Routine Clinical Practice. 

RFE Wolf', RL Kamma~', EL Mooyaart', EB Haagsma2 RP Bleichrode and UTH Sloofa 
The Liver Transplant Group: Departments of Radiology', Medicine* and Surge$. 
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The adenine nucleotlde composition or a donor liver is 
an important determinant for the viability of the organ 
since the adenine nucleotides are intermediates in many 
energy producing cellular pathways. Organ ischaemia 
induces the degradation of phospholipids and is 
responsible for irreversible organ injury. Considering 
that these processes w u r  during the hospitalization 
perid of the donor and/or subsequent organ harvesting, 
"P-MRS could probably be used to asses the extent of 
damage that has been inflicted to a donor organ. 

Clinical setup: Spectroscopy was performed with a 
Philips Gyroscan S15 whole body system (1.5 Tala). 
A conventional 15 cm diameter receive-only coil, was 
used in all measurements. 

Donor Livers: Twenty-five human livers were obtained 
according to a standardized procedure. Livers were 
stored, floating in UW solution, in sterile plastic bags 
on melting ice(4"C) until the time of transplantation. 

Logistics: When allowed by the condition of the 
recipient, liver transplantation was performed as an 
elective procedure. This means that the surgical 
procedure starts at 8 a.m. In all cases, spectroscopy 
was performed a few hours before the start of the 
recipient operation. The spectroscopic investigations did 
not interfere with the surgical protocol. Spectra with 
excellent signal to noise ratios could be obtained in 
which the contributions of the various phosphate 
compounds were clearly visible. Surgical hemostatic 
clips did not cause problems with respect to the strong 
magnetic field. 
A two years experience in routine clinical practice 
resulted in the following preliminary findings: 
1. Sequential measurements in five livers demonstrated 
a relation between the cold storage time and the various 
high energy phosphates. A time dependent decrease of 
the amounts of ATP and PME was observed. This 
mimicks the findings in animal experiments: 
apparently, membrane synthesis is steadily slowing 
down during cold storage time. During cold ischaemia, 
ATP concentrations decline, but degradation is largely 
halted at AMP, a constituent of the PME peak. Since a 
viable liver can rephosphorylate AMP after prolonged 
hypothermic anoxia, information about the PME peak 
can thus be of value because it might indicate to some 
extent, organ viability. 

2. Three livers did not show proper hepatic function in 
the immediate postoperative period. Two livers of this 
group showed relatively high PDE levels whereas in the 
succesfully functioning livers, PDE levels were 
minimal. One liver apparently had a "normal 
spectrum". The "high PDE livers" livers may have 
developed substantial membrane damage in the period 
preceding spectroscopy. 
3. NAD(H) was consistently present in all livers. In an 
experiment in which the remaining part from a split 
liver was examined repeatedly over 4 days, the amount 
of NAD(H) did not change much. In that respect, the 
cold stored human donor liver behaves like the cold 
stored rat liver. In human donor kidneys the presence 
of NAD(H) correlates with good posttransplant organ 
function. We could not confirm this in human donor li- 
vers. 
4. Surprisingly, in some livers of the well functioning 
group a small, but distinct phosphocreatine(PCr) signal 
could be observed. Since hepatocytes are believed not 
to contain PCr, the origin of this peak is yet unclear. 
5 All livers were investigated after several hours of 
cold ischaemia. We did not yet find a relation between 
the amount of ATP present at time of spectroscopy and 
the posttransplant graft function. ATP when present, 
could be demonstrated in the spectra in only very small 
amounts as compared with spectra obtained from in situ 
experiments. This is not surprising since ischaemia is 
known to cause a rapid decrease of ATP. 

The quality of the donorliver is one of the 
crucial factors which determine the ultimate succes of 
the transplantation. Knowledge of the events of hepatic 
injury as monitored with 3'P MRS could eventually lead 
to a viability test with predictive capacity for 
transplantation outcome. For example, restoration of 
liver function after transplantation is predominantly 
dependent on ATP regeneration capacity of the 
hepatocytes, a function which in turn is dependent on 
proper mitochondrial function. Viable livers can 
resynthesize ATP upon reperfusion, nonviable livers 
maybe not. This would offer challenging possibilities 
for a reperfusion viability test monitored with "P MRS. 



Gd-ROB-DTPA: First Intracellular MRS Contrast Agent 
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------------ INTRODUCTION 
A new hepatobiliary Cd-chelate contrast 
agent, Gd-ethoxybenzyl-DTPA (Cd-ROB- 
DTPA) can penetrate the cell membrane 
only of hepatocytes by a special anion 
transporter ( I ) .  Therefore, this agent 
has access to intracellular phosphorus 
metabolites and may affect the signals 
of phosphorus metabolites in the liver. 
The aim of this study is to prove that 
Gd-EOB-DTPA effectively reduces the T1 
relaxation times of the intracellular 
phosphorus metabolites. 

--------- MATERIALS --- and METHODS ------- 
The investigated gadolinium compounds 
were Gd-BOB-DTPA, Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) 
and gadolinium chloride (CdC13) (2). 
In-vitro measurement were performed 
using aqueous solutions of adenosine- 
5'-triphosphate (ATP), phosphocreatine 
(PCr), ortho-phosphoric acid (Pi) and 
mixture of these compounds with indi- 
vidual concentrations of 10 mmol/L. 
All phosphorus-MR (P-MR) measurements 
were performed on a 2T MR imager 
(SISCO, SIS-85) using a 4-turn surface 
coil with 30 mm in diameter. In-vitro 
and in-vivo T1 relaxation times were 
obtained with inversion recovery method 
applying a hypersecant pulse for the 
inversion. In-vivo P-31 MR-spectra 
were measured with standard one pulse 
sequence. The Gd-compounds (0.2 
mmol/kg) as well as saline ( 0 . 4  ml) 
were intravenously administered via the 
tail vein of the rat within 30 seconds. 
Spectra were taken immediately and 5 to 
60 miniutes after application using a 
repetition rate of 0.1 seconds. 

R_ESU_LTS 
In water all phosphorus compounds ex- 
hibited T1-relaxation times larger than 
1 second. The relaxivities of the Gd 
complexes measured by P-MRS were less 
than 3 L/mmoltsec and except for CdC13. 
The in-vivo TI-relaxation time of ATP 
in the liver was 0.25 seconds but PME 
and Pi exhibited relaxation time larger 
than 1 seconds. The PCr peak, still 
present in the spectra due to the mus- 
cle tissue at the surface, had a TI of 
more than 1 seconds, too. Because of 
the already short relaxation time of 
ATP the repetition rate was reduced to 
less than 0.2 seconds to prevent fully 
relaxation without contrast agent. The 
strongest influence of Cd-EOB-DTPA on 
the signal intensity was observed on 
PME, Pi and ATP(a1pha peak) 5 minutes 
after administration (fig. 1, 2). The 
Pi peak was enhanced by 61 X whereas 
the ATP peak was only enhanced by 22 X .  
At later time points the signal inten- 
sities decrease, following the change 
in Cd concentration. 

c_O_Nc_LU_SIO~ 
Gd-EOB-DTPA has access to the intracel- 
lular phosphorus metabolites in the 
hepatocytes. The potential of such an 
intracellular contrast agent was demon- 
strated by the dramatic increase of the 
Pi peak. The relatively small enhance- 
ment of the ATP peak is only due to its 
short intrinsic T1 relaxation time. 
For other cells exhibiting larger re- 
laxation times the development of an 
intracellular contrast agent would be 
of great value for P-MRS. 

1 .  Weinmann H-J, Bauer H, Frenzel TI 
Cries HI Schmitt-Willich HI Schuhmann- 
Ciamperi C, Vogler H .  A New Lipophilic 
Gadolinium Chelate as a Tissue-Specific 
Contrast Media for MRI. Contrast-En- 
hanced Magnetic Resonance: Workshop 
Syllabus. Napa, CAI USA, May 23-25, 
1991 ;80. 

2. Dean PB, Niemi PI Kivisaari L, and 
Kormano M. Comparative Pharmacokinetics 
of Gadolinium DTPA and Gadolinium 
Chloride. Invest Radio1 1988;23 (Suppl 
1) :S258-S260. 
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31P HRS follow-up of the spleen in patients w i t h  chronic lymphatic 
leukemia during Fludarabin-Phosphat therapy 

Schilling A., Knauf w., Bollow M., Wolf K.J. 
DeDt. of Radiolouv, Klinikum Steqlitz, FU Berlin, Germany 

Patients with chronic lymphatic 
leukemia (CLL) show an enlargement 
of the spleen in advanced stages of 
the disease. The spleen volume 
shows a significant regression 
several months after efficient 
treatment. In this study 31P MR 

investigate the early effects of 
the therapy on the spleen. 

spectra were obtained to 

The measurements were performed at 
1.5 T (Magnetom, Siemens) using a 
surface coil 10 cm in diameter. 22 
patients with CLL in stages C/III- 
IV (Rai/Binet) were examined prior 
to treatment and one to two times 
after therapy. Afterwards the 
spectroscopic results were 
correlated with the clinical course 
of the patients and with bone 

spectroscopy MR images were taken 
to achieve a reproducible 
positioning of the surface coil. 
All spectra were measured using the 
FROGS technique. After shimming the 
spectra were acquired with 256 
accumulations and a recovery time 
of 3000 ms. Processing was carried 
out with the convolution difference 
method and subsequent Gauss 
multiplication. The evaluation of 
the peak areas was performed using 
the Marquardt fit. 

marrow biopsies. Prior to 

patients who showed clinical 
improvement (stages A,B/I-11) the 
PME peak decreased significantly 
and the inorganic phosphate (Pi) 
showed a slight increase. In three 
patients who developed a relapse 
two to three months later again 
high PME peaks were detectable. Two 
other patients with clinical 
improvement displayed nearly no 
changes in their posttherapeutic 
spleen spectra. Both patients 
developed a relapse a few month 
later. 

sion: 
Significant changes after efficient 
therapy were detectable in 31P MR 
spectra of the spleen in patients 
with CLL. The effects were obvious 
immediately after therapy months 
before a regression of the enlarged 
spleen w a s  detectable. So 31P MRS 
turned out to be a useful tool in 
detection of the efficiancy of the 
therapy. Furthermore using 31P MRS 
of the spleen inefficient therapy 
can be aborted and changed into 
another treatment line in the 
proper time. 

Basults k 
All spectra obtained in untreated 
patients showed a remarkable high 
phosphomonoester (PME) peak. In 
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NMR Monitoring of the Metabolism and Metabolic Effects 
of 4-Pentenoate in Kidney Tubules 
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Introduction 
4-Pentenoate is a chemical ana- 

logue of hypoglycin which causes 
severe hypoglycemia and other meta- 
bolic disorders. In the intact animal, 
it has been reported to create an 
experimental Fanconi's syndrome (1) . 
Its mode of action and metabolism have 
not been fully elucidated but in vitro 
experiments in the liver have sug- 
gested the existence of two metabolic 
pathways (2). In the major pathway, 4P 
would be metabolized without inhibit- 
ion. In the minor pathway, the 4P 
derivative 3-keto-4-pentenoyl-CoA 
would inhibit the fatty acid oxidation 
including its own oxidation. Alternat- 
ively, the sequestration of CoA by 4P 
could be the cause of its inhibitory 
effects. Due to the lack of data on 
the effects of 4P in the kidney, we 
have undertaken a 'H and 13C NMR study 
in three metabolically different dog 
nephron segments: proximal tubules 
(PROX) , thick ascending limbs (TAL) 
and papillary collecting ducts (PCD). 
The utilization of 4P by these segm- 
ents, the metabolism of 4P as well as 
its effects on amino acids and [CoA] 
were measured by NMR and other techn- 
iques. 

Materials and Methods 
4-~entenoate-l-'~~ (~P-'~c) was 

synthesized in our laboratory by Gri- 
gnard reaction. 

Dog PROX, TAL and PCD were pre- 
pared from renal cortex, red medulla 
and papilla, respectively. Their iso- 
lation involved slicing and collagen- 
ase/hyaluronidase digestion. 

Isolated tubules were incubated 
at 37'C in the absence (control) or 
presence of 10 m~ 4~ or 4p-13c. samples 
were withdrawn at 0 and 60 min and 
perchloric acid extracts were prep- 
ared. NMR spectra of tissue extracts 
containing 2 mM sodium acetate as 
internal standard were acquired at 400 
('HI or l o o  (I3c) mz. 

Quantitation of the amino acids 
was performed by 'H NMR or HPLC. [CoA] 
and [acetyl-CoA] were assayed by a 
catalytic method using phosphate 
acetyl transferase. 

Results and Discussion 
The utilization of 4P is about 

twice larger in PROX (18.3 pmol/gww/h) 
than in TAL (8.9 pmol/gww/h) and no 
utilization could be measured in the 
anaerobic PCD. 

When tubules are incubated with 
4P-13CI a signal appears at 183.0 ppm 
in PROX but not in TAL or PCD (Fig. 
1). This signal is attributable to 3- 
keto-4-pentenoyl-CoAI which has been 

1.0 I ,. 60 mm 

PCD 

- 
t 85 180 

Fig. 1 13c NMR 
tubules incubated 

identified as the 

- 
185 180 ppm 

spectra of kidney 
with 4P-I3C 10 mM. 

metabolite inhibit- 
ing P-oxidation and other pathways 
(2). HETCOR (lH-13C) and COSY spectra 
support this assignment. These data 
demonstrate the metabolic heteroge- 
neity of 4P (and fatty acid) oxidation 
along the nephron: the minor pathway 
in PROX leading to the formation of 3- 
keto-4-pentenoyl-CoA and the major 
pathway in TAL proceeding without 
metabolic inhibition. 

Quantitation of amino acids by 'H 
NMR and HPLC in the absence and pre- 
sence of 4P shows an inhibition of the 
degradation of several amino acids 
mostly in PROX but this effect was not 
specific to amino acids with CoA-de- 
pendent catabolism. This is consistent 
with the enzymatic assays of free 
[CoA] and [acetyl-CoA] which show de- 
creases in the presence of 4P for both 
PROX (90%; 60%) and TAL (75%; 30%). 
The depletion of CoA does not there- 
fore explain the different metabolic 
effects of 4P in PROX and TAL. A 
direct inhibition by 3-keto-4-pente- 
noyl-CoA is more likely and our data 
demonstrate the possibility of moni- 
toring it by 13C NMR. 

References 
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Dunning Prostate ;J umors. 
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INTRODUCTION. Thmpeutic agents aimed at decreas- 
ing the androgen levels in the prostate have made substantial 
improvements in the treatment of androgen-responsive 
tumors. Unfortunately, the natural course of the disease is 
one of progression to an androgen-insensitive state. Once 
androgen-insensitivity develops, tumors recur and current 
treatment modalities are no longereffective. No consistently 
reliable clinical indicator of the androgen responsiveness of 
individual prostatic tumors has yet been established. One of 
the principle challenges, therefore, in the field of prostatic 
oncology is to improve the detection and treatment of the 
androgen-insensitive state. 

Inorder to meet this goal, it is necessary to understand 
the biology of androgen-insenshketumors and how it differs 
from that of androgen-responsive tumors. The Dunning rat 
prostatic tumor model consists of well-characterized normal 
and malignant androgen-responsive tissues, as well as 
androgen-insensitive tumors. We have analyzed excised 
normal and malignant rat prostatic tissues by natural abun- 
dance 13C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectros- 
copy in vitro in order to evaluate diffenmxs between 
androgen-dependent, sensitive, and insensitive prostatic 
tissues. We report here for the first time that the amount of 
various amino acids, including taurine, discriminates 
between androgen-sensitive and -insensitive rat prostatic 
tumors. 
METHODS. Tissue sources. A number of well- 
characterized cell lines have been established from the 
original Dunning prostate tumor H, including the lines G, 
HI, AT1, MatLu (ML) and MatLyyLu(MLL). Tumors 
derived from these lines were generated through subcuta- 
neous insertion of about 1 mg of tissue into the flank region 
of mature male Copenhagen rats, excised when 2-4 gin size, 
flash frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen. Control normal 
Copenhagen rat dorsolateral and ventral prostate lobes 
underwent similar excision and storage. NMR analysis. 
Following thawing, excised tumors (0.9 g) or prostate lobes 
(0.18-.25 g) were immersed in deuterated-phosphatc- 
buffered saline containing sodium azide (PBS-A) in a 10 mm 
NMR tube. Pmton-deCoupled 13C NMR spectra of the 
tissues were recorded at 100.61 MHz, utilizing a bilevel 
WALTZ-16 decoupling scheme. The sample temperature 
was loo C. An external intensity standard consisting of -10 
p1 of acetonitrile containing 100 mM chromium acetylace- 
tonate was present. 
RESULTS. Natural abundance 13C NMR specha were 
obtained from normal androgen-dependent ventral and 
dorsolateral rat prostate lobes, the androgen-sensitive G 
tumor, and the androgen-insensitive HI, ATl, ML and MLL 
tumors in order to determine if NMR-visible metabolite 
differences occurred among them. Resonances were noted 
in the specha of all androgen-insensitive tumors at 48.1 and 
36.0 ppm. Gmfd study of the spectra from the androgen- 
sensitive G tumor and the normal prostatic tissue revealed 
that these tissues had signals at slightly Merent field 
positions of 47.6 and 37.1 ppm. Comparison to spectral field 
positions for authentic taurine in PBS-A and the addition of 
exogenous taurine to tissue and tissue extract samples 
confirmed that the 48.1 and 36.0 ppm signals, but not the 
47.6 and 37.1 ppm signals, were from taurine. 

The observed correlations between the chemical 
shifts of the resonances near 48.1,47.6, 37.0 and 36.0 ppm 
and the three classes of tissues studied was further evaluated 
in order to determine their relationship. The benign and 
malignant androgen-sensitive tissues displayed signals near 
47.6and37.0ppm, while themalignantandrogen-insensitive 
tissuesshowedresonancesat48.1 and36.0ppmfromtaurine. 
When plotted against each other, the chemical shifts of 
taurine all fell along a line with a slope of 1 .O indicating that 
there was a simple susceptibility difference among the 
samples. The signals at 47.6 and 37.Oppm, however, showed 
more scatter, which indicated that they did not arise from 
taurine and eliminated the possibility of taurine chemical 
shift differences due to a different chemical environment. 
These data suggested that these two latter signals might arise 
from more than one compound. 

DEPT NMR analysis of a dorsolateral prostate 
aqueous extract revealed that the 47.6 and 37.1 ppm reso- 
nances both originate from methylene carbons. 2-D COSY 
NMR analysis indicated that the source of the 37.1 ppm 
resonance is tyrosine. Work is currently underway to 
determine the identity of the 47.6 ppm resonance. 
DISCUSSION. It has been noted by natural abundance 
carbon NMR spectmscopy that taurine amount is increased 
and tyrosine amount is decreased in androgen-insensitive rat 
prostatic tumors in comparison to androgen-responsive 
malignantornormal tissue. Theamountoftheseaminoacids, 
therefore, discriminates androgen-insensitive from -sensi- 
tive rat prostatic tumors. 

The pattern of amino acid change noted in the 
androgen-insensitive tumors appears to mimic amino acid 
alterations noted following castration. In addition, the 
normal androgen-dependent tissues and the androgen- 
sensitive tumors are similar in that taurine resonances are not 
visible in either tissue. These observations suggest that, 
while the growth of the tumor cells have altered androgen- 
dependence, their amino acid metabolism has not, indicating 
that androgen regulation of cell growth and amino acid 
metabolism are independent pathways. 

The biological significance of an altered prostatic 
tumor amino acid metabolism in general, and of taurine 
metabolism specifically, whether primarily or secondarily 
related to the transformation process, is currently unknown. 
To our knowledge, the data presented here raise the f i t  
possibility that different levels of taurine in malignant cells 
may be related to different biological characteristics of 
tumors; in this case, to the androgen-insensitive state. Amino 
acid resonances are visible by carbon NMR spectroscopy in 
human benign and malignant prostatic tissue, including those 
from taurine and tyrosine (unpublished observation, K. R. 
Halliday and L. 0. Sillerud). Whether there is an alteration 
in the amount of specific amino acids related to the 
androgen-sensitivity of the human tumors is under investi- 
gation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Adenocarcinoma of the prostate has become the most 

common non-skin malignancy in American men. 
Distinguishing between benign prostate hyperplasia, 
normal peripheral zone and cancer using proton 
spectroscopy may have important implications for 
screening examinations, tumor staging, and monitoring 
response to hormonal and/or radiation therapy ( 1.2). 

PURPOSE 
1) To determine if there are significant in-vitro 

differences in the distribution of the common aminoacids, 
carbohydrates, and metabolic intermediates for benign 
pstatic hyperplasia. n o d  peripheral zone and cancer in 
the same patient under optimal IH-NMR conditions. 

2) To identify the source of a 1H-NMR peak we have 
previously reported at 2.05 ppm in cancer and in benign 
prostatic hypertrophy (3). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Thirteen consecutive patients' radical retropubic 

prostatectomy specimens had three 1 cm3 blocks of tissue 
excised and quick frozen immediately after surgical 
removal. From each patient, one tissue block was taken 
from the patient's cancer, a second was taken from the 
contralateral central zone (benign prostatic hypertrophy), 
and a third block was taken from the normal contralateral 
peripheral zone. The central slice of each one of these 
tissue blocks was subjected to histopathologic 
examination. 

The remaining tissue after histological sampling from 
each tissue block was subjected to extraction with a 6% 
perchloric acid solution, centrifuged, neutralized, re- 
centrifuged. and then lyophilized. 

For IH-NMR spectroscopy the samples were 
redissolved with 0.4 ml of D20 buffered with 50 
millimoles of sodium phosphate (NA2HP04) and the pH 
was adjusted with NaOD to a pH of 7.2 . Mixed in with 
the Na2 HPO4 buffer was a proton NMR standard 
(0.007% solution of 3-trimethyl-silyl propionic acid). 
Spectra were obtained on a 360 MHz NMR spectrometer. 
Peak assignment was based on doping the samples with 
each biological molecule in question. High resolution 
analysis of selected samples at 500 MHz was also 
performed to determine the etiology of the peak at 2.051 
ppm. For this analysis, N-acetyl glucosamine (0.02M) 
and N-acetyl-neuraminic acid (0.02M) were added to a 50 
mM phosphate buffer solution in b 0  along with a patient 
sample having the 2.05 ppm peak. 

Peak height area analysis was performed by cutting out 
the peaks in question and then dividing them by the weight 
of the standards peak for that particular sample. 
Differences in each major peak/standard peak weight for 
the cases of adenocarcinoma. benign prostatic hyperplasia, 
and normal peripheral zone in each patient were examined 
by Student's t-test. 

RESULTS 
At histopathology there were 13 specimens of 

adenocarcinoma, 11 specimens of benign prostatic 
hyperplasia and 11 specimens of normal peripheral zone. 

Table 1 shows the averages & standard deviations) of 
peak aredstandard area ratios for the various compounds 
that were identified on high resolution proton *H-  
spectroscopy of prostatic adenocarcinoma, benign prostatic 

hyperplasia and normal peripheral zone. The IH-NMR 
peak at 2.05 ppm was identified as belonging to the N- 
acetyl group of the carbohydrates in prostatic mucins 
(sialic acid, N-acetyl glucosamine, N-acetyl 

Using Student's paired t-test the following ratios 
(spectral peak weight/ peak weight of standard) reflecting 
diffferences in the underlying concentrations of each one 
of these unique biochemical compounds were found to be 
significantly different (p level < 0.05) between BPH, 
adenocarcinoma and the normal peripheral zone in each 
patient's gland: Citrate in BPH and ACP (p<0.004), 
Citrate in ACP and the peripheral zone ( ~ 4 . 0 3 ) .  Acetic 
acid in ACP and the peripheral zone (~~0 .03) .  and inositol 
in BPH and ACP (p<0.04). 

There were 4/13 cases of benign prostatic hypertrophy 
where the citrate/standard ratios were the same or smaller 
than the same gland's adenocarcinoma citratehtandard 
peak height ratio. These cases had more stromal than 
epithelial elements. 

galactosamine). 

TABLE I 

In-Vitm H u m  Prost.(c IH-NMR MC~II  
(Peak Height wdgbt /Standard pulr weight) 

Ratio t Standard Dcvi8tiOn 

ACE 
0.14 f 0.15 
0.81 f 0.41 
0.15 f0.09 
0.13 f0.13 
0.13 f 0.08 
0.21 f 0.26 
0.20 fO.15  

0.57 f 0.50 
0.27 f 0.16 
0.27 f 0.16 
0.13 f O . 0 9  
0.39 f 0.36 

0.14&0.10 

13 

Ez 
0.21f0.16 
O.% f 0.48 
0.19 20.11 
0.20 f 0.14 
0.25 f 0.07 
0.12 f 0.10 
0.23f 0.13 
0.15 20.10 
1.42 f 0.95 
0.14f 0.08 
0.31 f0.16 
0.24 A 0.17 
0.56f 0.32 

11  

BEIi 
0.22 2 0.17 
1.33 f 0.90 
0.22 f 0.18 
0.24f 0.14 
0.19 f0.13 
0.11 fO.10 
0.26 f 0.17 
0.17 f0.12 
1.70 f 0.95 
0.28f 0.20 
0.28 2 0.20 
0.29 f 0.24 
O.% 2 0.68 

11 

*Indudcr~p.hfoshlicuidN~lgl~iocadN-mtylgalaflosarmne 

DISCUSSION 
Contrary to initial reports, we found that citrate was not 

uniformly increased in benign prostate hyperplasia, nor 
was it uniformly decreased in adenocarcinoma (1.2). We 
found that the types of benign prostatic hyperplasia that 
were mixed, or primarily stromal, had significantly lower 
citrate levels than the glandular type of benign prostatic 
hyperplasia. Due to this biological overlap, we feel that 
the citrate peak height cannot be used exclusively to 
determine the presence or absence of adenocarchoma. 
CONCLUSION 

Under optimal in-vitro IH-NMR conditions, 
adenocarcinoma may appear identical to benign prostatic 
hyperplasia. This heterogeneity should not be surprising 
given the extremely variable cellular composition of benign 
prostatic hyperplasia. 

The lH-NMR peak at 2.05 ppm has now been identified 
as belonging to the N-acetyl group of the N-acetylated 
carbohydrates that are found in urostatic mucous. 
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lntroductlon 
Regulation of the urea cycle requires 

integration of several pathways of nitrogen 
metabolism which are located in cytoplasmic and 
mitochondrial compartments of liver cells, which 
themselves have heterogeneous enzyme 
distribution. Non-invasive studies of intact liver 
preparation offer the best chance to isolate the 
complex factors regulating ureagenesis. 

Aims 
1. To establish the rate of ['SNIurea synthesis 

in an isolated perfused liver by real-time 15N NMR. 
2. To determine intrahepatic concentration 

and the fractional enrichment of relevant urea 
cycle precursors and intermediates by direct l5N 
NMR, and by enzymatic analysis of extracts, to 
obtain insight into factors regulating ureagenesis. 

Methods 
Rat livers were perfused with 5 or 10 mM 

15NH&I, and lactate (5 mM) in the presence and 
absence of ornithine (Om) (1 mM). 15N NMR 

Urea 

I 
, " ' , ' " I " ' I " ' I " ' l ' " I " ' I  

-240 -280 -320 -360 
chemical shift (ppm) 

Fig. 1: lH-decoupled 15N NMR spectra of 15NH4+-perfused 
rat liver (a), liver extract (b) and final medium (c) (insets from 
another liver extract and medium). * = unassigned peak. 

spectra were obtained on a 4.7 Testa, 25 cm bore 
spectrometer (GE NMR Instruments, Fremont, CA), 
using a solenoid coil tuned to 20.27 MHz for 15N 
observation and 200 MHz for proton-decoupling 
and shimming. Quantitation of 15N signals, and 
enzymatic analysis of metabolites were 
established with standards.[Refl 

Results 
[IsNIurea synthesis occurred continuously 

during 3 hrs of perfusion at the rate of 1.08 
pmole-min-1.g-1 (n=6). Incorporation of l5N into 
glutamate and alanine (1.0 - 1.3 pmole/g) was 
followed by the appearance of 15N in citrulline (Cit) 
and argininosuccinate (Args) (0.5 - 0.9 pmole/g) 
(Fig. 1 a and b) and [y-1SN]glutamine (insets). Most 
intermediates were retained within the liver, but 
(15Nlurea was discharged to the medium (Fig. lc). 

In the absence of Orn, urea synthesis was 
limited and [lsN]aspartate accumulated. Addition 
of Orn directed 15N into Cit, Args and urea (Fig. 2). 

Conclusions 
1. The results strongly suggest that cytosolic 

Args synthetase and Args lyase, rather than 
mitochondrial carbamoylphosphate synthetase, 
are rate limiting for urea synthesis under these 
conditions. 

2. 15N NMR is useful to establish the 
channelling of metabolites through urea cycle 
enzymes in vivo. 

a 

Urea 
1 ~ ' ' ~ ' ~ ' ~ " ' 1 " ' ~ 1 " ~  

-280 -320 -360 
chemical shift (ppm) 

Fig. 2: l5N NMR spectra of perfused liver (a) before and (b) 
after addition of 1 mM omithine. * = unassigned peak. 

~~ 
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Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent MRI of The Brain: Effects of Seizure 
Induced by Kainic Acid in Rat. 

S. Ogawa and T. M. Lee 
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974 

it has been shown that the presence of deoxyhemoglobin 
in blood alters T2' of image voxel si~nal of brain tissue 

water due to the paramagnetic susceptibility effect.( I )  
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) images 

obtained in hlgh field with h!gh spatial resolution reflects 

the venous blood micro vasculature of the brain under 

normoxic condltbn. It was also shown that BOLD contrast 

varies with the change in the brain physiology which alters 

cerebral blood flow (CBF) or oxygen consumption (2). The 

sensitivity of BOLD image signal to the change in the 

cerebral blood oxygenation was measured at TT and the 

dependency of the sensitivity on the blood volume fraction 

was estimated for low resolution images . BOLD images in 

human brain have been shown to respond to sensory 

stimulatlon and functional brain mapping by BOLD image is 

demonstrated(3). Accompanying the increase in the neuro 

activity induced by the sensory stimulation, the regional 

CBF increase without a large change in the oxygen 

extraction, hence the increase in the venous oxygenation, 

leads to the increase in BOLD image signal and makes the 

functional mapping possible. 

in the present study, we have examined BOLD Images 

when seirure activiiies are pharmacologlcalfy induced In the 
rat brain. In these cases CBF and oxygen consumptbn are 

bath expected to be elevated. 

A 7T horizontal magnet imaging 

system (SISCO, Sunnyvale,CA) was used to obtain rat brain 

images. A light halothane anesthesia ( 0.5 - 0.75% 

halothane in the inhaling gas) was used for imaging 

experiments. The rectal temperature, the heart rate and 

arterial blood oxygenation were monitored continuously. 

Blood gas sampling (0.1 mf of Mood at a tim)was 

occasionally made during experiments. Kainic acid and 

other neuro-ieptic reagents were purchased from Sigma. 

Beyrlts When kainic acki was injected to a rat (9 msn(g 

i.p., 8 experiments), changes in the body temperature. 

quite similar to those reported by Pinard et al(4), were 

observed. In the first period (#1) of about 30 min after the 

injection, the temperature slowly decreased by 1 - 1.5 OC 

and then started to recover. About 50 min after the 

injedion, there was a period (#2) where some tail motbn 

was observed. The rat in this period was described by 

Pinard el al as doing wet dog shakes. In the third period 

(#3) following the 2nd. the temperature continued to rise 

and overshooted by 1 - 1 SOC above the starting body 

temperature of 37+/-0.5OC. When EEG signal was 

monitored, the slgnal in this period showed continuous 

high activity Indicating strong seizure activity. Brain images 

measured through these periods showed rx) change in #1 

period, a distinct change of image signal increases in #2 

and rather small dlference in #3 period relative to the 

images measured prior to the kainic acid injectin. In #2 

period, there was 50% to 100% increase in the sagittal 

sinus water signal and 4% to 15% increase in the tissue 

water signal in the cerebral cortex and in the thalarms area. 

(The change in hippocampal area was rather small. It could 

be due to a low sensitivity of BOLD signal because of the 

vasculature orientation. ) These signal increase were due to 

Tp' change and not T i  or T i  processes as judged from 

experiments where the echo time dependence and 

inversion recovery or saturation recovery images were 

compared with those measured In other periods. There was 

an indlcatbn of blood flow increase in the arterial blood in 

the Wdlis' circle site. Although similar arterial blood fbw 

increase was noted in #3 period, the image showed either 

quite small dlference from the starting image or slight 

decreases in the image intensity. The large increase in 

'neuro activity, as expected from the extremely hgh 

continuous EEG signal, appeared to have lowered the 

venous blood oxygenation level presumably because of 

larger oxygen extraction by the tissue. 
We have observed cases where BOLD image 

signal showed increase or decrease depending on the 

tissue metabolic conditions which dictated the 

hemodynamics. 
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Detection of hippocampal pathology in temporal lobe epilepsy: 
Increased sensitivity with T2 mapping. 
1.2GD Jackson, 2A Connelly, 2DG Gadian, IJS Duncan. 

llnstitute of Neurology, Queen Square, and 2Institute of Child Health and Hospitals for Sick 
Children, London, U.K. 

Introduction T2 signal hyperintensity on MRI has been 
described as an important feature of hippocampal sclerosis. 
In proven hippocampal sclerosis, this finding has typically 
been reported in 30-408 of cases, with a range from 8 to 
77% 1 4 .  This variability may be attributed to the subjective 
assessment of sometimes subtle signal changes in images 
of varying quality by observers of different experience and 
knowledge. Quantitative measurement of T2 may provide a 
means of determining the frequency of these T2 
abnormalities in TLE in an objective and reproducible 
manner. We hypothesised that the hippocampal T 2  
relaxation time would provide increased sensitivity in the 
assessment of hippocampal pathology compared to visually 
graded MRI. 

Methods We evaluated 44 adult outpatients suffering 
from intractable temporal lobe epilepsy with routine EEG, 
full clinical assessment, modified MR imaging to include 
thorough assessment of the temporal lobes and 
hippopampus. and quantitative T2 mapping. 23 normal 
temporal lobes in 12 control subjects were similarly 
evaluated with identical MR protocols. Inversion recovery 
oblique axial and oblique coronal images (TE 26ms, TI 
300ms. TR 3500ms) were acquired with slice thickness 5 
mm every 7.5 mm. These images were evaluated by three 
independent observers. T2 maps were calculated from 
sixteen images in each of three coronal slices obtained at 
echo times 22ms to 262ms using a Can-Purcell-Meiboom- 
Gill sequence. The slice thickness was 8mm. T2 maps 
were calculated by fitting a single exponential to the image 
data from all sixteen echoes. 

Results T2 maps were obtained in 44 patients with TLE. 
Of these, 31 (70%) had diagnostic features of hippocampal 
sclerosis on imagine  which included visually assessed T3 
hyperintensity in 24 (77%) of these 3 1 patients. 

The range of measured T2 in normal control subjects was 
from 100-106ms with a mean of 103ms (Fig 1). In the 
epilepsy patients, the lateralisation of the seizure focus was 
determined on the basis of the clinical and EEG data. The 
longest T2 relaxation time was found in the ipsilateral 
hippocampus in all cases examined. In those patients with 
hippocampal sclerosis, the ipsilateral hippocampal T 2  
relaxation time was longer than found in the control cases 
with values from 116- 164ms (Fig la). The contralateral T2 
relaxation times were in the range from 100-1 16ms with 
only 9 values (290)  outside the control range (Fig lb). 

Discussion The use of quantitation of T2 relaxation time 
has demonstrated abnormalities in all cases of hippocampal 
sclerosis in this study. This compares to our finding of 
hyperintense T2 weighted signal in the mesial temporal 
region in only 77% of these cases, which is itself the 
highest reported in such a population. The quantitative 
measurement of T2 therefore is an important means of 
detecting hippocampal pathology, and is more sensitive 
than the best visual grading of T2 signal. 

In addition to sensitivity, the small range of control 
variation enables the T2 measurement to be used as an 
independent objective measure of pathology, enabling 
detection of subtle bilateral abnormalities of t h e  
hippocampus. The magnitude of the abnormal signal in the 
contralateral compared to the ipsilateral side suggests that 
the T 2  abnormality may be a useful marker of the severity 
of pathological change in the hippocampus. 

Figure 1: Ipsilateral (a) and contralateral (b) hippocampal 
T2 (ms) plotted with control values. 

Control 

0 ipsiiateral 

Control 

0 Contralateral 
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MORPEOMETRIC ASSESSMEliT OF EIPPOCAXPAL ATROPHY I!? TEWPORAL LOBE EPILSPSY. 

MJ COOK(l), S FREE(1)c DR FISH(1)r SD SEORMN(l), K STRkUGHAN(3), JM STEvENS(2). 
INSTITUTE OF NEvROLOGY(1)r AND ST-MARY'S EOSPITAL(2)r AND IMPERIAL COW9GE(3), LONDON. 

Jntrod,uctioq 

atrophy in temporal lobe epilepsy ( TLE ) is of 
major clinical importance, an the posterior extent 
of hippocampal sclerosis is known to be related 
to post-operative seizure prognosis. Previous 
methods demonstrating atrophy in patients with 
TLE however do not allow estimation of the 
anatomical extent of atrophy lv2. We have 
studied 20 patients with well lateralized TLE, 
and 25 normal neurologioally normal controls to 
determine if simple hippocampal morphometrics 
allow &tinction of regional hippocampal 
involvement in TLE. 
Methods 

+em. Using a SPGR volumetric sequence ( 
86/5/1 TFVIX/NEX, 35 degree flip angle ), 
124 1.5mm thick contiguous coronal images of 
wen T1 weighting were obtained. Routine 
saggital T1( 500/10/2 ), adal T2 ( 2800tS0/1) 
and proton density wetghted ( 2800/30/1) 
sequences were also performed. Images were 
processed on a GE independent console. The 
hippocampal formation ( HF ) surface area in 
each slice was w a  measured using a 
combmtion of thresholding and manual tracing. 
The surface area in each slice was plotted against 
slice number, giving an impression of 
hippocampal volume distribution. 

€k&S 
Normal subjects had symmetrical voume 

distribution in all cases ( Figure 1 ). Subjects with 
TLE had volume loss which we divided into 
posterior, anterior, or Muse ( Figures 2-4 ). 6 of 
the patienta with M u s e  atrophy suffered 
frequently secondarily generalised seizures, but 
only one patient with focal volume loss. 

The precise distribution of hippocampal 

All subjects were studied on a 1.5T GE S i  

Jliiussion 
The extent of volume loss is easily appreciated 

in these graphs. The association of difiuse 
volume loss with secondarily generalized seizures 
( p <  0.005, Fisher's exact test ) may relate to why 
the post-operative prognosis for seizure control 
in patients with TLE and frequent secondary 
generalisation is poorer overall. We believe that 
demonstration of the distribution of volume loss 
in this manner allows surgical therapy to be 
tailored to the individual situation, and possible 
identitication of a high risk group, with the 
posterior extent of atrophy in some cases 

extending beyond resectable limits. 

Figtrrt- 1 Normal subject. X-axis shows slice 
number ( post-ant ), Y-axis shows surfnce area in 
mm2 Solid line right hippocampus, dashed left 
hippocampus 
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VOLUUETRIC UIAGING IN TEMPORAL AND EXTRATEMPORAL EPILEPSIES. 
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We have studied a large cohort of epilepsy surgery 
candidates using a spoiled gradient echo ( SPGR ) 
imaging sequence in the coronal plane, and compared 
it to the detection rate in a d  T2, proton density 
weighted, and saggitnl T1 sequences. 84 patients with 
intractable focal epilepsy were studied, both temporal 
and extratemporal, from the epilepsy surgery program 
of the National Hospitals. 80 patients were CT 
negative. 
Methods 

Imaging was performed on a 1.5T GE Signa A 
SPGR sequence plane generating 124 1.6mm thick 
contiguous coronal slices ( 36/5/1 l " E I C ,  35 
degree flip angle), imaging time 9.6 minutes. Axial "2 
( 2800/90/1), Proton density weighted ( 2800/30/1), 
and mtal T1( 500/10/2 )sequences were also 
performed. Total ,imaging time was 35 minutes. Images 
were archived on writeonce optical disc. Off-line 
image processing was performed on a GE 
Independent Console, permitting morphometric 
studies and reformatting. Hippocampal volume 
estimates were used to distinguish patients with 
asymmetrical hippocampi, and these were regarded as 
a b n o d  studies. All coronal SPGR studies were 
reformatted and examined in multiple planes. 
Results 

Abnormalities were found in 70 patients ( 83% ); 32 
patients with hippocampal atrophy, 11 with temporal 
neocortical lesions, and 23 patients with extratemporal 
neocortical lesions. The neocortical lesions included 
vascular, dysplastic, cystic, and gliotic lesions. 

Discussion 
All lesions detected were observed on the SPGR 

sequence, and hippocampd atrophies were detected 
only on this sequence in 30/32 instances. Volume 
measures were necessary to defme 40% of these 
patients, the remainder were recognised on visual 

inspection. Reformatted views were nece%eary to 
recognise many extratemporal lesions on the SPGR 
images, particularly subtle disturbances of gyration 
and sulcation. The short examination was well 
tolerated by all subjects, without sedation. Using one 
NEX with this sequence allows exam time to be kept 
to under 10 minutes, and yields high quality images 
suitable for accurate volume estimation. The facility to 
reformat these images is essential to demonstrate 
abnormalities in many cases, and software is now 
widely available to perform reformatting and 
morphometric analysis. The combination of SPGR 
coronal sequences with routine "2 and proton density 
sequences allows the defhtion of abnormalities in the 
majority of patients with intractable epilepsy. 
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Four diagnostic criteria for the MRI diagnosis of hippocampal sclerosis. 
1,2 GD Jackson, 2 A Connelly, 2 DG Gadian, 1 JS Duncan. 
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Introduction The option of surgical treatment 
for patients with severe intractable focal epilepsy 
has become increasingly accepted in this 
disabling disorder. To offer  definitive 
neurosurgical excision of epileptogenic tissue, the 
seizure focus must be determined with a high 
degree of accuracy. Temporal lobectomy is the 
most effective of these surgical procedures, yet 
determining the affected side frequently requires 
the implantation of intracerebral electrodes with 
a significant risk of morbidity. Hippocampal 
sclerosis is the most frequently f o u n d 
pathological cause of seizures. We h a v e  
previously reported that the criteria of 
hippocampal atrophy and T2 weighted signal 
increase enable the accurate MRI diagnosis of 
hippocampal sclerosis when compared to 
pathological material1 92. We now report 
additional diagnostic features of hippocampal 
sclerosis which improve the sensitivity and ease 
of diagnosis. 

Methods We evaluated 25 adult outpatients 
suffering from intractable temporal lobe epilepsy 
with routine EEG, full clinical assessment ,  
neuropsychological evaluation, and modified MR 
imaging to include thorough assessment of the 
temporal lobes and hippocampus. 10 normal 
controls were similarly evaluated with identical 
MR protocols. Inversion recovery oblique axial 
and oblique coronal images (TE 26ms, TI 
300ms, TR 3500ms) were acquired with slice 
thickness 5 mm every 7.5 mm. Coronal T1 and 
T2 weighted images through the whole brain 
were also obtained using a double echo short TI 
inversion recovery (STIR) sequence (TE 23 and 
85ms. TI 145ms, TR 4OOOms). The images were 
evaluated by three independent observers. 

Results The MRI diagnosis was based on 
assessment by three independent observers. 
Hippocampal sclerosis was present in 18 of the 
25 cases (64%). In two of these cases other 
significant pathology was also present (dysplasia 
and a foreign tissue lesion). 5 cases in all had 
foreign tissue lesions, two had gliosis, and in 
only two cases no abnormality was detected. 

In all cases at least two diagnostic features were 
reported by all observers. Two features were 
reported in 27%, three features in 3%, and all 
four features in 39%. The observed features and 

their frequency after consensus are shown in the 
table. Although a confident diagnosis was made 
in all cases by all observers, no single feature 
was reported in 100% of cases (Table). None of 
these features were reported in any of the control 

Table: Diagnostic features of HS (N=18). 
hippocampi. 

Hippocampal atrophy 15 83 % 

Increased T2 weighted signal 14 *77% 
Decreased T1 weighted signal 15 *83% 

Disrupted internal structure 16 89% 

* Same cases in only 10 of the 15 

Discussion The MRI diagnosis of hippocampal 
sclerosis depends on the subjective assessment of 
subtle signal changes in images of variable 
quality by observers differing in experience and 
knowledge. In order to make this diagnosis 
more robust, the identification of additional and 
supportive imaging criteria is important. In this 
study, at least two of the four features have been 
observed in all cases. In no case did any of the 
three observers disagree on the final diagnosis in 
their original blinded report, although there was 
some disagreement as to the specific features 
observed in each case. This is in contrast to 
earlier studies, using only the criteria of T2 
signal change and hippocampal atrophy, in which 
a higher degree of sensitivity and specificity was 
achieved after consensus diagnosis than either 
observer achieved alone'. 

The sensitivity and confidence of diagnosis 
afforded by the use of these criteria in optimised 
scans suggests that, with experience, pathology of 
the hippocampus may be excluded as well as 
hippocampal sclerosis diagnosed when present. 
This is of major importance in the presurgical 
assessment of patients with intractable partial 
epilepsy. 
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Longitudinal Anatomical and Behavioral Changes in Alzheimer's Disease 

J.P. Kesslakl, S.F. Nagata2, C.W. Cotman2 and 0. Nalcioglu3 
Departments of Neurology1, Psychobiology2 and Radiological Sciences3 
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Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the lead- 
ing cause of senile dementia. Probable 
AD exhibits increased density of amyloid 
plaques, neurofibrillary tangles and 
neural loss in the hippocampus and 
entorhinal cortex at autopsy8, which 
correlates with the severity of 
dementia2. Magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) offers a noninvasive, high- 
resolution method for quantifying 
volumetric changes in the brain an- 
temortem. Previous cross sectional MRI 
and CT studies have shown significant 
ventriculomegaly and cerebral atrophy in 
AD patients1, 5, 7. Differences between 
AD and control patients occur in several 
brain regions, particularly the 
hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus, 
which correlate with behavioral 
deficits3r4. The present study examines 
longitudinal anatomical and behavioral 
measures in a well characterized group 
of AD patients. 

Methods 
Twelve AD patients were diagnosed ac- 

cording to NINCDS-ADRDA guidelines6. 
MRI scans were typically done within 2 
weeks of the neuropsychological 
evaluations4. Sagittal images were used 
to visualize the temporal lobe and 
orient the plane of section for coronal 
images. IR coronal scans for quan- 
tification were taken with reference to 
the Sylvian fissure and extend from the 
frontal pole of the temporal lobe to the 
posterior hippocampus. C 1  in ical 
assessments of each patient included a 
neurological, psychometric assessment 
and MRI scan. Two complete evaluations 
were performed with a 1-2 year interval 
between each evaluation. 

Results 
Brain regions of interest included 

lateral ventricles, hippocampus, 
parahippocampal gyrus, striatum, 
frontal, temporal, and parietal cortex. 
Neuropsychological tests included the 
Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE; a test of 
general cognitive function) word recall 
and word recognition. Matched pair t- 
tests for brain areas and 
neuropsychological tests were computed 
LO determine any significant differences 
between assessment years. Significant 
differences were observed with increased 
ventricle volumes, and decreased size of 
parahippocampus, frontal cortex and 
parietal cortex (Table 1). Correlations 
between changes in anatomical structures 
and psychometric measures indicated 
structural changes occur simultaneously 
with increased behavioral deficits. 

LONGITUDINAL CHANGES IN AD BRAIN 

Anatomical B- 
%Change MMSE Recall Recornidon 

VENTRICLE 26.1* .192 .167 .028 
HPC .5  -085 .377 .240 

PHPC 9.5* .324 .420 .196 
FRONTAL 6.7* .514 .414 . 0 1 2  

PARIETAL 6.7* .336 .113 .167 
TEMPORAL" 9.1* .291 .284 .596 
STR I ATUM 3.1 .019 .551 .lo4 
*Significant change between assessment 

"Does not include hippocampus (HPC) or 
years (p > . 0 5 ) .  

parahippocampus (PHPC) . 

Hippocampus and parahippocampus 
structures show the largest amount of 
atrophy which may occur in the eariier 
stages of AD. As AD progresses 
ventricles become enlarged and there is 
a reduction in the size of temporal, 
parietal and frontal cortex. The de- 
generative state of the brain correlates 
with behavioral deficits manifest during 
the course of dementia. These data 
suggest the progressive degeneration in 
AD impacts on the behavioral functior,. 
Atrophy in the hippocampus ana 
parahippocampal gyrus may be severe and 
occur early in the disease, with subse- 
quent sequential degeneration of other 
brain areas contributing to increased 
cognitive deficits. 
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Fetal CNS Abnormalities Evaluated with M R  Imaging 
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ELluQsE posterior fossa arachnoid cyst, whereas MR 
Ultrasonography (US) is the modality of 

choice in the evaluation of fetal anomalies 
due to low cost and easy accessibility. 
However, in some neurologic anomalies, US 
may not always provide sufficient diagnostic 
information. The purpose of this study was 
to investigate whether MR can provide 
additional information in those patients with 
CNS abnormalities demonstrated by US. 

P 
Fetal MR examinations were studied 

prospectively in 20 pregnant women whose 
fetuses showed evidence of anomalies by US 
performed in the High Risk Obstetric Clinic. 
Transient fetal paralysis (30-60 min) was 
achieved by the injection of pancuronium 
bromide (0.3 mg/kg fetal weight) into the 
umbilical vein during cordocentesis to 
determine possible genetic etiologies 
immediately before the MR study. Thirteen 
cases were reported previously (Obstet 
Gynecol77:529,1991). Maternal axial T1- 
weighted images (400-800/20-26 ITR/TEI) 
were performed on a 0.5-T Vista (Picker 
International, Highland Heights, OH) 
scanner as the initial scan to determine fetal 
orientation and anatomy. Serial oblique 
images were performed to obtain the 
approximate coronal, sagittal, or axial plane 
of the fetus. Section thickness was 3-5 mm 
without gaps. MR results were compared 
with US findings to determine if MR 
provided additional information. 

RESULTS 

confirmatory diagnoses were obtained by MR 
or CT examinations, autopsy, or surgery. In 
general, the image quality of MR is inferior to 
that of US due to the large field of view 
limited by the body coil. However, in 5 of 25 
cases (25%), MR provided additional 
diagnostic information that was not 
demonstrated by US. All of these cases had 
postpartum confirmation. In one case, US 
suggested the lesion to be a subarachnoid 
cyst, whereas MR showed evidence of 
multiple infarcts involving the middle and 
anterior cerebral artery distribution. In 
another case, US showed evidence of a 

In 18 of 20 cases, postpartum 

suggested a diagnosis of Dhdy-Walker 
variant with hydrocephalus, hypoplastic 
cerebellum, and fourth ventricle connected 
with the posterior cyst. In the third case, US 
suggested unilateral ventriculomegaly, 
whereas MR showed hemimegaencephaly as 
well as accelerated myelination. In the fourth 
case, US failed to detect cervical 
diastematomyelia seen on MR; and, in the 
fifth case, MR detected a corpus callosum 
lipoma that US did not demonstrate. 

Although US remains the imaging 
modality of choice and is adequate for fetal 
CNS anomalies, in circumstances in which 
the US diagnosis is unclear or antenatal 
intervention based on the knowledge of exact 
anatomic detail might be considered, the 
additional information provided by MR 
imaging may be helpful. 
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IntroductiQn 
Recent studies indicate that there is a decline in 
mitochondrial energy function accompanying normal aging 
[ 1,2]. Neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer's, 
Parkinson's and Huntington's disease usually show a 
delayed onset, occurring in middle to late age, possibly 
due to this mitochondrial function loss. If this is true, one 
would expect an increasing vulnerability to selected 
mitochondrial toxins with age. We have investigated this 
hypothesis using two neurotoxins known to affect 
humans, N-methyl-4-phenylpyndinium (MPP+), and 3- 
nitropropionic acid (3-NP). The  former causes 
parkinsonism in human drug abusers [3,4], while the latter 
causes symptoms resembling Huntington's disease in 
people in China who eat sugar cane contaminated with a 
fungus [5]. Recent advances in chemical shift imaging 
(CSI) allow for relatively high-resolution imaging of 
selected neurochemicals. These images of chemicals, such 
as lactate and NAA, can provide valuable in vivo 
neurochemical information for assessment of the action of 
these mitochondrial poisons. 

Methods 
Rats were divided up into moups of either 1-2 months or 
greater than four months 6f age. The rats were injected 
intrastriatally with either 90 nmoles of MPP or 500 nmole 
of 3-NP in 1 ~ 1 .  3-NP was also injected systemically at a 
dose of 15 mg/kg/day for 7 days. T2 weighted multislice 
images were collected both acutely and one week after 
lesioning on a GE Omega 4.7 T imager. CSI images were 
collected using a slice select pulse followed by a binomial 
refocussing pulse with a double phase encode technique, 
and lipid suppression accomplished using a preceding 
inversion pulse (STIR) [6]. Metabolite images were 
reconstructed from the 3D data set by summing planes 
over a given linewidth, and interpolating from 16x16 or 
32x32 by a factor of four. Registration of water and 
metabolite images was performed to evaluate the spatial 
correspondence of the lesions in the two images. Signal to 
noise measurements of lactate and other metabolites was 
made using using the whole brain NAA image as a 
standard for estimating the concentrations. 

Results 
E+ - Lactate lesions were noted in all the rats injected 
with M P P ,  with no apparent concentration dependence of 

lactate production with age. Spatial maps of lactate showed 
good correspondence with lesions noted on T2-weighted 
water images. NAA was distributed evenly over the bmin 
in the acute lesions, however one week after lesioning 
NAA was decreased on the lesion side, indicating neuronal 
loss, while excess choline was seen at the lesion site, 
which appears to be a marker for gliosis [4,6]. One week 
later no lactate above background was present. - Unlike above, there was a marked age-related 
effect of 3-NP on the rats in both the lesioned and 
systemically injected rats. Young rats showed very small 
lesions on water images whereas the old rats showed large 
lesions covering the entire striatum. One week later, the 
old rats had large lesions whereas the young rats had very 
small or undetectable lesions. Similar features were seen in 
the systemically injected rats. There was a correlation of 
lactate production with age, as the average lactate 
concentration was 3.5 f 0.5 mM (n=6) at the lesion site in 
old rats and 1.2 f 0.4 mM ( n 4 )  in young rats, with some 
young rats showing baseline levels of lactate. These 
lesions corresponded spatially quite well with water 

lesions seen, as shown in Fig. 1. Biochemical analysis of 
a much larger cohort of rats showed comparable findings 
for lactate, as well as marked age-related changes in other 
non-MR accessible neurochernicals. 

Qiscussion 
These results are stiking and provide intriguing evidence 
for age-related susceptibility to mitochondrial lesions in the 
case of 3-NP. MPP+ is known to be a potent blocker of 
complex I [3], and thus may be efficacious in both old and 
young animals. 3-NP, on the other hand, is a blocker of 
complex I1 (41, and thus the sensitivity of the older animals 
may be related to an age-dependent decline in complex I 
activity. A primary defect in mitochondrial energy supply 
may lead to slow excitotoxic neuronal death. This theory is 
well supported with the CSI data presented here. CSI 
offers an attractive method to assay in vivo neurochemistry 
in both acute and chronic lesions. These data are almost 
impossible to obtain in vivo using standard neurochemical 
techniques. 
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Figure I - Data from a SE water image (TR/TE, 
3200.80 ms), and a 3D CSI image (3 x 3 x 7 mm 
spatial resolution, TR/TE/TI, 2200,272,210) of a 5 
month old rat. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Three recent technical developments have allowed 

for the routine ability to obtain high resolution pulmonary 
MR angiograms: phased array multicoils, ultra-short TRs 
and ultra-short TE's.' The four coil m a y  boosts the 
signal to noise from the lung's vessels and parenchyma. 
The short TRs allow for acquisition of a set of contiguous 
images during breath-hold. The ultra-short TE's decrease 
the signal loss due to dephasing of the transverse 
magnetization from local field inhomogeneities caused by 
magnetic susceptability differences between air and tissue. 
There are many operator driven parameters in this exam 
that need to be optimized. 

PURPOSE 
To optimize the flip angle, saturation pulse width, 

saturation pulse position, number of averages, slice 
thickness, slice overlap, respiration status, matrix size, 
positioning of trigger delay for the centric ordering of K- 
space and use of intravenous contrast material for the best 
delineation of the normal branching pattern of the right 
pulmonary artery in normal volunteers. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Ten normal volunteers were imaged with a 1.5 

Tesla research Magnetic resonance imaging device (Signa, 
GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) with a four coil 
phased m a y  (multicoil) using an ultrafast gradient echo 
pulse sequence (FASTVASC) (TR6.8-9.8m 2.2) varying 
the following parameters: flip angle (5-90 degrees), cenmc 
ordering of k-space (15-500 msec delay after the R-wave), 
averages (1-4), matrix size (128-256~256), slice thickness 
(3-15 mm), Slice overlap (0-7mm), saturation band 
thickness (50-100 nun), saturation band location (0-20 mm 
off the slice), respiratory position (breath-hold and quiet 
breathing), with and without intravenous contrast material. 
Not all pulse sequences were performed on each volunteer. 
Each study was evaluated for its ability to show small 
branches of the pulmonary artery. 

Each study was acquired as a user defined set of 
sagittal images with a 24cm field of view. This data set 
was then subjected to a maximum intensity projection 
algorithm for display. 

RESULTS 
The most influential parameter of this ultrafast 

gradient echo pulse sequence governing the amount of 
contrast available was the flip angle. Flip angles greater 
than 40 degrees gave too much signal intensity to the 
vasculature, which then added to the noise of the image 
The overall image quality of the single images and the 
maximum intensity projection images became quite poor 
due to this problem with any angle greater than 60 degrees. 
The optimal flip angle was 20 degrees. 

The second most important parameter was the slice 
thickness. The optimal compromise between signal to 
noise (larger slices) and vessel branch point resolution was 
between 5-8 mm. For these two slice thicknesses the best 
reformatted images were obtained with 3nun of overlap 

The third most important parameter was the size 
and location of the saturation pulse. The larger the pulse 
(100 mm), and the closer it was to the imaging slice (on 
slice saturation), the greater the amount of pulmonary 
venous supression. 

The fourth most important parameter was respiration. 
Using a highly averaged technique (4 averages) and quiet 
breathing the vessels of the anterior lung (right middle lobe 
artery and vein) were more clearly seen. 

Of slightly less importance to the overall image quality 
were the number of signal averages (2 ave= best), the 
centric ordering of k space (200 msec) , the matrix size 
(128), and the use of intravenous contrast material (non 
contrasted images were as good as the contrasted ones). 

CONCLUSION 
Routine high resolution pulmonary MRA is now 

feasible. The use of multicoils obviates the need for 
intravenous contrast material for the delineation of 
segmental vessels. Breathing techniques that are 
heavily averaged may have a role to play in showing the 
right middle lobe's vasculature, otherwise simple breath- 
hold techniques are more than sufficient. 
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Introduction: 
The accurate measurement of the pres- 

sure gradient across the aortic valve caused by 
aortic valve stenosis is important for evaluating 
its functional severity. Velocity encoded Cine MR 
(VEC-MR) has been validated for quantification 
of blood flow, direction and more recently for the 
regurgitant fraction in aortic insufficiency[l]. The 
purpose of this study was to demonstrate the fea- 
sibility and to evaluate the accuracy of VEC-MR 
for the estimation of aortic pressure gradients in 
patients with aortic valve stenosis. 

Subiects: 
Sixteen subjects, twelve patients and four 

controls were studied using a 1.5T GE Signa im- 
ager (Milwaukee, WI). The four subjects in the 
control group had echocardiographic documen- 
tation only. The patients ranged in age form 39 to 
82 years. Aortic valve stenosis was documented 
by both Doppler echocardiography and cardiac 
catheterization, except in one patient with cathe- 
terization only. The time between MR study and 
documentation of aortic stenosis was less than 
24 hours in all but two patients. 

Methods: 
VEC-MR applies a bipolar gradient pulse 

to modulate the phase of proton spins so that the 
phase of moving spins is proportional to their 
velocity. The sequence uses a TR of 27 msec, a 
TE of 7 msec and a flip angle of 30 degrees. Aor- 
tic valve velocity images were obtained in a dou- 
ble angulated plane perpendicular to the flow at 
the base of the jet, which was located on a Cine 
in the plane of the aortic jet. Using an ECG- 
trigger technique, thirty two frames per cardiac 
cycle were reconstructed with a slice thickness of 
10 mm and a FOV of 28 cm. 

Data analy- 
The center of the aortic jet was assumed 

to exhibit laminar flow preserving a spatial and 
temporal continuum. Using this assumption a jet 
recognition algorithm was constructed to locate 
the aortic jet while avoiding image artifacts. The 
maximum instantaneous aortic jet velocity (VmaJ 
was determined by selecting the maximum pixel 
value with the condition that all adjacent values 
were of the same sign and the movement of the 
jet was continuous from time frame to time frame. 
Vm, was recorded for each time frame through- 
out systole. The pressure gradient (AP) was 
estimated from the simplified Bernoulli equation: 
AP(mmHg) = 4V2max (m/s)[2]. Maximum and mean 
systolic AP acquired with MR were compared 
with echocardiography and invasive catheter us- 
ing linear regression analysis. 

Results: 
Maximum and mean systolic A P  for all 

subjects as measured by VEC-MR ranged from 3 
to 148 mmHg and 2 to 87 mmHg respectively. 
Comparisons for mean pressure gradients as de- 
termined by VEC-MR and Doppler is shown in 
figure 1. All but one patient had an isolated se- 
vere aortic stenosis. The reason for having 
almost exclusively severe stenosis in our patient 
population was that the patients were referred to 
us immediately before aortic valve replacement. 
The correlation coefficients were k0.96 (y=l.Ol x 
- 0.22) for Doppler echocardiography and r=0.97 
(y=l.O9x - 3.9) for heart catheterization. 
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VEC-MR (mmHg) 

mure 7. Echocardiog& vs. MRI (mean A f )  

Conclusion: 
Pressure gradients as measured by VEC- 

MR show close correlation with the ones ob- 
served by the established methods, Doppler 
echocardiography and cardiac catheterization. 
Signal loss due to turbulent flow and the resulting 
inability to derive accurate velocity data was 
avoided by positioning the imaging plane exactly 
in and perpendicular to the laminar portion of the 
aortic jet. Because the valve and jet move rela- 
tive to the imaging plane during the cardiac cycle, 
the imaging plane was chosen at the valve posi- 
tion at the time of maximum flow through the 
valve. VEC-MR is a promising technique for the 
quantification of pressure gradients in patients 
with aortic stenosis. This demonstration of the 
feasibility of measuring pressure gradients across 
the aortic valve is a further step to make MRI a 
versatile tool to assess cardiac function. 
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UCTION: Magnetic resonance (MR) velocity mapping 
CUI be used for non-invasive quantification of flow. Recent 
rndies have shown that the potential problem caused by 
complex flow c ~ n  be solved by using sequences with minimized 
kho times (TE) and thereby low encoding for high order 
motion terms [ref) One topic of major clinical interest is 
vdvular regurgitation, since no other technique can quantify the 
volume flow in this condition. 
The rim of this study was to use a MR velocity mapping 
w p a a  roboust to complex flow within the clinical range for 
quantification of valvular volume flow in patients with aortic 
regurgitation. TO test the accuracy of the method, the determina- 
tion of cardiac output was compared to the results of indicator 
dilution technique. Furthermore, the patients underwent aortic 
rwt  angiography. 

METHOD: The study was performed using a Siemens SP MR- 
unit operating at 1.5 Tesla with a standard gradient system. Ten 
rubjects, nine males and one female (median age 61 years, range 
30-68 years) were recruited among patients referred to the 
regional cardiology laboratory for evaluation of symptomatic 
aortic regurgitation. The MR velocity mapping was done 
perpendicular to the flow direction at the level of the valves, 
lrsfully observing that the movement of the valves were within 
.he slice width during the entire heart cycle. Velocity mapping 

achieved with a gradient-echo sequence sensitive to flow 
-ugh the imaging plane and with TE 3.5 ms, 30' flip angle, 
15 mm slice thickness, 35 cm field-of-view and a 128* matrix 
:&tcrpolated to 2563. Depending on the heart rate, the repetition 
: h e  was 30-40 ms giving up to 32 frames covering the entire 
iw cycle. In all subjects '%ndicator dilution technique was 
=donned simultaneously with the MR velocity mapping to 
jetennine the net cardiac output, calculated as the total cardiac 
)utput minus the regurgitant volume. The dilution technique was 
:epeated three times and the mean values of the sample activities 
we= used for the comparison. Finally, left-heart catheterization 
were done in nine of the patients within median 6 weeks (ranges 
2-52 weeks) from the MR examination, with aortic root angio- 
gnphy in a LAO projection and the regurgitation classified as 
p d e  0-111. 

man: The results obtained by MR velocity mapping are 
.isted in the table: 

median range 
Total cardlac output 6.8 L 4.5 * 10.0 L 
legurgltant volume 2.2 L 0.8 - 3.7 L 
legurgltant fractlon 31 % 19- 4 4 %  

1. statistically significant correlation between the net cardiac 
wtput determined by MR velocity mapping and '%indicator 
iilution technique was found (Y=0.85*X+0.7, rr0.98, p<O.OOS), 
:onfirming the accuracy of the method. Wire maps of the 
ialwlar flow at six moments during the heart cycle in one of 
he patients are shown in figure 1. 
Aortic root angiography gives only a semiquantitative assess- 
aent of the regurgitation, but because it is considered as a 
golden standard, the regurgitant volumes measured with MR 
telocity mapping was compared with the grade achieved by 
xthcterization, figure 2. The Spearman rank correlation 
mefficicnt between the two methods was 0.8 (~~0.02). 

.;I 
J loo 

.,*I 
Flgure 1: Aortlc flow 60,120,240,330,360 and 480 mr after the R. 
wave (HR: 70/mln, cardlac output: 7.0 Umln, regurgltant volume: 
3.1 Umln). 

0 * 
0 1 2 3 

AORTOGRAPHIC GRADE 

Flgun 2 Regurgltant volume measured by MR veloclty mapping 
plotted vs. rssulta of aortlc root anglography. 

CONCLUSION: This investigation shows, that MR velocity 
mapping can quantify aortic regurgitation accurately, and 
thereby offers a non-invasive assessment of the severity of the 
disease, allowing monitoring of its spontaneous course or the 
effect of medical treatment. The use of a standard gradient 
system in this study indicates, that the technique easily can be 
implemented for routine quantification of aortic regurgitation, 
allowing good spatial and temporal resolution of the valvular 
flow. Therefore, MR velocity mapping may become the method 
of choice in evaluation of aortic regurgitation, especially since 
no other technique presently offer these facilities. 

REFERENCE: F Stlhlberg, L Ssndergaard, C Thomsen et 
al. Magn Reson Imaging 1992; k13-23. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Decisions regarding the need for valve 
replacement cannot be made reliable based purely 
on the symptomatic status of a patient with aortic 
regurgitation (AR). Therefore sequentional 
monitoring and assessment of response to therapy 
in patients with AR requires a technique for 
measuring AR. which is accurate and has a good 
reproducibility between studies. Velocity encoded 
cine MR (VEC MR) is a non-invasive MR technique 
to measure blood flow [1;2;3] and quantify 
regurgitant volume (RV) and regurgitant fraction 
(RF) [4]. Accordingly, the current study assessed 
the accuracy and interstudy reproducibility of VEC 
MR for quantifying RV and RF. 

METHODS 
Twenty VEC MR studies were performed on a 1.5 
Tesla imager In ten patients with chronic aortic 
regurgitation. Each of these patients underwent two 
VEC MR studies for the assessment of interstudy 
reproducibility. Aortic flow was measured by VEC 
MR (TE 8.7; TR 27 VEC; FL No) using double 
oblique imaging planes, perpendicular to the 
direction of flow, at a lwei 1 cm below the 
innominate artery. RV and RF were measured on 
the aortic flow curve by quantifying ante- and retro 
grade flow per cardiac cycle. The summation of 
flow volumes a! each time frame with net antegrade 
flow during systole represents the left ventricular 
stroke volume (LVS). The summation of all time 
frames with net retrograde flow during diastole 
represents the RV per cardiac cycle. RF was 
calculated as RV divided by the LSV. 
The results (RV and RF data) of VEC MR 
measurements were compared to Cine MR 
measurement by using the volumetric method IS]. 
All measurements acquired from the VEC MR 
images and Cine MR images were analyzed by two 
independent observers. VEC data for RV and RF 
were compared with those obtained with Cine MR, 
using linear regresslon analysis. The student's t- 
test was used for all these data to analyzed the 
significant differences. A p values < 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. 

RESULTS 
The differences between measurements ot RV and 
RF from the firststudy and the second study w e  
not statistically significant. VEC MR measurements 
for RV and RF correlated closely to the volumetric 
method for both, the first and the second study (r > 
.97). VEC MR data demonstrate a high interstudy 
reproducibility between the first and the second 
study for RV and RF (r > .97) [Fig. l a  +lb]. The 
difference for RF values between the the two 
studies ranged from 0.9 to 4.6 % (mean 2.9f1.3%) 
The interobserver variability for VEC MR 
measurements were low (r = .99) and not 
significant different. 

y = .* + 13 

9EE r 3.1 % 'YY 0 

y = .* + 13 

RF: 1.study 

CONCLUSION 
The results of this study demonstrate a high 
accuracy of VEC MR to measure RV and RF in 
patients with chronic aortic regurgitation. The 
excellent interstudy reproducibility of VEC MR in 
the quantitative assessment of RV and AF is a the 
major advantage of VEC MR and indicates the 
potential of this technique for foilow up and drug 
monitoring studies. 
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tn(r0dUctkn 

Vdoclty encoded cine-MR (VECMR), which provides flow 
lnformatkn in addition to anatomical information in MRI, seems 
to have the potential of enhancing the use of MRI in the 
evaluntbn of cardiac physiology and pathophysiology in a 
similar manner as Doppler-echocardiography. 

The wlunn of flow across the mitral valve measured by MC 
MR was 5810 & 620 mllmin. and it was almost identical to the 
cerdi  outputs measured either by VECMR form the aorta 
(5670 & 590 mllmin) or by volumetric cine-MR of the left 
ventricle (5440 2 614 mWmin). The linear correlatbn between 
the vohrme of Row across the mitral valve and the cardiic 
output measured from the aorta was statistiilly significant (y= 

We now studied the usefulness of VECMR in measuring flow 
vebcitles and volumes across the mitral vahre.The purposes 
of the present study were: 

1. To compare VECMR and Doppler-echocardiography in 
measuring mitral valve diastolic E- and A- flow vebcies, and 
QA-ratios , whic are used to evaluate left ventricular diestolic 
functbn (1). 

2. To measure by VECMR the volume (ml/min) of blood flow 
across the mitral valve, and to compare it with cardiac outputs 
measured by VECMR from the aorta or by volumetric cine-MR 
of the left ventricle. 

3. To estimate the left atrial contribution to left ventricular filling 
by VECMR. 

0.81 x + 1108 ml/min, r= 0.86, p< 0.01) 

The k R  atrtrhl contrlbutkn to k R  vontrkuhr flllhg was 25.9 
- + 7.5 %. which is accordance wntr values obtained by invasbte 
methods (4). 

Conclusions 

Our results indicate, that VEC-MR is capable of producing 
similar flow information as Doppler/echocardiography to 
evaluate left ventricular diastolic function from E/A-ratios based 
on mitral valve diastolic E- and A- flow velocities. 

VECMR yielded slightly lower E- and A-velocities than 
Doppler. This may be explained by the lower temporal 
resolution of VECMR (5). However, this difference was 
consistent. and consequently the VA-ratios obtained by the 
two methods were similar. 

We shJdied 10 normal volunteers (ages from 27 to 43 years). 
MR-study and Doppler-echocardiography were done on the 
same occasion. We used a 1.5 T GE Signa MR imager to 
obtain 2- and 3-dimensionally velocity encoded VECMR 
images both in the horizontal and vertical long axis planes of 
the left ventricle to obtain flow velocities. and in the short axis 
plane of it at the mitral anulw level to obtain flow volume 
acmss the mitral valve. Moreover, 2-dimensiodly velocity 
encoded VECMR images were obtained in a plane 
perpendicular to the ascending aorta to measure cardiac 
output (2). Finally, we obtained cine-MR images covering the 
leR ventricle in its short axis plane to measure volumetrically 
cardiac output (3). Doppler-echocardiography was performed 
with a Vingmed apparatus (2.5 mHz mechanical probe) to 
measure left ventricular inflow velocities at the tips and and at 
the anulus of the mitral valve from the apical 4-chamber view 
(1). 

RO.ult8 

VECMR yielded slightly lower E- and A-volocitks than 
Doppler-echocardiography. The highest velocities in VEC-MR 
were obtained in the vertical long axis plane by 3-dimensional 
velocity encoding, in which the E-and A-velocities were 59.3 & 
9.6 and 32.4 2 5.4 cm/s, whereas Doppler at the tips of the 
mitral valve yielded 71.8 17.1 and 43.1 2 14.0 c d s .  The 
corresponding UA-ratbs were 1.87 2 0.37 and 1.76 & 0.48. 
and they were not statistically different ( ~ ~ 0 . 0 5 ) .  However, the 
best linear correlation of the E/A-ratios was obtained between 
the horizontal long axis plane in VEC/MR and maximal Doppler 
velocities (y= 1.23 x + 0.06, r=0.94. p<O.OOl). 
The E- and A- velocities and the E/A-ktiios obtained in these 
normal volunteers were within the published normal values (1). 

The best correlation between VECMR and Doppler- 
echocardiographic E/A/ratios were found between maximal 
velocities measured in the horizontal long axis plane in VEC 
MR, which closely resembles the apical 4-chamber view of 
echocardiography wed in this study. 

The validity of our measurement of the volume of flow across 
the mitral valve is based on the good correlations between it 
and the cardiic outputs measured by two independent 
methods. 

In conclusion. the possibility to noninvasively measure by 
VECMR both the veloclty and the volume of blood flow across 
the mitral valve and the left atrial contribution to left ventricular 
tilling is of considerable usefulness in basic and clinical 
physiology. 
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With the advent of ultrafast magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) measurement techniques capable of producing 
images within a few hundred milliseconds, it is possible to 
monitor the first pass of an iv bolus of Gadolinium- 
Diethylenetriamine Pentaacetic Acid ( Gd-DTPA ) 
through the heart and the great vessels (1) . The purpose 
of this study was to investigate the feasibility of MRI in 
identification, differentiation and quantification of 
intracardiac shunts by continuous monitoring of the 
intracardiac flow of Gd-DTPA. Similar to indicator 
dilution techniques, Gd-DTPA served as an indicator, 
blood as the dilutor and MRI as the detector providing 
signal intenity time curves (STC) with high temporal 
resolution. 

Mater- 
10 patients with angiographically proven intracardiac 

left-to-right shunt ( L->R ) and five healthy volunteers 
were examined. In all the persons included in the study, 
the existance of a further cardiac malformation such as 
valvular incompetence, large bronchial collaterals, 
pulmonary hypertension with right-to-left shunt, 
coarctation of the aorta was not admitted. MRI studies 
were performed on a 1.5T Magnetom SP ( Siemens AG, 
Erlangen ). With a Turbo-FLASH sequence ( TR: 5.9 ms; 
TE: 3 ms; TI: 80 ms; Matrix: 90x128 ) which could 
provide a total acquisition time of 515 ms, 64 successive 
ECG gated double oblique four chamber cardiac images of 
the heart were obtained in the same slice with a Helmholtz 
coil. A low dose bolus ( 0.02 mmovkg ) of Gd-DTPA ( 
Schering AG, Berlin ) was injected in the superior vena 
cava through a power injector. The L->R was calculated 
from the STC of the Aorta descendens (Ao) (Fig. 1) 
according to the Carter formula ( 2, 3 ) and from the 
STC of the Pulmonary artery (PA) using gamma variate 
analysis similar to that done for first pass radionuclide 
data (4). 

Results 
The first pass transit of the Gd-DTPA bolus could be 

followed in the right atrium (RA), the right ventricle 
(RV), the PA, the left atrium, the left ventricle and the Ao 
simultaneously. Signal intensity (SI) increase in the right 
side of the heart and subsequently a continuous mixing of 
blood with low SI from the left to the right side of the 
heart via the septal defect was displayed in all patients. 
Early recirculation of the indicator in the STC of the PA 
demonstrated the existence of the shunt in every patient. 
None of the healthy volunteers showed this phenomenon. 
By sampling in the RA and the RV the shunt level was 
determined as the most proximal point were early 
recirculation occured (Fig. 2). Ratios of the STC of the A0 
and the PA showed a good correlation to the ratios derived 
from blood oximetry at cardiac catheterization (Fig. 3). 

Ultrafast MRI of the heart is a fast, objective method 
allowing identification. differentiation and quantification 

ot intracardiac L->K in one single procedure, which may 
potentially be determined during the same imaging session 
at which high resolution static and CINE cardiac images 
may be acquired. 
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Figure 1 shows prolongation in the dissappearance phase 
of the STC-Ao in a patient with a large L->R. By 
determining SIP as the peak signal intensity in the STC- 
Ao, bt as the build-up time and SI(p+bt) as the signal 
intensity at time 2xbt, the per cent of the L->R was 
calculated from the equation: 
per cent L->R = 141 x [ SI(p+bt) / SIP ] - 46 in which 
percent L->R represents the L->R shunt expressed in 
uercent to nolmonsrv flow 

91wu.i 91 11.Y.) 

Figure 2 shows the STC of the RA and the RV in a 
patient with a ventricular septal defect. Early recirculation 
occurs only in the STC-RV. On the contrary, in case of an 
atrial septal defect, early recirculation was demonstrated 
in the STC-RA also. 

Figure 3: Correlation of STC-Ao ratios vs. blood 
oximetm data from cardiac catheterization. 
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Quantitation of Global and Regional Left Ventrkular E'unetion by CIoe Magnetk 
Resonance Imaging during Dobutamine Stress in Normrrl Human Subjects 
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers excellent 
anatomic and temporal resolution of the heart. 
Physical exercise during MRI is precluded due to 
spgce nstriCtion and motion artefacts. Dobutamine 
hib the potential to provoke myowdial ischemia in 
lhe presence of coronary artery disease (l), and has 
ban used as a stress inducer in conjunction with 
radionuclide ventriculography (2), myocardial 
ptrfusion imaging (3) and two-dimensional 
ahocardiography (4). To evaluate the feasibility of 
Cine MRI during stress conditions, dobutamine was 
wed as an alternative for exercise in normal human 
subjects. 

The study population consisted of 23 healthy 
volunteers (17 men and 6 women; age range 21-27 
years; mean age 25 years), all with normal physical 
examination, no history of heart or lung disease, and 
a normal electrocardiogram. MRI was performed at 
1.5 Tesla using a Gyroscan superconducting magnet 
(Philips M e d i d  Systems, Best, the Netherlands). 
ECGtriggered images were acquired in a true short- 
axis plane of the heart, which was derived from 
coronal and sagittal scout views followed by double 
oblique angulation. Cine MRI was performed using a 
gradient echo sequence (TR= 40 ms, TE= 13 ms, 
excitation angle 40") after which images of eight 
adjacent slices were obtained, encompassing the entire 
left ventricle from base to apex. Eight slices were 
token with a thickness of 10-12 mm and a 2 mm slice 
interval. The shortest trigger delay was 8 ms after the 
R-wave of the ECG. The acquisition matrix was 
128x256 and was interpolated to 256x256 for display 
purposes. The field of view was 350 mm2 and two 
acquisitions were averaged to improve signal-to noise 
ratio. Hemodynamics and ventricular volumes were 
measured at rest and during peak dobutamine infusion 
(15 pg/kg/min). At 6 contiguous levels, wall thickness 
and percent systolic wall thickening (%WT) were 
measured in 18 segments (20" intervals). 

Results Baseline Dobutamine 

101 f 18* 
181+_18* 

Heart rate(beats/min) 65f 10 
Syst.blood pressure(mmHg) 130f8 
Double product(mmHg/min) 8069+ 1460 17747+3597* 

Cardiac index(l/min/m? 2.9 k0.4 5.4 +0.6* 
Ejection fraction (96) 65f3  80f4* 

Stroke index(mlfm3 46+4 55 +7* 

*p < 0.001 

The mean %WT before and during peak dobutamine 
infusion at the six adjacent levels, was as follows: 56.6 & 
23.9% to 79.6 +_ 26% at level 1 (base), 67.0 f 27% to 
88.9 + 25% at level 2 (high-papillary muscle at the 
chordae tendineae), 73.5 & 21.9% to 107.4 k 35.9% at 
level 3 (mid-papillary muscle), 91.6 f 29.4% to 127 & 
39.7% at level 4 (low-papillary muscle), 104.6 f 33.7% 
to 115.1 + 30.4% at level 5 (low-left ventricle), and 
112.6 f 35.1% to 121.2 f 40.2% at level 6 (apex) (all 
p <  0.001). These values indicate a gradient in wall 
thickening from base to apex at control state. During 
dobutamine the greatest %WT was observed at the low- 
papillary muscle level. 

conclusion 

MRI clearly identifies wall motion dynamics and allows 
reliable calculations of segmental wall thickening at 
different levels as well as estimations of hemodynamic 
parameters. Dobutamine is an adequate stress agent by 
virtue of its safety, operator control and its effects which 
resemble physical exercise. Dobutamine MRI has the 
potential to become a new diagnostic tool to assess the 
functional significance of coronary artery disease. 
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Semi-Automated Identification of LV Border From Cine Magnetic 
Resonance Images: Clinical and Experimental Evaluation 
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INTRODUCTION Dedicated softwares have already been 
proposed for the boundary detection of cardiac structures 
in echocardiography, left ventricular angiography and 
MRI [I-31. These methods use either manual or automated 
contour tracing techniques. They provide contours, which 
fit more or less the edges, but which cannot be corrected 
interactively afterwards. 

MATJmIALs AND METHODS 
Outlines o f  the sqftware :The method i s  based on the 
active contour notion, introduced in 1987 by Kass et a1 
[4]. In our study, we use cubic B-spline, closed and 
uniform, to modelize the contour shape. The deformation 
of these mathematical curves can be controlled locally, by 
the modification in position of control points. 
Data acauisition - in vivo studies : The images are 
acquired on a 1.5 T whole body MR imaging system 
(Magnetom 63 SP, SIEMENS).Ten cardiac short-axis 
cine-MR exams are analyzed (5  healthy subjects and 5 
pathologic patients presenting segmental LV diskynesia 
post-infarction).The sequence used is a standard gradient- 
echo sequence (FISP:TR=50 msec, TE=12 msec, 
FA=60°). 
Data acauisition - ex-vivo studies : Hearts from 6 animals 
were studied, using a SLTl-weighted sequence (TR=350 
msec, TE=15 msec). The imaging planes were localized 
with an external marker to correlate the imaging and the 
planimetry slices. A planimetry tracing was accomplished 
to correlate the actual left ventricular borders, with those 
detected on the images. 
Data statistical analvsis : We evaluated the 
reproducibility of the software in terms of inter-and intra- 
observer variability analysis. using least square linear 
regression. We compared the values of the enclosed 
surfaces measured for each image (endocardial and 
epicardial), and the EF evaluated for each cine-MR exam. 
For the excised hearts, the actual areas measured with the 
planimetry, were compared with the computer-derived 
areas using linear regression analysis. Errors in EF 
evaluation were expressed as the mean difference in 
observations. 
RESULTS 
Inter-observer variability :Good results are obtained for 
the two clinical groups (healthy (A) and pathologic 
patients (B)) and both for endo and epicardial contour 
detection (epicardial: r>0,97; SEE<S% - endocardial: 
~ 0 . 9 5 ;  SEE<14%). The epicardial border is better 
reproduced than the endocardial border ( fig.1 ). 
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Intra-observer variability : A better correlation was 
obtained between the twu analysis performed by the same 
observer (epicardial: n0,97-SEE<5% / endocardial: 
DO,%-SEE<ll%) ( fig. 2 ). 
Ex-vivo studv: The area measurements provide a good 
correlation between actual and computer-derived areas 
(d,*). 
Variabilitv in the EF. evaluation : EF values determined 
by the first observer are well correlated with those 
obtained by the second observer (r = 0.97). For the intra- 
observer analysis, a best correlation is obtained (r = 0,99). 

CONCLUSION 
Our study presents a new semi-automated method for 
cardiac boundaries identification from cine-MR images. 
The contours of the LV cavity are modelized using 
unifonn and closed cubic B-spline. This choice provides a 
good compromise between effectiveness, reliability and 
computational time. The primary results demonstrate the 
good reproducibility of our method for the contour tracing 
(170.95). Our method yields also good results for the EF 
evaluation. These results suggest that our method has the 
potential to be clinically useful, and to provide a good 
quantitation of LV functions. 
The semi-automated technique that we developed, is 
promising in standard clinical MRI. The extension of our 
method to an automated border detection technique would 
provide accurate determination of L V  volumes and mass. 
It would reduce the image processing time, allowing a 
direct 3D processing. This method should be evaluated in 
a larger number of patients in a wide variety of clinical 
diseases. 
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MR Characterization of Blood Flow in Native and Grafted 
Internal Mammary Arteries 
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Medical Center, Stanford, CA, USA. 

Coronary revascularization by means 
of the internal mammary artery (IMA) has 
been shown to significantly reduce 
mortality and morbidity in patients with 
coronary artery disease. In the 
postoperative patient with ischemic 
anginal symptoms, differentiation between 
bypass graft closure or stenosis and 
nonischemic causes such as incisional or 
thoracotomy pain, post-pericardiotomy 
syndrome or pulmonary embolism can to 
date only be accomplished by means of 
invasive angiography. A noninvasive test 
that can avoid the inherent risks, expense 
and hospitalization required by angiography 
is clearly desirable. We employed a new 
cine phase-contrast (PC) MR imaging 
technique to characterize blood flow in 
native and grafted IMA’s. After we 
evaluated the reliability and consistency of 
cine PC-based blood flow measurements in 
native IMA’s relative to aortic output in 10 
healthy volunteers imaged on four separate 
occasions, we explored flow profiles of 
grafted IMA’s in 12 patients who had 
recently undergone IMA coronary artery 
grafting. 

Volunteers and patients were imaged 
on a 1.5 Tesla imager (G.E. Signa) in the 
supine position using the body coil for 
signal transmission and detection. Cine PC 
MR imaging was performed in the transaxial 
plane at the level of the pulmonary artery 
bifurcation perpendicular to both IMA’s as 
well as the ascending aorta. Cine PC MR 
was employed with electrocardiac 
referencing using the following parameters: 
TR 32 ms, TE 8 ms, flip angle 45O, section 
thickness 5 mm, 24 cm2 FOV, 1 location per 
acquisition, 2 excitations, 128x256 matrix 
for volunteer studies and 256x256 matrix 
for patient studies. First order gradient 
moment nulling, respiratory compensation, 
and anterior placement of an 80 mm 
presaturation band reduced motion 
artifacts. The flow encoding gradient was 
selected in the slice select direction with a 
velocity-encoding value of 1.2 m/s. 
Accounting for the variable location of the 
grafted IMA either anterior or lateral to the 
great vessel, cine PC acquisitions in the 

patients were performed in both the 
anterior/posterior and right/left frequency 
encoding directions. 

For the volunteers flow in both native 
IMA’s was quantitated and expressed as a 
percentage of ascending aortic flow. In the 
12 patients flow analysis was performed on 
the native as well as the grafted IMA. 

Mean IMA flow in the volunteers on 
the left ranged from 1.5% to 5.1% (mean 
3.3%, SO = 0.86) and from 1.2% to 5.4% 
(mean 3.4%, SO = 0.87) on the right. Over 
time, for each individual volunteer IMA 
blood flow measurements relative to 
cardiac output were relatively stable. 
Average standard deviations amounted to 
12.1% (range 5.5-24.6%) of measured flow 
in the left-sided IMA and 11.1% (range 2.4- 
28.1%) of flow in the right-sided IMA. 
Blood flow measurements of native IMA’s in 
the patient population were similar to 
those of the volunteers with a mean of 178 
+/- 57.2 ml/min. Flow in grafted IMAs was 
identified in 10 of 12 patients (9 left- 
sided, one right-sided). In one of two 
patients without demonstrable IMA graft 
flow cardiac catheterization confirmed 
lack of flow. No correlative data is 
available for the second patient. IMA graft 
flow varied from 28 ml/min to 164 ml/min 
(mean = 80.3 ml/min). Compared to native 
IMA’s, velocity profiles of grafted IMA’s 
were characterized by lower peak velocity 
(mean 24.6 cm/s, range 20.5 to 33.1 cm/s) 
and a more parabolicly shaped flow curve. 

This study demonstrates the 
feasibility of cine PC MR imaging as a 
noninvasive quantitative method evaluating 
blood flow in IMA coronary artery bypass 
grafts. 


